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Abstract 

This thesis will explore language and literacy practices in social networking sites 

(SNSs) that both draw on and expand beyond traditional principles of composition. 

Particularly, it will examine how adolescent participants are engaging with SNSs in ways 

that extend their learning and life opportunities beyond what is typically accessible in their 

rural province of Chiang Rai. Despite considerable research on language and literacy, there 

remains a limited body of research focused on adolescent literacy in Thailand and in rural 

contexts, such as Chiang Rai. There is also limited research in this area that provides a 

combined framework to account for the social, cultural, multimodal and linguistic 

repertoires of adolescents as materialised in their SNS practices 

 

This thesis will draw from sociolinguistic and sociocultural theories of Systemic 

Functional Linguistics (SFL) and intertextuality to analyse participants’ linguistic and 

multimodal texts and how they shape and are shaped by a range of discourses in SNS. 

However, both of these theories cannot provide a systematic account of participants’ 

multimodal texts in depth. Therefore, this thesis will also draw from multimodality as an 

analytical framework to account for participants’ multimodal texts (e.g., images, colours 

and layout). 

 

As key findings will demonstrate, the complexity of participants’ language and 

literacy practices in SNSs involves the blending of not only different languages and modes 

but also cultural resources (e.g., textual conventions and genres) – or what I refer to as 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices. This study will set out a 
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critical perspective on how such practices on SNS are shaped by adolescents to make new 

kinds of meanings, negotiate identities and relationships, and establish belongingness 

within both local and transnational communities. Evidence from empirical data collected 

will include surveys and online observations. 
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Impact Statement 

The language and literacy practices that adolescents engage in today allow them to 

communicate and connect with other people, both known and unknown, and both local and 

transnational. This thesis looks at these kinds of practices in such environments as social 

networking sites (SNSs) to understand how Chiang Rai adolescents make meaning and 

construct identities and relationships. Through detailed analysis, this thesis demonstrated 

the significance of adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. It contributed to 

language and literacy research by shedding light on adolescents’ practices in SNSs that 

might contribute to their school practices. Although some of their practices in SNSs might 

not be directly relevant to schools, it is essential to point out how adolescents engaged with 

technologies, resources and practices in other areas of life. 

 

This thesis develops a methodological framework to look at adolescents’ language 

and literacy practices in SNSs. This is because adolescents do not engage with languages 

or modes (e.g. images, colours and layout) alone but mesh them together with cultural 

resources (e.g. textual styles and conventions). There is no established framework that can 

fully capture this phenomenon. Research within sociolinguistic and sociocultural fields 

tends to explore the uses of languages and modes separately. Therefore, this thesis draws 

upon and combines Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), multimodality and 

intertextuality together to explore adolescents’ practices in SNSs. This combined 

framework could be used in future research to others, particularly to researchers interested 

in studying adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. In addition, this thesis 

focuses on the contribution to researching online communities through the virtual 
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ethnographic approach following the works of Hine (2000, 2011). This is a broader 

contribution to literacy research.  

 

Ultimately, this thesis has had an impact on my work in Thailand. I was able to 

shape curricula and pedagogies that more readily attended to the notions of technologies, 

resources and practices for secondary school students. In the schools that I am working 

with, I helped design a secondary school curriculum that focuses on bridging technology, 

semiotic disconnect and identity disconnect. For bridging technology, teachers and 

students utilise different types of technology (and multimodal resources) in the classroom 

to engage in learning topics actively. For bridging the semiotic disconnect, teachers engage 

students in learning topics through not only reading and writing practices but also through, 

for example, designing a business model for math class, engaging in coding activities for 

science class and making a short film for English class. Lastly, for bridging the identity 

disconnect, the agency of students is the starting point. We designed the curriculum 

relevant to students’ lives by offering more elective classes of their interests such as digital 

marketing, robotics, public speaking, sports science and social-media literacy classes. 

These classes connect students to the real world through the use of specific technologies 

and practices. 
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CHAPTER-1. Introduction 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 The relevance of the work I will describe in this thesis to both research and 

educational practice was made clear to me by the following incident. This incident occurred 

during my fieldwork when I went to recruit my participants in Chiang Rai. As part of my 

fieldwork, I visited a secondary school in Chiang Rai to inform 116 adolescents about my 

research. They were between the age of 16 and 18 years old. I asked them to raise their 

hands if they currently have at least one social media account; everyone in the room raised 

their hand. There were two general responses. Some created Facebook pages to 

communicate with friends and family and to post pictures of themselves and their friends; 

others joined sites such as Twitter and Instagram to look at other people’s posts and get to 

know them better without posting much of their own content.  

 

 There were several adolescents that shared different reasons for their social media 

practices. For example, Inpastel (Twitter name) created a Twitter page to sell Kpop 

(Korean popular culture) products to customers online. She said that she had never met 

most of her customers, but she communicated and negotiated with them through Twitter. 

Her customers were based not only in Thailand but also in other Asian countries. To 

advertise her products and promote her online store, she used different languages (e.g. 

English and Thai) and design features (e.g. pictures, emojis, hyperlinks, hashtags) (see 

Figure 1.1). For example, the hashtags she used linked her social media page to different 

Kpop fan pages on Twitter, which could help increase the number of visitors and customers 
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to her shop. Inpastel’s story is just one of many burgeoning social media practices 

increasingly common among adolescents.   

 

 Before proceeding further, I would like to note that all material used throughout 

this thesis, including the pictures of adolescent participants and their online names, as seen 

in the example below, has been permitted by all adolescent participants. The ethical 

considerations regarding anonymity and personal identifiers will be explained in more 

detail in the methodological chapter (Chapter 4). 

 

Figure 1.1 Description of Inpastel’s texts designed to advertise her Kpop products for 

sale 

 
Pictures of the products

Products for sale
written in

English

Prices
The conditions for

buying written in Thai
and English

The link to order

Hashtags can
be searched

by other users 

Emojis
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 Like Inpastel, there are other adolescents in Chiang Rai who engage with and create 

multiple forms of texts on social networking sites (SNSs) in ways that are distinct and 

rarely seen in schools. For the participants in my study, they use social media for various 

kinds of activities such as for communicating, socialising and maintaining social and 

family ties (Gulatee & Combes, 2018). For many of them, they use social media to 

participate in public spaces, community groups and, more broadly, civic life. For example, 

one of my participants joined a football fan page on Facebook to talk about his favourite 

team with other fans. Another adolescent joined a pet-society club on Facebook to share 

pictures of her dog and talk to others who share the same interest. In addition to 

participation in public spaces, Chiang Rai adolescents also use social media to generate 

income and become someone they desire. For example, as mentioned above, Inpastel 

created a Twitter page to advertise and sell her Kpop products as well as interact with other 

Kpop fans online. In doing so, she has gained more than 70,000 followers on Twitter. 

Another participant named Oilly also used her Facebook page to sell products to her friends 

and followers. She has more than 3,000 friends on Facebook. 

 

 Research found that out of 69 million people in Thailand, there were 55 million of 

them who were social media users in January 2021 (Datareportal, 2021). Almost 80 percent 

of the population were using social media. Social media has become a large part of Thai 

people’s lives, including Chiang Rai adolescents’ lives. It has changed how we connect 

with people, buy and sell products and services, follow the news, voice our political stance 

and become famous (Datareportal, 2021). For example, Thai youth like to use social media 
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platforms to become influencers who are followed by tens of thousands and to sell products 

online to their audiences (The Nation, 2017). Thailand is, in fact, among the top ten 

countries in the world where the people are spending a great amount of time on social 

media - an average of 4.6 hours per day (Datareportal, 2021). Considering the amount of 

time that Thai people are spending on social media, it is not surprising to see how 

adolescents like Inpastel and Oilly use social media platforms to establish connections, 

gain many followers and generate income. When they are on these platforms, they learn 

how to design and produce texts that can connect with many other users who might not 

know them in person but who might share similar interests. The ways in which Chiang Rai 

adolescents connect with their audiences on social media platforms will be illustrated in 

more detail in the empirical chapters (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

 

 My brief description above begins to highlight the nuances of social media practices 

of adolescents, its learning potential as well as possibilities for engaging in a range of 

practices and opportunities. However, adolescents’ social media practices have been 

regarded as a distraction from learning and at times also referenced as diminishing 

academic literacy (e.g. Abdulahi et al., 2014; Baron, 2009; Leung & Lee, 2012). A common 

concern is that social media diverts adolescents’ attention away from what is important for 

their learning process. For instance, Ziegler (2007) notes, “… practices in SNSs could 

contribute to the intellectual and scholarly depowering of a ‘Google generation’ of learners, 

incapable of independent critical thought” (as cited in Selwyn, 2009, p. 158). The assertion 

here seems to suggest that fundamental aspects of literacy and learning do not readily apply 

to SNSs and are only acquired through formal schooling. The main debates in the 
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educational field situate adolescents’ literacy skills as declining because of their 

engagement with digital technologies and platforms such as SNSs. For example, some 

debates discuss how adolescents’ academic writing skills are declining because of social 

media (Pascopella & Richardson, 2009). They point to such social media practices as 

impacting on adolescents’ abilities to write complete and complex sentences in classes 

(Ahn, 2011; Brabazon, 2007). These concerns have led to a key argument that literacy 

skills are under threat or declining, and adolescents’ activities in SNSs are somehow 

leading to a loss of literacy (Leung & Lee, 2012). 

 

 As evidenced by these concerns, there remains a conceptualisation of literacy that 

tightly confines knowledge production to academic writing, which is commonly promoted 

and taught in formal school contexts. However, I argue that such a conceptualisation of 

literacy is reductive because it does not recognise changes in contemporary communication 

environments. Over two decades ago, most ‘technologies’ were still primarily print-based 

as the kinds of digital platforms and devices we have today were not yet in wide circulation 

(Bezemer & Kress, 2017). In this regard, reading and writing could have been conceived 

as adequate for the task of textual composition. However, in today’s increasingly 

globalised and textually mediated societies, print-based writing is often displaced using 

more contemporary forms of composition. There is by now evidence of everyday digital 

literacy practices that draw from different languages, still and moving images, hashtags, 

emojis, layout, colours and so on. Writing is but one mode of many that are increasingly 

used across a range of domains as part of everyday life (Kress, 2005; Kress & van Leeuwen, 

2006). 
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 This social change raises several questions. Should we continue to simply define 

literacy as the ability to read and write complex and complete sentences? What 

contemporary features of writing and communication must adolescents also engage to 

adeptly participate in today’s fast changing technological landscape? More importantly, 

how do we make sense of social media practices like Inpastel’s? What Inpastel does in 

SNS does not fit the traditional conventions of academic literacy. However, there is 

something to be said about the fact that as an adolescent living in a rural region of Thailand 

and not readily having the same access to digital technologies in schools or resources to 

travel the world, she nonetheless is exhibiting ‘signs of learning’ (Bezemer & Kress, 2008) 

and even generating income.  

 

 Adolescents today will enter universities and a labour market that are fast becoming 

technologised and globalised (Gee, 2000, 2012; New London Group, 1996). In response to 

changed social demands and conditions, adolescents will need to critically participate 

across a growing range of meaning-making systems such as – constructing professional 

profiles on LinkedIn; making Internet transactions; uploading status updates and Tweets 

using different languages, emojis and hashtags; and designing social media pages using 

specific framing, layout, colours and typography. As mentioned, research already shows 

that almost 80% of the population in Thailand are using social media. People are already 

spending an average of 4.6 hours per day on social media (Datareportal, 2021). For these 

reasons, there is a need for research into contemporary forms of communication as it relates 
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to literacy and composition, and also to account for current practices in platforms such as 

SNSs that Thai adolescents are engaging in as part of everyday life. 

 

 With my goal of returning to Thailand and running the schools that my family have 

built, I aspire to make a difference in shaping curricula and pedagogies that more readily 

attend to a broad range of language and literacy practices that include both academic and 

contemporary principles of composition. This is especially crucial at a time when the 

education system in Thailand is in transition, and many initiatives are seeking to reform 

education to include more digital innovation (Wittayasin, 2017). For example, the initiative 

‘Thailand 4.0’ aims to pull Thailand out of the middle-income trap or inequality trap by 

promoting creativity, innovation, new technology and high-quality services, particularly in 

education and trade (Wittayasin, 2017). Improving Thai adolescents’ literacy skills is 

prioritised as a critical element in the government’s ambitions to propel Thailand out of the 

inequality trap and toward Thailand 4.0. The context of Thailand, including the Thailand 

4.0 policy and other relevant points, are taken up in more substantive detail in Section 1.2. 

 

 In this thesis, I am not suggesting replacing traditional and academic literacy with 

contemporary literacy. I aim to illustrate the broader compositional repertoire of 

adolescents in ways that highlight and recognise the distinctive language and literacy 

practices within and across SNSs. I see the work of my thesis starting in SNSs beyond 

schools and understanding firstly what adolescents are doing there and why. This is 

because adolescents engage in SNSs as part of everyday life to gain access to a wide range 

of resources, not only print-based but also multimodal and cultural resources. Therefore, 
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in this thesis, I am keenly interested in exploring what kinds of resources adolescents 

engage in and what textual conventions they typically follow to participate in SNSs. I look 

beyond schools because they are still heavily reliant on print-based resources and prioritise 

traditional literacy as a common feature. This argument is not restricted only to Thailand, 

as expanding the types of literacies engaged in schools is a perennial topic in educational 

research (e.g. Coiro, 2003; Dalton & Proctor, 2008; Hull, 2003). 

 

 This thesis has been informed by New Literacy Studies (NLS). NLS define literacy 

not as a set of strictly technical reading and writing skills that determine whether 

adolescents are literate or illiterate but as a set of social practices that are mediated by 

various resources and are motivated by different purposes, values, identities and social 

relationships in everyday contexts like SNSs. It is these aspects that motivate me to look 

beyond schools and toward the social engagement in language and literacy practices of 

adolescents in their everyday lives. 

 

1.1 Immediate Context and Challenges: Improving Adolescents’ Literacy Skills 

 In Thailand, the Ministry of Education (MoE) places the highest priority on 

enhancing national literacy through basic education (National Education Plan B.E. 2560-

2579 (2017- 2036), 2017). Educational institutions are specified to build and develop 

Standard Thai literacy (the official and national language of Thailand and the first language 

of the Central Thai people) among Thai adolescents. Serious efforts to promote literacy 

have been made for the purposes of eradicating illiteracy problems in the country, 

maintaining national development and promoting lifelong learning (Bureau of Academic 
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Affair and Educational Standards, 2015). Therefore, literacy education has been integrated 

into several National Education Plans (National Education Plan B.E. 2560-2579 (2017- 

2036), 2017). Among these plans, the MoE specified that Standard Thai knowledge and 

skills should be taught to Thai adolescents. It has been established as the core learning area, 

and adolescents should be able to read and write Standard Thai upon completing basic 

education (Ministry of Education, 2008). 

 

 Since the policy Thailand 4.0 has been launched, the government has urged schools 

across the country to utilise new teaching and learning paradigms which emphasise 

purposeful and lifelong learning in order to prepare adolescents for globalised and techno-

centric societies. In 2015, the Office of the Education Council introduced the new National 

Education Plan that prescribed the required basic literacy skills in Standard Thai and 

Standard English (i.e., basic reading and writing skills) as well as adding essential skills 

such as critical thinking, problem solving and communication skills. The statement in 

MoE’s National Education Plan B.E. 2560-2579 (2017- 2036) suggests: 

 

 In response to initiatives for human resource development in the 21st century, 

current education shall emphasise to master the 21st century learning skills... called ‘3Rs 

+ 8Cs’… The 3Rs includes reading, writing, and arithmetic while 8Cs are critical thinking 

and problem solving; creativity and innovation; cross-cultural understanding; 

collaboration, teamwork and leadership; communication, information and media literacy; 

computing and ICT literacy; career and learning skills, and compassion. (p. 80)  
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 Despite the new National Education Plan being pushed forward by the government, 

adolescents’ literacy inadequacies have been revealed in numerous international reports. 

According to OECD (2015), Thailand came 54th out of a total of 70 assessed countries on 

the Programme for International Students Assessment (PISA) in 2015, with scores 

dropping in all subjects (i.e. reading, science, maths) since the 2012 assessment. More 

significantly, one-third of Thailand’s 15-year-olds were considered to operate below Level 

2 on the PISA Reading Proficiency Scale, that is, below the minimum level regarded as 

necessary to function effectively in today’s societies. More recently, UNESCO’s 2018 

Global Education Monitoring Report (GEMR) also disclosed that 50% of secondary school 

students have a minimal level of proficiency in literacy skills. UNESCO warned the Thai 

government that literacy problems, especially in rural areas, could contribute to the 

country’s economic crisis. However, the publication of these figures as seen in the GEMR 

has emerged with much focus on measurable outcomes of literacy skills (Bartlett, 2007b; 

Freebody, 2007). By focusing on the measurable outcomes of Thai adolescents’ literacy 

skills, the government may lose sight of the literacy practices beyond the traditional 

conventions of academic literacy that are also valuable to Thai adolescents’ lives.  

 

 The Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) (2018) argues that the most 

challenging problem to push forward the new National Education Plan is that schools and 

teachers have not been properly trained. It is not that Thailand does not have the resources 

needed to train their teachers. In fact, Thailand has spent a massive amount of money on 

education (5% of the GDP) – the largest portion of the country’s budget (Fernquest, 2020). 

However, most schools and teachers are still not able to create purposeful and lifelong 
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learning environments for adolescents to work on their essential skills (TDRI, 2018). In 

Thailand, most teachers have been trained to use traditional teaching methods such as 

lecturing and rote learning. For example, in English classrooms, Thai English as a Foreign 

Language (EFL) teachers tend to focus on teaching word pronunciation, reading aloud, 

reading comprehension and writing at the word and sentence level (Thanyathamrongkul et 

al., 2018). The common scenario is that teachers stand in front of the classroom with the 

expectation to be the main sources of knowledge, while students are given limited 

engagement and trained to be authority dependent. The development of the 8Cs such as 

critical thinking, creativity and collaboration skills is seen to be limited in these classrooms 

(TDRI, 2018) 

 

 The traditional teaching methods are significantly more prevalent in schools located 

in rural regions of the country including the north, northeast and south. Schools located in 

these regions have less funding from the government to hire qualified teachers and provide 

sufficient learning resources. The PETS survey (UNICEF, 2017) reveals that secondary 

schools in the central region tend to receive 44,000 baht (or 1,370 USD) per student, while 

secondary schools in the northern and southern regions tend to receive approximately 

23,230 baht (720 USD) per student. With less funding, schools in the northern and southern 

regions hire 80% of secondary school teachers to teach subjects that they have not 

graduated in (OECD/UNESCO, 2016; Tangchuan, 2011). For example, teachers who teach 

English have typically majored in Thai, social sciences or agriculture (Tangchuan, 2011).  
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 Moreover, most schools do not have proper resources and facilities such as digital 

technologies and computer labs. Most of them also have the problem of overcrowding, 

with one teacher having to teach more than one subject to more than forty students per 

class. Due to these problems, the illiteracy problem is particularly serious for adolescents 

in rural regions, with 47% of 15-year-old adolescents being functionally illiterate 

(OECD/UNESCO, 2016). They have less access to quality education and resources at 

schools to not only improve basic literacy skills but also to develop the essential skills 

needed to participate in today’s labour market (OECD/UNESCO, 2016; TDRI, 2018).  

 

 With the aims of the government to propel Thailand out of the inequality trap and 

toward Thailand 4.0, there remain questions to be answered. How can Thailand’s education 

system prepare adolescents to become skilled and competitive workers for today’s labour 

market? How can this be achieved for adolescents living in rural regions? Should the 

country be concerned with those who are falling behind? If Thailand is committed to 

achieving Thailand 4.0 and making serious efforts to promote literacy across the country, 

it may need to start giving greater and more serious attention to teachers and adolescents 

living in the rural regions (i.e. northern, northeastern and southern regions), who make up 

the majority of the country.  

 

 One important point that the government needs to understand is that the literacy 

crisis in Thailand is possibly amplified by focusing on a solution that is reductive in its 

traditional definition of literacy. Research shows that it is no longer sufficient in an 

increasingly globalised and techno-centric world to define literacy as a limited set of 
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technical reading and writing skills (Coiro, 2003; Gee, 1996, 2000; Hull, 2003; Leu et al., 

2004). The dramatic shift from the age-old dominance of writing to the power of 

multimodal texts (e.g. still and moving images, colour, hyperlink, layout), and from the 

primacy of the book to the seduction of the screen, call for a rethink of what counts as 

literacy (Kress, 2003).  

 

 What this thesis will do is to show how eight adolescent participants living in the 

rural province of Chiang Rai are engaging with literacy practices that are multimodal, 

hybridised and linguistically and culturally diverse in SNSs. Particularly, this thesis seeks 

to explore how the adolescents’ engagements with multiple forms of texts and practices in 

SNSs help them extend their learning and life opportunities beyond what is typically 

accessible in their rural province of Chiang Rai. As the analysis chapters (Chapters 5, 6 

and 7) will demonstrate, the adolescents’ engagements with multiple forms of texts, 

including linguistic, multimodal and cultural forms, help them develop a sense of agency 

and belonging to wider communities beyond Chiang Rai. Their engagements with texts 

and practices in SNSs also point to how they develop more encompassing and lifelong 

skills. As Bezemer and Kress (2017) argue, many young people these days learn how to 

become “authors of the knowledge they want, of the kinds of texts that meet their social, 

personal and affective needs” (p. 22). 

 

 Before proceeding further to terminology, I outline briefly the socio-economic and 

geographic context of Chiang Rai which is the hometown of the eight adolescent 

participants in this study. I also discuss the educational context, which includes the 
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structures, results and levels of student achievement within the area. Although this thesis 

places attention on the adolescents’ engagements with texts in SNSs, it is important to 

address the overall context of Chiang Rai so that we can understand the background of the 

adolescents and how they fit within the broader sample.  

 

Context of Chiang Rai 

 Chiang Rai is the northernmost province of Thailand, about 860 kilometres north 

of Bangkok, with a population of about 200,000 people. The province is located within the 

Golden Triangle area, where Myanmar, Laos and Thailand converge (see the map in Figure 

1.2). The natural walls of high mountains surround the province and separate it from 

Myanmar and Laos. The abundant and high mountains and forests are home to several 

tribal groups such as Thai Yai, Karen, Yao and others (Palmer & Chuamuangphan, 2018). 

In this case, about 10-20% of the population belongs to these tribal groups who are a 

minority in the north of Thailand. The majority of Chiang Rai population is generally ethnic 

Thai. However, this population still shows strong cultural ties to Laos, Myanmar and 

China. This is because Chiang Rai is a border city which is connected to these countries. 

People from Laos and Myanmar tend to immigrate to Chiang Rai to make their living from 

farming. They help improve agricultural work and become the manpower for farming. In 

doing so, they help grow sustainable income for their families and communities.   

 

Figure 1.2 Chiang Rai Map 
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Figure 1.3 Inner Chiang Rai 

 

 

 In Chiang Rai, people are heavily reliant on agriculture and forestry as their 

employment options. 90% of the population in this region are farmers who grow rice, corn, 

tea leaves and fruits (The Government Public Relations Department, 2016). Farming is 

labour and time intensive. A portion of Chiang Rai adolescents, 33% of 15- to 19-year-olds 

and 73% of 20- to 24-year-olds, participate in the labour market, which might limit the 

time they can dedicate towards their school work (Zamora-Palacios et al., 2009). However, 
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farming is still of great importance to Thai people’s lives, especially Chiang Rai people’s 

lives. They are making a living from farming to support their children, families and 

communities. In this case, we may consider Chiang Rai people to be the grassroots of the 

country. 

 

 Currently, Chiang Rai has been promoted as a border trade city to accommodate 

more trade. The government aims to develop the province’s education system in 

preparation by emphasising agriculture, science, technology and foreign language skills. 

In general, the education system in Chiang Rai includes public and private schools. The 

system is split into three different stages of education which include kindergarten (3 years), 

primary (6 years) and secondary (6 years) education. The current education system in 

Thailand consists of 12 years free basic education: 6 years primary education and 6 years 

secondary education. With 12 years free basic education, adolescents throughout Thailand 

have access to secondary education. In this study, all of the eight adolescent participants 

completed their secondary education.  

 

 In terms of technology in Chiang Rai schools, most schools provide a laptop and 

projector for teachers to use in their classrooms to deliver their lessons. However, tools 

such as laptops, smartphones and applications are not provided for students to use in their 

learning. This is unlike schools in major provinces such as Bangkok and Chiang Mai where 

laptops and applications are often used by both teachers and students to enhance their 

teaching and learning. Nonetheless, many students across Thailand have smartphones at 

home in which they use it to access many online applications (Suwanroj et al., 2017). As 
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will be shown in this study, all of the adolescent participants have smartphones. They use 

them every day to access social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

to communicate with others, participate in community groups and even generate income.  

 

 The level of academic achievement for Chiang Rai adolescents when compared to 

other regions is usually shown through PISA exams. Based on the document published by 

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the average 

number of adolescents in Bangkok (the capital city of Thailand) score half a PISA level in 

math and science higher than other regional-based adolescents (2013). However, the 

number of adolescents in the upper north have similar PISA scores as the adolescents in 

Bangkok. Chiang Rai is, in fact, in the upper north and is next to Chiang Mai. Chiang Mai 

has been an academic powerhouse for the region. It is the largest province in the north and 

is one of the fastest growing provinces in Thailand with an economy tied to tourism.  

 

 However, Chiang Rai province is smaller than Chiang Mai. People in Chiang Rai 

earn their living from farming. Within the upper north, the scores of the adolescents consist 

of both high and low scores. For example, the scores of the adolescents living in a larger 

province, Chiang Mai, are higher than the scores of the adolescents living in other 

provinces in the region (Kittitornsakul, 2021). One of the explanations is related to their 

demographic and socio-economic backgrounds. For instance, Thai-Chinese families who 

live in Chiang Mai tend to support their children’s education more than Thai-Laotian 

families who live in Chiang Rai who invest more time to make their living from farming 
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(Kittitornsakul, 2021). Another explanation is related to the inequality of access to learning 

resources, especially in more rural areas. 

 

1.2 Notes on Terminology  

Defining what counts as ‘literacy’ from different perspectives  

 In the traditional sense, the term ‘literacy’ is interpreted to refer to reading and 

writing skills. The most fundamental issues are those of how adolescents learn to read and 

write and how best to equip them (Goody, 1963). Learning how to read and write, from the 

traditional perspective, involves the recognition and mastery of a system of grammatical 

rules including phonemes, morphemes, lexemes and syntax (Chomsky, 1965). The ability 

to master a system of grammatical rules, from which an adolescent is able to understand 

and produce well-formed sentences of his or her language, is seen as acquiring literacy 

(Munby, 1978). This perspective of acquiring literacy thus points to how adolescents can 

either be literate or illiterate (Goody, 1963). Those who can understand and produce well-

formed sentences are seen as literate, while those who cannot are seen as illiterate. This 

perspective thus creates a great divide between people who can produce well-formed 

sentences and people who cannot.  

 

 In Thailand, the traditional perspective of literacy still underpins many education 

policies and reforms. For example, the National Education Act proposed by the MoE 

(2008) specified that Thai adolescents should be able to read and write Standard Thai upon 

completing basic education. They should be able to master the grammatical structures, 

vocabulary and pronunciation of Standard Thai. Those adolescents who do not develop 
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Standard Thai competencies will find it difficult to pass the Ordinary National Educational 

Tests (O-NETs) and enter universities in Thailand. For example, Thai adolescents are 

expected to use Standard Thai and develop Standard Thai competencies exclusively in 

schools. However, not every Thai adolescent grows up using Standard Thai. Many 

adolescents in different regions use regional languages in their daily lives (i.e. Kammuang 

- Northern Thai; Paktay - Southern Thai; Lao - Northeastern Thai) (Thanyathamrongkul et 

al., 2018). The Northern Thai adolescents, for instance, use Kammuang with their family 

at home, which is phonetically related to the Laotian language. Only valuing Standard Thai 

competencies at schools can lead to an underestimation of the competencies involved in 

using other regional languages or dialects as well as other resources or tools for 

communication. 

 

 Although I refer specifically to Thailand, the concern about championing literacy 

acquisition is one that is debated worldwide and has led to a shift in the perspective of 

literacy in the field. Instead of situating literacy as autonomous skills such as reading and 

writing, this shift emphasises the social aspects of literacy. Research that focuses on the 

social aspects of literacy is called New Literacy Studies (NLS). Scholars within NLS see 

literacy as a social practice (Alvermann, 2008; Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Gee, 1999; 

Heath, 1983; Moje, 2007; Prinsloo & Breier, 1996; Street, 2003). In fact, these scholars 

highlight that there are multiple literacies or social practices because they vary according 

to different social contexts (e.g., cooking, banking, schooling, social media-ing). For 

example, literacies in social media contexts are different from those in formal school 

contexts. Literacies, from this perspective, are highly contextual, connected to ways of 
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being in the world (Gee, 1999, 2005b; Luke, 1996) and of valuing, believing, relating and 

making meaning using a variety of texts. 

 

 Much of the NLS work focuses on the social practices that people engage in through 

doing communicative and meaning work in social contexts (Knobel & Lankshear, 2014). 

In these contexts, literacy events are activities or moments that involve reading, writing, 

speaking, performing and engaging with many kinds of texts (Heath, 1983). Heath 

elaborates that such activities are firmly rooted in everyday life, which include “reading 

cereal boxes, stop signs and television ads…” (1983, p. 50). In today’s techno-centric 

world, everyday contexts can be where people engage in a variety of literacy events in 

platforms such as SNSs. Such literacy events can be seen in Figure 1.3.  

 

Figure 1.3 Kpop fans engaging in several literacy events through Twitter 

 

 

 As seen above, the two Kpop fans engaged in several literacy events, which 

included writing about their favourite Kpop idols, tagging them through hashtags and 

sharing a Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) or image. Through these literacy events, they 
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also engaged in the literacy practices of participating in the Kpop community. For example, 

they used the Kpop language (e.g. your highness, Taetae). They also used the specific 

English- and Korean-script hashtags (e.g. #KangDaniel, #taekook, #강다니엘) and posted 

the GIF and image of a Kpop idol. They engaged in these literacy practices (or social 

practices) because they might respond to a range of discourses in the Kpop community and 

construct their identities as the community members.  

 

 Literacy practices are constructed as people engage with specific kinds of texts to 

position themselves and others as members of particular communities (Barton & Hamilton, 

2000; Lam & Warriner, 2012). In the case of the two Kpop fans mentioned above, they 

engaged with shared literacy practices, such as using the Kpop language and specific 

hashtags, to participate in the Kpop community. Through their engagement with these 

texts, they were able to foster a sense of belonging and envision their roles as members of 

the Kpop community. Literacy practices, in this sense, are not about reading and writing 

well-formed sentences but the ways of appropriating and making meaning using specific 

texts that respond to a range of discourses in the community. These kinds of literacy 

practices are what adolescents engage with and develop in their everyday lives. They are 

not often taught or experienced in schools but can be valuable to adolescents’ lives. These 

literacy practices will be illustrated further in the analysis chapters (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

 

Texts 

 Historically, texts have come to mediate social control since the medieval era. For 

example, sacred texts and legal texts helped to ensure the stable repetition of rituals 
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(Lemke, 2003). This kind of text has been the dominant mode of mediation and 

communication for a long time. However, as the scale of human societies grew from 

villages to cities, there emerged unique texts for each village and city specific to 

standardised practices; examples include the multiple copies of Hammurabi codes 

(including drawings) to standardise the laws of an empire (Lemke, 2003). The importance 

of texts lies not only within the unique content of texts alone, but also the form, type or 

genre of these texts (Derrida, 1976; Moje et al., 2000). As Lemke (2003) argues, “The 

content of the texts still matters, but their conformity to…replicated forms and manners 

also matters and matters increasingly as social institutions aggregate human communities” 

(p. 132).  

 

 There is a new enlargement in the scales of organisation of global society, crossing 

the boundaries of the nation-state in new ways (Gee, 2015; Knobel & Lankshear, 2014). 

This is due to the shift of new media and technologies that have allowed the composition 

of multimodal texts, such as image, writing, emoji, hashtag, @tag and Graphic 

Interchange Format (GIF) (see example in Figure 1.4).  Through this shift of new media 

and technologies, diverse people are increasingly engaging with new forms of textuality 

and semiotic mediation, such as intertextuality: the ability of texts to be connected to a 

network of other texts based on the inherent qualities within them (Maybin, 2005). For 

example, the social media post as seen in Figure 1.4 shows intertextuality. First, the author 

tagged a couple of @tags that link to EXO’s Twitter fan pages such as @weareoneEXO 

and @layzhangEXO. The use of these @tags support the notion of intertextuality because 
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the author presupposed that that there existed other texts that might contain these same 

@tags. 

 

 Second, the author used his profile name as ‘Morracan EXO-L Club’. EXO is the 

name of a Kpop idol group. In the Kpop community, other Kpop fans like to use the idol’s 

name in their profiles (e.g. ‘Nina hearts EXO, ‘EXO_ily). They also like to upload a GIF 

that displays a member of EXO (see Figure 1.5). Using the name EXO and posting a GIF 

seem to be textual genres or conventions among members of the Kpop community in SNSs. 

The author, as seen in Figure 1.4, appropriated these genres or conventions and reproduced 

them in his context. In doing so, the author could enter into a relation or normalisation with 

other community members. The concepts of appropriation and reproduction are within the 

notion of intertextuality. These concepts will be discussed in more detail in the theoretical 

chapter (Chapter 3). 

 

Figure 1.4 Texts commonly used in the Kpop community: Image, hashtag, emoji, 

writing, @tag and GIF 
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Figure 1.5 Intertextual practices between the author and another Kpop fan 

 

 

 Texts are, thus, organised networks of meaning that serve not only as linguistic 

tools but also multimodal (e.g. image, hashtags) and cultural (e.g. forms, conventions, 

genres) tools of communication (Moje et al., 2000). As people engage with texts, they form 
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an understanding of distinctive texts and practices (e.g. what conventions are typically 

followed) as well as cultural values (e.g. what identities they need to hold or relationships 

they need to build). Derrida argues, “the self is a text that is shaped by the play of other 

texts; with every attempt to assign meaning to a text, a new text emerges” (as cited in Moje 

et al., 2000, p. 167). Text making is thus seen as social construction, as text makers draw 

on other texts, purposes and cultural values existing in discourse. Texts, as linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural tools, can thus be used to establish belongingness, identities and 

social relationships within various communities (Gee, 1996; Moje et al., 2000). In several 

chapters which follow, I will focus on texts from not only the linguistic perspective but 

also the multimodal and cultural perspectives through the notions of multimodality and 

intertextuality. 

 

1.3 Research Aim  

 The main focus of this thesis is to investigate how Chiang Rai adolescents are 

engaging with language and literacy practices that draw on and expand beyond the 

traditional principles of composition. In particular, this thesis seeks to examine how the 

adolescents are utilising SNSs in ways that extend their learning and life opportunities 

beyond what is typically accessible in their rural province of Chiang Rai. In Chiang Rai, 

adolescents may not have the same social and cultural capital as adolescents living in city 

centres. However, as shown in Inpastel’s case above, she seems to be making efforts to 

overcome various constraints through her language and literacy practices on Twitter. Her 

language and literacy practices have increased her opportunities to become part of the 

professional and business communities and to generate income. Therefore, this thesis 
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examines cases of Chiang Rai adolescents both similar to and distinct from Inpastel. It 

focuses on how the adolescents are engaging with a wide range of texts (e.g. writing in 

different languages, hashtags, emojis, colours and images) to make meaning for different 

purposes and audiences in SNSs.  

 

 Secondly, this thesis aims to develop a robust analytical framework to examine 

Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. By developing this 

analytical framework, this thesis seeks to offer a methodologically driven description of 

the adolescents’ language and literacy practices and how these are realised through various 

lenses including the sociolinguistic and sociocultural lenses. This is the methodological 

aim of the thesis, which may contribute to the future language and literacy research that 

focuses on exploring literacy practices in spaces such as SNSs. The analytical framework 

developed in this thesis will be discussed in more detail in the methodological chapter 

(Chapter 4). 

 

 Lastly, this thesis aims to inform the prevalent discourses in Thai governments, 

teachers and schools to help push beyond the traditional principles of composition without 

necessarily abandoning elements such as reading and writing. In particular, this thesis aims 

to make visible the new kinds of language and literacy practices that Chiang Rai 

adolescents engage in to inform what they can do in SNSs as part of everyday life that 

might contribute to their school practices. Although some of their language and literacy 

practices in SNSs may not be directly relevant to schools, this thesis serves as a starting 

point to demonstrate the ways in which Chiang Rai adolescents can engage with 
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technologies, resources and practices in other areas of life (Stornaiuolo, 2012; Stornaiuolo 

et al., 2017). This is particularly crucial because Chiang Rai adolescents may use spaces 

such as SNSs, that they have access to and are familiar with, to increase their opportunities 

to learn, to create, to belong and to become someone they desire. Therefore, this thesis 

plans to connect the findings of this study to the other areas of life of the adolescents which 

will be discussed in more substantive detail in the last chapter (Chapter 9). 

 

 The following research questions are asked in relation to the ways in which Chiang 

Rai adolescents are engaging with language and literacy practices in SNSs by drawing on 

the different kinds of texts they use to make meaning for specific purposes and engage with 

audiences. 

 

1.) In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents making use of linguistic texts (hashtags 

and writing) in SNSs? 

2.) In what ways are they appropriating and reproducing multimodal texts?   

3.) In what ways are they meshing linguistic and multimodal texts as well as drawing 

on cultural texts at the same time to make meaning?  

3.1) In what ways are their linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practices being seen as meaningful literacy practices in SNSs? 

 

 These research questions are oriented by New Literacy Studies (NLS), which is 

rooted within the sociocultural and sociolinguistic perspectives of literacy. The NLS 

provides the important proposition that language and literacy are regarded as repertoires of 
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social and cultural practices for communicating purposefully in multiple social contexts 

(Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Gee, 1996, 2005a; Street, 1995, 2003). Similar to current 

research within NLS, this thesis will show that it is no longer sufficient to think about 

literacy only as a set of reading and writing skills but as social, cultural, multimodal and 

linguistic repertoires that are mediated by different kinds of texts adolescents engage in. 

This thesis will show how these repertoires of adolescents in SNSs can support more 

encompassing and lifelong skills that may be deemed as essential for today’s societies. 

More relevant points regarding NLS are explored in detail in Chapter 2. 

 

1.4 Structure 

 This thesis contains nine chapters.  

Chapter 1 – Introduction  

 This chapter presented the context of this study and has articulated the nature and 

focus of it.  

 

Chapter 2 – Review of Related Literature and Research 

 This chapter provides a critical evaluation of significant historical and current 

trends in language and literacy research that have paved the way for understanding Chiang 

Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. This chapter is divided into five 

key parts, and each part highlights seminal literature and empirical contributions. Part 1 

begins by looking at the interrogation of Chomsky’s linguistic competence and Hymes’ 

and Halliday’s communicative (functional) competence. Chomsky’s linguistic competence 

is challenged by linguistic scholars such as Hymes and Halliday because the linguistic 
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competence excludes factors that affect language use such as context, discourse and power 

relations. Hymes and Halliday pay more attention to these factors and use the term 

communicative competence to account for the ways in which individuals communicate and 

interact in different social contexts.  

 

 Part 2 also touches on another polarisation in the field of language and literacy, 

which is the divide between the autonomous and sociocultural perspectives. Similar to the 

linguistic competence, the autonomous perspective sees language and literacy as a 

canonical set of skills that have effects on cognitive development (Street, 1993, 2000). The 

alternative position is the sociocultural perspective of literacy that views literacy as a social 

practice (Street et al., 2005). To support this view, Part 2 briefly looks at the influential 

work of Vygotsky, Freire, Bakhtin and Street that views literacy as a social practice.  

 

 In part 3, the emphasis on literacy as a social practice has shifted to focus more on 

literacy practices that are associated with new media and technologies in digitally mediated 

spaces and the nature of literacy practices that are transnationally networked and 

diversified. To follow Part 3, Part 4 continues to feature the new media and technologies, 

but the key emphasis is to understand how literacy practices are increasingly hybridised. 

Drawing together these perspectives and frameworks, Part 5 concludes by arguing for the 

need to explore adolescents’ hybridised language and literacy practices by focusing on how 

the adolescents mesh linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources together in SNSs. In 

this case, I develop the new term multimodal code-meshing practices – one that enables 

this idea to be evidenced by the data collected. 
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Chapter 3 – Conceptual and Theoretical Frameworks 

 This chapter sets out the conceptual and theoretical frameworks for this thesis. This 

chapter is organised into four key parts. It begins by outlining the key theoretical 

perspectives that are drawn upon, including Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics 

(SFL) and Bakhtin’s intertextuality. It then details Halliday’s SFL and focuses on the 

functional aspect of language and literacy. It also details Bakhtin’s (1981, 1986) 

intertextuality and focuses on the social and cultural aspects of language and literacy. At 

the end of the chapter, I set out how and why this thesis needs to combine the sociolinguistic 

theory of SFL and the sociocultural theory of intertextuality to explore Chiang Rai 

adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices in SNSs. 

 

Chapter 4 – Methodology of the Study 

This chapter outlines the methodological procedures as well as research tools used 

in this study and the rationale underpinning their use. It is structured into five parts. The 

first part begins by describing the virtual ethnographic approach used to generate empirical 

evidence. The second part then details the sampling strategies (e.g. conducting a survey 

study) used to select research sites and eight Chiang Rai adolescents to participate in this 

study. The third part outlines the specific virtual ethnographic methods and tools, which 

include online observations of Chaing Rai adolescents’ texts in SNSs through the use of 

screen recordings and observational logs.  

 

The fourth part discusses why this study needs an additional analytical framework. 
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In addition to the two theoretical frameworks (SFL and intertextuality), this study needs 

multimodality as an analytical framework. This part explains how multimodality is used to 

provide a systemic account of multimodal texts used by adolescents. In particular, this part 

details why this study needs to combine the frameworks of SFL, intertextuality and 

multimodality together in order to explore adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing 

practices in SNSs. Ultimately, the final part of this chapter discusses ethical considerations 

regarding the guidelines and methodological decisions that inform this study. 

 

Chapter 5 – Linguistic Practices  

As will be evidenced in the data, Chiang Rai adolescents engage with linguistic 

resources (i.e. writing and hashtags) to negotiate and construct meanings, identities and 

social relationships. Therefore, the first empirical chapter (Chapter 5) is dedicated to 

exploring the adolescents’ language practices in SNSs. To understand their language 

practices, this study uses the SFL framework, which is introduced and developed by 

Halliday (1970, 1979). This framework is built upon a functional, social semiotic 

perspective that takes into account how people make meaning through their language use 

in social contexts (Halliday, 1979).  

 

Specifically, SFL can be used to describe how languages or linguistic resources can 

be used to perform three metafunctions including experiential, interpersonal and textual 

functions. Therefore, in this chapter, Halliday’s metafunctional approach is applied to 

understand the linguistic resources (language and hashtag) used by adolescents at the 

lexicogrammatical level (meaning-making system of a language) as well as the pragmatic 
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level (meaning-making system of searchable hashtags). In this case, this chapter is divided 

into two main parts. The first part discusses how adolescents use language and hashtags to 

represent patterns of experiences (or perform the experiential function), provide evaluative 

stances (or perform the interpersonal function) and organise texts into a cohesive structure 

(or perform the textual function). Then, the second part looks at how adolescents use the 

searchable function of hashtags to increase the potential to connect with other users in 

SNSs. 

 

Chapter 6 – Multimodal Practices 

This chapter examines the multimodal practices of adolescents in SNSs that include 

not only the use of writing and hashtags but also the use of images, layout, colours, emojis, 

hypertexts and so on. In particular, this chapter focuses on how the adolescents’ multimodal 

texts are being materialised to respond to a range of discourses in SNSs. To understand the 

social and cultural aspects of the adolescents’ multimodal texts, I draw upon multimodality 

as an analytical framework and intertextuality as a theoretical framework. While the 

multimodal approach focuses on fine-grained analysis of texts, the intertextual approach 

looks at how texts can be shaped by a range of discourses. This chapter is divided into four 

main parts based on the adolescents’ intertextual strategies, which I refer to as: Repetition, 

Adoption, Stylisation and Idealisation. Through these intertextual strategies, the 

interrelationships between the social and cultural aspects (e.g. discourses, cultures and 

values) and the adolescents’ multimodal texts will be foregrounded in various ways using 

examples drawn from the data collected. 
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Chapter 7 – Linguistic, Multimodal and Cultural Code-Meshing Practices  

 This chapter introduces the new term linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-

meshing practices and presents the findings of these practices in SNSs of Chiang Rai 

adolescents. As this chapter demonstrates, Chiang Rai adolescents do not only combine 

languages (e.g. Thai, English and social language) and modes (e.g. images, emojis and 

colours) together, but they also rely on cultural resources (e.g. Kpop, business and Thai 

cultures) to make meaning and construct their desired identities and social relationships 

with their audiences in SNSs. Nonetheless, some researchers may argue that the 

multimodal approach can be used to not only describe modes in technical terms but also to 

explore the selection of linguistic and cultural resources. As this study will further elaborate 

and discuss, there are studies focusing on multimodality that generally distinguish between 

written and spoken words, still and moving images, gestures and music as particular forms 

of representation. In these studies, the focus is often on modes used, which does not account 

for language use as part of meaning-making. 

 

To explore the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practices, a new framework is needed. In Chapter 5, the adolescents’ language practices 

are explored through the SFL framework, while in Chapter 6, the adolescents’ multimodal 

practices are investigated through the multimodal and intertextual frameworks. Therefore, 

in this chapter, I explain how I combine the theoretical frameworks of SFL and 

intertextuality with the analytical framework of multimodality to capture the adolescents’ 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices. Through this combined 

framework, the distinctive ways adolescents are meshing linguistic, multimodal, and 
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cultural resources will be illustrated using examples drawn from the collected data. 

Specifically, in this chapter, I discuss the distinctive ways in which adolescents mesh 

heritage and social languages into one language (see Section 7.2), mesh languages, 

hashtags and emojis in one sentence (see Section 7.3), mesh everything in one post (see 

Section 7.4) and mesh everything in one profile (see Section 7.5). 

 

Chapter 8 – Discussion  

 This chapter sets out a discursive overview of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language 

and literacy practices in SNSs. It then looks at the research into adolescents’ language and 

literacy practices that have developed in three distinct areas: (1) studies into the shift from 

the autonomous perspective of language practices towards the sociolinguistic perspectives 

of language practices; (2) research into conceptions/approaches that account for the literacy 

practices that are associated with new media and technologies; and (3) the investigations 

into hybrid language and literacy practices such as cross-modal practices, cross-language 

practices, translingual practices (e.g. code-meshing practices) and translanguaging. This 

chapter considers how the findings of this study relate to the three bodies of work and 

considers how insights from these bodies of work might be combined to provide a fuller 

understanding of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs.  

 

 The chapter is divided into four parts and opens with an overview of language 

practices as social bonding practices in SNSs (see Section 8.1). Part 1 notes how the 

adolescents’ language practices have an interesting function of connecting adolescents with 

other users with whom they share interests and feelings. This chapter then examines how 
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the adolescents’ multimodal practices are being materialised in a range of discourses (see 

Section 8.2). Part 2 notes that, through their multimodal practices, adolescents can 

negotiate their autobiographical self, discoursal self and desired self. At the end of this 

chapter, the focus is on how the adolescents’ language, multimodal and cultural practices 

come together as combined literacy practices (see Section 8.3). Their combined literacy 

practices – or what I called linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices – 

are crucial in this study. Therefore, this chapter concludes by arguing for the necessity to 

develop a new framework that can be used to analyse the adolescents’ linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices (see Section 8.4).  

 

Chapter 9 – Conclusion 

 The final chapter revisits and addresses the three primary research questions that 

drive this study. It brings closure to the academic argument and sets out the theoretical and 

methodological contributions to the development and understanding of the multifaceted 

and complex nature of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. 

At the end of this chapter, the implications that my findings hold for schools in Thailand 

are discussed. The last part primarily looks at how educators and curriculum designers can 

use the insights learned from this study by exploring ways to bridge Chiang Rai 

adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs into 

schooling practices. 
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CHAPTER-2. Review of Related Literature and Research 

 

2.0 Introduction 

 This thesis is centrally interested in how Chiang Rai adolescents are currently 

engaging with language and literacy practices in SNSs that draw on and expand beyond 

the traditional principles of composition. It focuses on the adolescents’ engagements with 

distinctive texts and practices, of which linguistic, multimodal and cultural forms play a 

key part. Specifically, it examines (1) how linguistic texts (writing and hashtags) are 

constructed for specific purposes and audiences; (2) how linguistic and multimodal texts 

(e.g. writing, hashtags, images, colours, emojis and layout) are appropriated and 

reproduced in a range of discourses; and (3) how linguistic and multimodal texts are 

meshed together with cultural texts (e.g. textual conventions and genres) to establish new 

kinds of meanings and engage with broader audiences, both local and transnational, in 

SNSs. This thesis is keenly interested in illustrating and bringing these kinds of texts and 

practices of Chiang Rai adolescents to the fore, as it may demonstrate the significance of 

what they are doing in SNSs in ways that extend their learning and life opportunities 

beyond what is typically accessible in their schools and in their rural province of Chiang 

Rai. 

 

 Therefore, this chapter aims to critically evaluate significant historical trends in 

language and literacy research that have paved the way for understanding Chiang Rai 

adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. I have divided the review into five 

key parts, which include: 
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- Part 1 From the Linguistic Competence to the Communicative (functional) 

Competence 

- Part 2 From the Autonomous Perspective of Literacy to the Sociocultural 

Perspective of Literacy 

- Part 3 From a Genre-Based Approach to a Social Approach of Literacy  

- Part 4 From Hybridised Multimodal Practices to Translingual Practices and 

Translanguaging 

- Part 5 Understanding Chiang Rai Adolescents’ Language and Literacy 

Practices in SNS 

 

 In Part 1, I will begin with an interrogation of Chomsky’s linguistic competence 

and Hymes’ and Halliday’s communicative (functional) competence. In Part 2, I will 

explore the tensions between the autonomous perspective and the sociocultural perspective 

of literacy. In this part, I will discuss the influential work of Vygotsky, Freire, Bakhtin and 

Street that views literacy as a social practice. In Part 3, I will explore the challenges of the 

genre-based approach. This part will specifically draw attention to the two social 

movements of literacy research: the research on literacies associated with new media and 

technologies in digital spaces and the research on the transnationally networked and 

diversified circumstance of literacies.  

 

 In Part 4, I will explore how language and literacy research has paid attention to the 

notion of hybridisation by explicitly discussing the notions of hybridised multimodal 
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practices, cross-language practices, translanguaging and translingual code-meshing 

practices. Lastly, in Part 5, I will look at one example drawn from the data. I will show 

how the adolescent Oppa Sub was making texts in SNSs to communicate with his 

audiences. This last part is significant as it will illustrate how this thesis has come to 

develop the new term multimodal code-meshing practices. 

 

 Before proceeding further to these five key parts, I will outline briefly an overview 

of New Literacy Studies (NLS). Given the interest in NLS and the level to which Chiang 

Rai adolescents are currently engaging with distinctive texts and practices in SNSs, it is 

imperative to start by reviewing the theories and concepts within the field of NLS. 

 

2.1 An Overview of NLS 

 As mentioned in Chapter 1, literacy research within the social paradigm has been 

referred to as New Literacy Studies (NLS) (Alvermann, 2008; Barton & Hamilton, 2000; 

Gee, 1999; Hagood, 2002; Heath, 1993; Moje, 2007; Prinsloo & Breier, 1996; Street, 1997, 

2003). NLS opposes the traditional literacy approach that views literacy as technical 

reading and writing skills. It argues that literacy must account for the ways in which people 

live in the world and society. Historically, NLS focuses on the sociocultural perspectives 

of literacy that are related to the sociolinguistic conceptualisations of the ways in which 

language instantiates culture (Halliday, 1974), the ways in which language use varies 

according to contexts (Bakhtin, 1986; Halliday, 1979), the relationship between language 

use and power (Street, 1984, 1993) and the ethnography of communication (Hymes, 1964).  
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 From the sociolinguistic perspective, Halliday (1974, 1979) suggests that culture is 

realised through language. Language is never independent of the social world, as it always 

occurs within and is shaped by a social context. Similarly, Gee (1996) argues that literacy 

“always comes fully attached to other stuff: to social relations, cultural models, power and 

politics, perspectives on experience, values and attitudes as well as things and places in the 

world… Literacy, as one form of language use, therefore, reflects all of this other stuff” (p. 

7). From the sociocultural perspective, Street (1995) claims that literacy is a set of practices 

“tied to specific views of the world and relations of power” (p. 118). For example, a set of 

practices such as reading and writing are heavily promoted in schools because governments 

have specific views of the world that students will improve literacy skills through learning 

reading and writing. These particular views might encourage schools to pay more attention 

to reading and writing practices and less attention to other practices such as designing and 

creating websites. As a result, schools both allow and prevent access to specific practices 

and skills, which might lead to the inequality of educational opportunities for students 

(Bourdieu, 1977). 

 

 The work of Gee (1996, 2000) and Street (1995) is particularly influential to NLS 

research. Their work emphasises the power relations and specific social and cultural 

meanings embedded in the literacy practices that people engage with both in and out of 

school (e.g. Alvermann, 2008; Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Moje, 2007; Pahl & Rowsell, 

2006). NLS research has recognised the plurality of literacy – as ‘literacies’ vary according 

to contexts and are patterned by social institutions and power relations. Barton and 

Hamilton (2000) argue that literacies involve more than actions with texts. They involve 
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practices that connect to and are shaped by interests, cultures, values and social 

relationships within particular contexts. “Social relationships are crucial, as literacy 

practices are more usefully understood as existing in the relationships between people, 

within groups and communities, rather than as a set of properties residing in individuals” 

(Barton & Hamilton, 2000, p. 8). 

 

 Due to the rapidly changing media and technologies, NLS has shifted its emphasis 

from focusing on print-based textual practices to including textual practices that are 

mediated by digital media and technologies (Coiro et al., 2008; Lankshear & Knobel, 2007; 

Martin & Grudziecki, 2006). These new textual practices frequently involve various modes 

– including written, visual, audio, spatial and gestural modes (Kress & van Leeuwen, 

2006). A number of studies have examined literacy practices that include these modes. 

Junqueira (2008) explored how participants created digitally recorded song lyrics and 

comic strip using sounds, images and dialogues. Rojas-Drummond, Albarrán and Littleton 

(2008) studied how participants combined writing and images using digital technologies. 

Chandler-Olcott & Mahar (2003) looked at the design of web pages, particularly the use of 

different fonts, colours and layout in anime fan sites. Black (2009) explored the 

participants’ writing of online fan fiction through graphics and colours. Based on these 

studies, the notion of multimodality is essential. It can capture the multifaceted nature of 

literacy practices that involve the use of diverse modes of communication, not only 

languages (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006). NLS research has, thus, focused on how people 

draw on diverse modes of communication.  
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 In this thesis, I draw heavily on NLS to empirically investigate the broad range of 

Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs that involve the use of 

diverse modes of communication. I also attempt to understand how their language and 

literacy practices shape and are shaped by a range of discourses, values, identities, and 

social relationships in SNSs. The five key parts below further unpack these aspects through 

the lens of the critical conceptual perspectives and frameworks and explore how NLS has 

been evolving in response to the increasingly globalised and techno-centric world. 

 

2.2 Historical and Current Trends in Language and Literacy Research 

Part 1 From the Linguistic Competence to the Communicative (Functional) 

Competence  

 Historically, there are two opposing views of ‘language’ that have guided various 

fields such as linguistics, applied linguistics, sociolinguistics and sociocultural studies of 

literacy. The debate is significant to this study because the approach of linguistic 

competence stands in opposition with the NLS approach that emphasises the social aspects 

of language and literacy. According to Chomsky (1965), “linguistic competence is 

understood as concerned with the tacit knowledge of language structure” (p. 19). Based on 

Chomsky’s perspective, a person learns a language by acquiring a system of rules related 

to sound and meaning, such as phonemes, morphemes, lexemes and syntax. In this sense, 

linguistic competence is established when a person uses and masters these systems of rules 

or when a person produces and understands a number of sentences. For instance, Munby 

(1978) argues, “the perfect knowledge… is the mastery of the abstract system of rules 
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which a person is able to understand and produce any and all of the well-formed sentences 

of his language, in his linguistic competence” (p. 7).   

 

 The relevant points of linguistic competence explained by Chomsky (1965) are as 

follows:  

- An abstract linguistic system consists of generative rules. 

- The development of the abstract system of linguistic rules is based upon the 

interaction of phase-specific stimulus conveyance and organic maturation 

processes. 

- The system of linguistic rules is innate. It is innate as it consists of linguistic 

universals which predetermine the form of all potential natural languages. 

- The given linguistic sequences are surface structures that result from the 

transformation of deep structures. (p. 3) 

 

 Based on Chomsky, linguistic competence is possible only because individuals 

possess an innate knowledge of linguistic rules. Individuals who have this innate 

knowledge and use language perfectly are seen as literate, while those who cannot are seen 

as illiterate (Chomsky, 1965; Goody, 1963). It is this great divide between being ‘literate’ 

and ‘illiterate’ that has led many scholars in applied linguistics and sociolinguistics to 

disagree with Chomsky’s view of linguistic competence (Hymes, 1964, 1972; Halliday, 

1970). Those scholars point to how linguistic competence excludes factors that affect 

language use, such as context, discourse and power relations. Therefore, those scholars pay 
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more attention to the concept of communicative competence, which accounts for the ways 

in which individuals communicate and interact across different social contexts. 

 

 Hymes (1964) introduced the concept of communicative competence, which 

focuses on both knowing a language (linguistic competence) and knowing how to use a 

language to communicate appropriately in a social context. For Hymes (1972), 

communicative competence is viewed as an individual’s ability to participate in a social 

community not only as a speaking member but also as a communicative member. In 

understanding actual linguistic performance, individuals must consider more than just what 

utterances are possible according to the system of rules. They must consider “the factors 

governing the appropriateness of the utterances” in given social contexts (Lasala, 2014, p. 

227). For example, doctors have to use certain words and phrases when communicating 

with nurses. Teachers have to use language that suits the students and the classroom 

situation. Unlike Chomsky, who focuses only on the acquisition of rules, Hymes focuses 

on an approach that accounts for linguistic variation from individual to individual and 

relative linguistic coherence across the social realm. 

 

 Another major challenge against Chomsky’s linguistic competence comes from 

Michael Halliday (1970, 1979), who disagrees with the notion of linguistic rules, syntactic 

in focus and oriented towards sentences. Halliday (1979) claims, “Language does not 

consist of sentences; it consists of text or discourse – the exchange of meanings in 

interpersonal contexts of one kind or another” (p. 2). Halliday rejects the distinction 

between linguistic competence and an individual’s performance as being of little use in a 
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social context. Halliday goes on to say that: “Here we shall not need to draw a distinction 

between an idealised knowledge of the language and its actualised use: between the code 

and the use of code or between competence and performance” (as cited in Munby, 1978, 

p. 12). He claims that this distinction runs the risk of being misleading.    

 

 For Halliday, language represents a set of options in meaning-making that is at the 

disposal of both speakers and listeners in social contexts. The core focus for Halliday is on 

language as a set of options that contribute to meaning making (1970, 1979). Instead of 

drawing on formal linguistic rules, speakers or listeners draw on various options or 

meaning potentials within particular clauses, texts, and/or social situations to make 

meaning and communicate appropriately (Halliday, 1979; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). 

Halliday and Matthiessen argue, “The more we are able to relate the options in grammatical 

systems to meaning potentials in social contexts and behavioural settings, the more insight 

we shall gain into the nature of the language system since it is in the service of such contexts 

and settings that language has evolved” (2004, p. 336).  

 

 The relationship between meaning potential and lexico-grammatical potential could 

be specified by employing Halliday’s theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), 

which analyses sentences in terms of the semantic options. “Semantics is what the speaker 

can mean. It is the strategy that is available for entering the language system” (Halliday 

1979, p. 27).  

 

Table 2.1 Notes on Halliday’s terms 
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Meaning potential This is represented by a set of 

options/choices which provides the 

speaker-listener with the ability to make 

meaning via the language system. 

 

Lexico-grammatical potential Both grammar and phonology are at the 

disposal of the speaker-listener. At this 

level, the speaker-listener can choose 

structural patterns to communicate. 
 

 

 Halliday’s SFL framework focuses on how language functions in social contexts 

(Halliday 1979; Halliday & Hasan, 1985; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). This framework 

is concerned with how “people make the lexico-grammatical choices in social contexts to 

communicate through the generalised metafunctions that relate language to the outside 

world…” (Haratyan, 2011, p. 260). These generalised metafunctions include the (1) 

experiential function (language construes the experiential topic or activity), (2) 

interpersonal function (language enacts relationships between author and audience) and (3) 

textual function (language organises coherent structure). An overview of these three 

metafunctions is summarised in Table 2.2 below. 

 

Table 2.2 An overview of three metafunctions  
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Metafunction Definition Linguistic Resources  Questions for 

Identifying 

Function 

Experiential 

function 

Language represents 

the narrative, themes 

and logical relations. It 

is the view of the 

world language 

conveys. 

Participants: Agent, 

sensor, beneficiary, 

goal 

Processes: Action, 

saying, thinking, 

feeling, relating 

Circumstances: Time, 

place, cause, manner, 

reason 

 

What is going on in 

the text? 

Interpersonal 

function 

Language represents 

the interaction 

between the author and 

reader. It is the mood 

that language conveys. 

Mood: Clause type 

(interrogative, 

declarative, 

exclamatory) 

Modality: Modal verbs 

and adjuncts to express 

degrees of obligation 

and certainty  

Appraisal: Words that 

convey attitude, 

What kind of 

relationship does 

the text establish 

between the reader 

and author?  
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emotion, judgment and 

appreciation  

 

Textual function This is the 

arrangement and 

composition that 

language enacts. 

Cohesive Devices: 

Reference, repetition, 

ellipsis 

Theme Sequencing  

Clause Combining: 

Hypotaxis or parataxis, 

embedded clauses  

 

How is the text 

organised? 

 

 Drawing on Hymes (1964, 1972) and Halliday (1970, 1979), this thesis focuses on 

the nature of language as a social process of meaning-making. As I will demonstrate, 

Chiang Rai adolescents construct texts for social purposes in various social contexts 

enabled by SNSs. They do not always seem to focus on grammatical structures or follow 

the norms of Standard English or Standard Thai, as Chomsky suggested. Instead, they make 

choices to construct texts to communicate to their audiences in various communities. 

Therefore, this thesis moves beyond Chomsky’s perspective of linguistic competence, 

which is context-free and concerns only grammatical rules, and towards the perspective of 

functional and communicative competence. This is to understand the different social 

meanings that languages, as well as modes, can enact. 
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Part 2 From the Autonomous Perspective of Literacy to the Sociocultural Perspective 

of Literacy 

 Another significant polarisation in language and literacy research is the divide 

between the autonomous and sociocultural perspectives. Similar to linguistic competence, 

the autonomous perspective views language and literacy as a canonical set of skills that 

have effects on cognitive development (Street, 1984, 1993). Cognitive development can 

include phonological processing skills such as phoneme awareness and word identification 

skills. In this case, the standard views in many fields such as schooling and government 

programmes work from the autonomous perspective that language and literacy, as a 

canonical set of skills, will have effects on “economic development, democratic practice, 

cognitive enhancement and upward social mobility” (Graff & Duffy, 2008, p.1). The 

autonomous perspective does not account for the social implications of literacy. Without 

the social implications, specific literacy skills (e.g. academic literacy) can be more valued 

or appreciated than others (e.g. out-of-school literacy) in contexts such as schools.  

 

 The alternative position to the autonomous perspective is the sociocultural 

perspective of literacy. This position proposes that “engaging with literacy is always a 

social act” (Street et al., 2005, p. 418). The ways in which people interact in different social 

contexts, whether teachers interacting with students in schools or doctors interacting with 

nurses, are always social practices that affect the nature of literacy being learned and used 

and the ideas about literacy being held (Street, 2003). The sociocultural perspectives of 

literacy have become increasingly visible since the seminal work of scholars such as 

Vygotsky (1962, 1978, 1987) and Bakhtin (1984, 1986).  
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 Bakhtin views literacy and learning as social processes. For Bakhtin, “Human 

consciousness does not come into contact with existence directly, but through the medium 

of the surrounding ideological world” (Medvedev & Bakhtin, 1978, p. 14). The ideological 

environments (e.g. school, home, workplace, community gathering spaces) mediate 

individuals’ ‘ideological becoming’ and offer opportunities for them to develop and expand 

their understanding of the world (Freedman & Ball, 2004). Ideological becoming is 

regarded as the way in which individuals build their voices of the world (Bakhtin, 1981, 

1984). Bakhtin claims that the coming together of the ‘voices’ of different individuals 

within the ideological environments is essential to a person’s growth. He argues that people 

always learn from the voices of others in order to appropriate and reproduce their own 

voices. The reproduction of voices (or ‘revoicing’) provides the potential for meaning-

making in the new context (Bakhtin, 1984, 1986; Volosinov, 1973). Bakhtin’s (1981) 

concept of revoicing focuses not only on words but also on gestures, facial expressions, 

apparels, values and social behaviours. The concept of revoicing will be taken up in more 

detail in the next theoretical chapter. 

 

 On the other hand, Vygotsky (1987) argues that literacy is influenced by social 

relations between individuals in their interactions. He focuses on the role of dialogue 

between an expert teacher and a novice learner. When an expert teacher articulates a new 

concept, the learner can reflect on the conversation, using its distinctions and connections 

to reconstruct his or her language and thoughts (Vygotsky, 1987). Vygotsky draws 

attention to language and literacy development as a social construction rather than a 
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psychological one. His work is rooted in the Marxist (1867) conception that human speech 

can be developed to further social interaction within the labour process. He believes that 

the invention of speech is as important as the invention and creation of tools for the material 

world. Based on Vygotsky’s view (1978), collaborative labour involves speech activity to 

coordinate and facilitate the labour activity, which transforms both human behaviour and 

the world at large. Vygotsky uses the word ‘social’ in the broadest sense, including 

everything cultural: “Culture is both a product of social life and the social activity of man, 

and for this reason, the very formulation of the problem of cultural development of 

behaviour already leads us directly to the social plane of development” (Vygotsky, 1997, 

p. 106).  

 

 More recent scholars such as Street (1984, 1993, 1995) and Wertsch (1991, 1997) 

draw on and expand beyond Vygotsky’s social aspects of language and literacy to include 

the issues of power relations embedded in understandings of language use in discourse. 

Wertsch (1997) contends that Vygotsky overemphasises the individual and considers the 

social process only as interaction while ignoring the issues of power and sociocultural 

difference. In this sense, Street (1995) argues that literacy not only varies with social 

context but also with cultural meanings (regarding, for instance, identity, value and belief). 

This means that, in different social contexts, practices and cultural meanings (e.g. identity, 

values and belief) are always contested: “they are always rooted in a particular world view 

and a desire for that view of literacy to dominate and to marginalise others” (Street, 2003, 

p. 77-78). For this reason, Street (1984) argues that literacy is both political and powerful. 
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He develops the ‘ideological model’, which positions literacy as “implicating power 

relations and embedding in specific cultural meanings and practices” (Street, 1995, p. 1).  

 

 Street’s ideological model influences the development of a new movement, referred 

to as New Literacy Studies (NLS). NLS scholars, such as Barton and Hamilton (2000), 

Prinsloo and Breier (1996), Hagood (2002), Alvermann (2008) and Moje (2007), pay 

attention to power relations and specific cultural meanings situated and embedded in 

different literacy practices or literacies (plural form). Barton and Hamilton (2000) 

outlined six propositions about the nature of literacies from this perspective: 

 

1.) Literacy is best understood as a set of social practices. 

2.) There are different literacies associated with other domains of life. 

3.) Literacies are patterned by social institutions and power relationships, and some 

literacies are more dominant, visible and influential than others. 

4.) Literacies are purposeful and embedded in broader social goals and cultural practices. 

5.) Literacies are historically situated. 

6.) Literacies change, and new ones are frequently acquired through processes of meaning-

making. (p. 7-8) 

 

 The use of the plural form, literacies, focuses on literacy as a range of social and 

cultural practices – that is, the different ways of writing, speaking, composing and engaging 

with texts in social and cultural contexts. However, literacies involve more than actions 

with texts (Barton & Hamilton, 2000). Literacies also involve the particular ways of 
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valuing, believing and interacting with other members of various communities (Barton & 

Hamilton, 2000; Gee, 2008). Much of the work within NLS investigates literacies through 

the ways in which people engage with specific kinds of texts to position themselves and 

others as members of communities (e.g. Barton & Hamilton, 2000; Lam, 2000, 2006). 

More recently, NLS scholars have focused on investigating and analysing literacies that 

take place in everyday contexts. Some scholars document and examine how adolescents 

engage with specific kinds of texts as part of everyday life (e.g. Camitta & Street, 1993; 

Mahiri, 1998; Schultz, 2002; Skilton-Sylvester, 2002). Others investigate literacy-related 

activities – such as the graffiti produced by youth in gangs (Moje, 2000) and Internet chats 

by bilingual teenagers (Lam, 2000, 2004). 

 

 The NLS approach, which attends to the social, cultural and political ideology of 

literacy and the role of mediation of texts, is significant to my thesis. My interest in the 

NLS approach lies in the ways in which Chiang Rai adolescents engage with specific kinds 

of texts in SNSs to make new and different kinds of meanings, position themselves as 

community members and build social relationships with others in various communities in 

SNSs. Situating within this approach helps move beyond the autonomous perspective of 

literacy and towards the kinds of literacies that Chiang Rai adolescents are currently 

engaging in as part of everyday life in SNSs.  

 

Part 3 From a Genre-Based Approach to a Social Approach of Literacy  

 Between the 1980s and 1990s, the genre-based approach became prominent in 

several disciplines, including sociolinguistics, literature, arts and media. In 
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sociolinguistics, the genre has become a framework for analysing and classifying discourse 

or the relation between language use and its context. This approach is often systematically 

used to explore the structures of power and purposes of language in society (Hollingdale, 

1995). This approach developed from Halliday’s theory of language – Systemic Functional 

Linguistics (SFL). Halliday’s SFL is helpful in showing how texts work beyond the level 

of the sentence, how texts are structured in social contexts and how texts are used to suit 

various social purposes (Feng, 2013).  

 

 In the past decade, there have been many studies into the teaching of reading and 

writing in Thailand through the genre-based approach (e.g. Kongpetch, 2003; 

Krisnachinda, 2006; Wisoothruchira, 2005). For example, Kongpetch (2003) conducted a 

study at the Department of Foreign Languages, Khon Kaen University, with 42 major 

English students for 14 weeks. Kongpetch applied the Australian genre-based approach 

developed by Derewianka (1990), Hammond and Derewianka (2001) and Martin and 

Rothery (1980, 1981), which drew on Halliday’s SFL. The four stages of the genre-based 

approach include (1) building knowledge of the field, (2) modelling of text, (3) joint 

construction of text and (4) independent construction of text. These four stages were taught 

in the writing classes. As a result, Kongpetch found that these four stages encouraged 

students to think, plan and work systematically on the different features of genres such as 

patterns of grammar usage, key vocabulary and text structure (see Figure 2.1). Kongpetch 

claimed that the genre-based approach forced students to follow the language patterns and 

text structure strictly.  
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Figure 2.1 Student’s genre-based assignment (taken from Kongpetch, 2003) 

  

 

 The genre-based approach centres around the assumption that students learn to 

communicate best when they are provided with explicit knowledge about language patterns 

and discourse features (Unsworth, 2006). However, the approach has raised some issues. 

Scholars have claimed that the approach presents language patterns as rigid formats 

(Hyland, 2003; Mills, 2006). The generic representations of language practices as stable 

and rigid can fail to facilitate transfer to dynamic and real-life situations (Freedman, 1993; 

Hyland, 2003; Macbeth, 2009). Mills (2006) states, “The tightly prescribed generic 

boundaries presented literacy as a seemingly fixed, immutable world of texts in which the 
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boundaries are clearer and more decisive than they really are in society” (p. 24). In today’s 

globalised and techno-centric world, the boundaries between different languages, 

literacies, modes of communication and genres have been increasingly blurred (Godwin-

Jones, 2015). For example, while we are working on a piece of academic writing, we may 

be drawing on and using some techniques or genres of blog writing to make our academic 

writing sound more interesting and playful.  

 

 Another key criticism of the genre-based approach is that it only focuses on the 

static description of language. It does not account for diverse modes of communication 

(e.g. images, colours, sounds and videos). According to Kress and van Leeuwen (1996), 

the written mode is only one part of the process of meaning-making and learning to 

communicate. In contemporary society, people are increasingly engaging with more and 

more modes and tools to communicate. For example, a written report is frequently 

mediated by digital technology using computer software. Research might include images 

and graphs that require the use of a digital camera or graphic software. Learning is 

conducted through a video conferencing service, such as MS Teams and Zoom, for students 

in different parts of the world. 

 

 The shortcomings of the genre-based approach have become more apparent as 

adolescents are increasingly engaging with multimodal forms of communication. In 1996, 

a group of scholars from all over the world – the New London Group – came together to 

develop the two critical aspects for the future of literacy research. The first was “to extend 

the idea and scope of literacy pedagogy to account for the context of our culturally and 
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linguistically diverse and increasingly globalised societies.” The second was “to account 

for the burgeoning variety of text forms associated with information and multimedia 

technologies” (The New London Group, 1996, p. 61). The New London Group drew on 

the concepts within NLS and other fields such as applied linguistics. In turn, they 

introduced the concept of ‘multiliteracies’. This concept focuses on making classroom 

teaching more inclusive of multiple communication channels, multimodal forms, hybridity 

or hybridisation, new social relations and the increasing salience of linguistic and cultural 

diversity (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; New London Group, 1996).  

 

 Many scholars within both NLS and multiliteracies have drawn from the New 

London Group to demonstrate, in particular, the two social aspects of literacies for an 

increasingly globalised and techno-centric world. The first aspect accounts for the literacies 

that are associated with new media and technologies in digital environments. On the other 

hand, the second aspect accounts for the transnationally networked and diversified 

circumstance of literacies. Literacy research focusing on this second aspect has paid 

attention to how literacies have become more hybridised – or how literacies from various 

spaces such as schools, home, local and transnational communities and the Internet are 

meshed and exist together.  

 

 First, the studies that account for literacies associated with new media and 

technologies are regarded as part of ‘New Literacies Studies’ (Coiro et al., 2008; Knobel 

& Lankshear, 2014; McVee et al., 2008). The New Literacies Studies have carried over the 

arguments regarding NLS and multiliteracies but have focused primarily on the notion of 
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digital literacies.  Lankshear and Knobel (2007) draw on a sociocultural perspective based 

on Gee’s (1996, 2000) work to broaden the definition of digital literacy to digital literacies, 

taking into account how people become digitally literate as they can master multiple digital 

discourses. Martin and Grudziecki (2006) add to the conversation, pointing to explicit skills 

that arise from using digital tools and technologies for social interaction. They argue that 

digital tools and technologies enable individuals to appropriately communicate with others 

and develop specific digital skills such as developing personal websites, contributing to 

online forums, sending emails and texting.  

 

 Scholars within New Literacies Studies further stress that the Internet and new 

online technologies require new practices, skills and strategies for their effective use. For 

example, Davies (2006) studied adolescents’ digital literacies by investigating their digital 

skills when developing personal blogs, social networking profiles, wikis, fan fiction, etc. 

Davies argued that adolescents developed certain skills to construct texts, which 

demonstrated the intertextual and hybridised quality of texts. For example, they blended 

print-based knowledge emphasised in school with the new forms of multimodal 

composition they developed online. In this sense, some scholars have begun to move away 

from the situatedness of NLS and back to the generic models of skills. 

 

 Lewis and Fabos (2005) focus more on adolescents’ social practices on instant 

messaging (IM) than their digital skills. They investigated the ways in which adolescents 

manipulated and played with vernacular conventions, Standard English grammar and 

electronic typography in new ways on IM. They interviewed adolescents about their instant 
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messaging practices and observed them while they were engaged in these practices. “The 

young people we interviewed were conscious of choosing different tones and language 

styles depending on whom they were IMing” (Lewis & Fabos, 2005, p. 484). Adolescents 

involved in the study were creative in their wordplay and engaged with sophisticated 

textual engagement. Lewis and Fabos’ research offers an example of the ways in which 

adolescents negotiated their identities through engaging with creative textual practices, as 

they note: “Andy and his friends experimented with colour, font size, and icons such as 

smiley faces to express their creativity, and Abby tried a variety of combinations of fonts 

and colours for the same purpose” (Lewis & Fabos, 2005, p. 482).  

 

 The second aspect of literacy research in the tradition of NLS and multiliteracies 

focuses on the transnationally networked and diversified circumstance of literacies. 

Bringing together the contributions from NLS and the study of transnationalism, the 

investigation of transnational literacies provides insights into “the human face of global 

mobility” (Favell et al., 2007) through the lens of everyday literacy practices. Scholars of 

transnationalism have sought to explore “how everyday practices of ordinary people 

produce cultural meanings that sustain transnational networks and make possible enduring 

translocal ties” (Smith, 2003, p. 468). Scholars of this tradition have increasingly focused 

on the cultural interconnectedness and mobility across space made possible by new media 

and technologies (e.g. Baynham, 2007; Black, 2009; Domingo, 2012, 2014; Hull & 

Stornaiuolo, 2014; Kim, 2016; Kim & Omerbašić, 2017; Lam, 2004, 2009; Lam & 

Warriner, 2012; Omerbašić, 2015; Wang, 2017). 
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 Starting from the mid-2000s, the term transnational literacies has been widely 

used by scholars interested in transnational, multicultural and translingual aspects of 

literacies. The adjective transnational means “extending or operating across national 

boundaries” (Oxford) and “extending or going beyond national boundaries” (Merriam-

Webster). Thus, transnational literacies are literacies practised across or beyond 

boundaries. Many studies into transnational literacies have examined how adolescents use 

a variety of resources to make new kinds of meanings, negotiate re-imagined identities and 

build social relationships with others across national, cultural and linguistic boundaries 

(e.g. Black, 2009; Domingo, 2012, 2014; Hornberger & Link, 2012; Hull & Stornaiuolo, 

2014; Jiménez et al., 2009; Lam, 2009; Skerrett, 2012).  

 

 When trying to understand what constitutes transnational literacies, some scholars 

focus on transnational people, while some focus on transnational spaces. Scholars who 

focus on transnational people may explore the language and literacy practices of 

immigrants or refugees (e.g. Jiménez et al., 2009; Skerrett, 2012, 2015; Skerrett & 

Omogun, 2020; De Los Rios, 2018). They tend to examine how the language and literacy 

practices of immigrants or refugees shift in ways that respond to their transnational lives. 

For instance, Skerrett (2015) explored the literacies and education of a Mexican adolescent 

girl who immigrated to the United States. Skerrett looks at her participant’s everyday 

activities such as writing a diary, attending a reading class and communicating or reuniting 

with friends in the United States. Skerrett found that her participant often shuttled between 

two languages and cultures; for example, when she reunited with her Mexican American 

friends, she used Spanish-English code-switching practices because of the cultural norm 
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exhibited in her transnational community. The participant shifted her language and literacy 

practices daily to accommodate her transnational life. 

 

 On the other hand, scholars who pay more attention to transnational spaces often 

investigate participants’ experiences, cultures, languages and practices as manifested in 

those spaces. This may take the form of geographically transnational spaces, where diverse 

people live together, such as Chinatown in London, or where people study together, for 

example, in bilingual and multilingual classrooms. Alternatively, it may also take the form 

of online platforms where people from different backgrounds communicate with each 

other, such as Facebook and Twitter.  

 

 In the case of geographically transnational spaces, the perspectives of research on 

transnational literacies are similar to the research on transnational people. The research 

tends to focus on transnational engagements of immigrants in, for example, in a Chabad 

Jewish-American community, a Mexican American community in Iowa or a Dominican 

community in New York (e.g. Bartlett, 2007a; Hornberger & Link, 2012; Noguerón-Liu, 

2014; Sánchez, 2007; Warriner, 2007). For example, Bartlett (2007a) investigated how a 

Dominican student negotiated between two languages and cultures at a bilingual high 

school in New York. She drew on resources available in the school, which included high 

status for Spanish language and literacy and valuation of task-based literacy practices.   

 

 However, in the case of online platforms, the perspectives of research are different. 

These platforms are technically open to anyone in the world if they have access to the 
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Internet. Research studies that look into these platforms tend to explore how people from 

different backgrounds – whether or not transnational themselves (e.g. immigrants, 

refugees) – communicate with others transnationally (Kim, 2016; Kim & Omerbašić, 2017; 

Hull et al., 2013; Stornaiuolo et al., 2017). The focus of these studies is not on bilingual 

practices or identities of participants but instead on how they gather together with others 

from different national, cultural and linguistic backgrounds. When they gather together in 

transnationally networked online platforms, they also like to “reinvent and modify [their] 

literacy practices with digital technologies for different social purposes” (Mills, 2010, p. 

256). For example, Kim and Omerbašić (2017) explored how young people from different 

backgrounds came together online to communicate about their shared interest in Korean 

dramas. They found that they engaged with various hybridised multimodal practices; for 

example, they combined and made use of the textual (e.g. English and Korean), visual (e.g. 

still and moving images) and aural (e.g. sounds) modes. Through these kinds of practices, 

the adolescent participants were able to re-imagine and reconstruct their identities (e.g. K-

drama fan and anime lover) and enhance their sense of belonging to the transnational 

community beyond their places of residence.  

 

 Part 4, below, will discuss further how people reinvent and modify language and 

literacy practices for different social purposes in transnationally networked online 

platforms. In this part, I will focus specifically on the notion of hybridisation of language 

and literacy practices – that is, the blending or mixing of language and literacy practices 

that result in the emergence of new practices (Mills, 2010).  
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Part 4 From Hybridised Multimodal Practices to Translingual Practices and 

Translanguaging   

 One of the salient features of new literacy practices in this increasingly globalised 

and techno-centric world is the hybridised language and literacy practices. In this case, 

scholars within NLS often explore how people engage with hybridised language and 

literacy practices in transnationally networked online platforms (e.g. Black, 2009; 

Chandler-Olcott & Mahar, 2003; Lee, 2007; Lee & Barton, 2011; Lewis & Fabos, 2015). 

In the few paragraphs below, I will describe these kinds of practices through the notions of 

hybridised multimodal practices, cross-language practices, translingual practices and 

translanguaging. 

 

Hybridised Multimodal Practices 

 Many scholars interested in the language and literacy practices that involve 

hybridisation pay attention to the diverse modes of communication drawn upon by 

participants. They demonstrate how modes such as still and moving images, sounds, 

colours and movements can be combined to make meaning in ways not typically afforded 

by written texts (Domingo, 2012, 2014; Kim, 2016; Kim & Omerbašić, 2017; Vasudevan, 

2006; Vasudevan et al., 2010). For example, Kim (2016) explored how his participants 

engaged in a transnational online Korean drama forum by mixing and remixing various 

modes that included profile images and moving animations to express the participants’ 

sense of themselves and their social worlds. One of his participants described herself 

growing up with Korean dramas using her profile which included a mix and remix of 

languages and images. “She indicated that she is a Rookie Ninja who lives in the United 
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States, and she chose a profile image of a Korean actor from a drama series. These practices 

to create her profile involved mixing and remixing across formal cultural categories” (Kim, 

2016, p. 202). Kim argues that the mixing and remixing of modes and cultures suit the 

needs of today’s young people. 

 

 Domingo (2012) also examined the Filipino British youth’s multimodal practices 

in different transnationally networked online platforms such as YouTube, Facebook and 

Soundclick. She argued that these platforms allowed youth to mix and remix a range of 

modes (e.g. beats, sounds, movements, still and moving images and colours) to express 

their diverse discourse affiliations. For example, as materialised in the youth’s multimodal 

compositions, “the use of colour as a visual mode often included the colours of the 

Philippine and British flags for the Pinoys [youth]. Similarly, the rhythmic beat of songs 

often resonates a hybrid remix of their belonging across Filipino, British, and hip-hop 

communities” (Domingo, 2012, p. 183–184). Therefore, the youth’s multimodal practices 

enabled them to culturally mix and remix their ideas, texts and identities through what 

Domingo referred to as linguistic layering.  

 

Cross-Language Practices, Translingual Practices and Translanguaging 

 Hybridisation can also be illustrated in cross-language practices. Scholars within 

applied linguistics and sociolinguistics have explored how cross-language practices appear 

to deviate from traditional standards to encompass a mixture of languages or language 

varieties (e.g. Horner et al., 2011; Leung & Lee, 2012; Mernard-Warwick & Leung, 2017; 

Zapata & Laman, 2016). Most of these scholars explore cross-language practices in 
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traditional or bilingual classrooms. For example, Mernard-Warwick and Leung (2017) 

studied how bilingual young adults in Japanese schools negotiated between L2 Japanese 

and L1 English. They also explored how these young adults combined Japanese and 

English to show that they were familiar with the two cultures. Similarly, Zapata and Laman 

(2016) examined how bilingual students in an English as a Second Language (ESL) 

classroom used their heritage languages (e.g. Spanish, Arabic, Japanese) with the English 

language to tell their stories in written assignments. For example, they explored how 

students selectively placed Spanish words into the English narrative to convey an intimacy 

between the two cultures. As seen in these examples, the studies on cross-language 

practices often focus on two or more languages as separate meaning-making systems. 

 

 However, several scholars within applied linguistics have increasingly explored the 

notion of hybridisation that looks beyond cross-language practices and towards 

translingual practices (e.g. Canagarajah, 2011, 2013a; Creese & Blackledge, 2015; Velasco 

& Garcia, 2014; Wei, 2018). These scholars have used the term translingual practice to 

describe the use of two or more languages as a single integrated meaning-making system. 

Canagarajah (2013a) has explained translingual practice as follows:  

 

Translingual communication involves all of us, both native speakers and 

multilinguals, and finds representation in textual products with different types and 

degrees of language mixing. I stress the prefix in my definition of translingual to 

focus on communication a) beyond separate languages and b) beyond language as 

a medium to accommodate other semiotic resources, such as colours, images and 
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symbols. (p. 41) 

 

Canagarajah (2011, 2013b) uses the term translingual practice with the term code-

meshing to describe the ways in which people mesh a variety of languages and modes of 

communication as a single integrated meaning-making system. In this sense, Canagarajah 

links the notion of translingual practice to multimodal practice. He argues that the meshing 

of languages and other modes of communication serves as a creative improvisation to adapt 

to the needs of people in our increasingly globalised and digitalised world.  

 

Other scholars within applied linguistics have also developed another term: 

translanguaging (Garcia & Wei, 2014; Otheguy et al., 2015; Velasco & Garcia, 2014). 

They define translanguaging as “the flexible and meaningful actions through which 

bilinguals select features in their linguistic repertoire in order to communicate 

appropriately” (Velasco & Garcia, 2014, p. 7). Unlike Canagarajah’s notion of translingual 

practice, translanguaging does not link with multimodal practice (Otheguy et al., 2015). 

Instead, the emphasis is placed on a linguistic theory that deals with a mixture of languages 

or language varieties (including grammatical features and vocabularies) (Otheguy et al., 

2015). Moreover, the majority of studies on translanguaging focus on bilinguals and how 

they mix different languages or language varieties to make sense of their bilingual worlds 

(e.g. Garcia & Lin, 2017; Hornberger & Link, 2012). Therefore, translanguaging is 

different from Canagarajah’s translingual practice because it does not account for 

multimodal practice. 
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However, although Canagarajah links translingual practice with multimodal 

practice, the majority of studies on translingual practice explore the languages-in-uses of 

bilinguals or multilinguals (e.g. Alvarez, 2018; Lu & Horner, 2013; Palmer & Martínez, 

2013; Zapata & Laman, 2016). For example, Palmer and Martínez (2013) examined the 

translingual practice ‘Spanglish’ among bilingual Chicana/o and Latina/o at a middle 

school in east Los Angeles. He found that students mixed Spanish and English for different 

social purposes such as maintaining cultural identities, following the norm of speaking 

Spanglish and articulating an aesthetic preference (e.g. speaking Spanglish sounds better). 

Similarly, Kiernan, Meier and Wang (2017) investigated international students’ 

translingual practices in the writing courses. The findings showed how these international 

students drew on their home languages and cultures and meshed them with the English 

language and American culture in their writing tasks. They argued that the students’ 

negotiation between different languages and cultures enabled them to express their voices 

and identities. 

 

Part 5 Understanding Chiang Rai Adolescents’ Language and Literacy Practices in 

SNS 

After reviewing the research studies exploring how people mix and remix language 

and literacy practices and the different notions that capture those practices, the next step is 

to relate this to the research questions addressed in this thesis by looking at an example 

drawn from the data. Figure 2.2 shows how the adolescent Oppa Sub engaged with the 

language and literacy practices in SNS.  
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Figure 2.2 Oppa Sub’s social media composition  

 

 

Oppa Sub participated in the transnational Kpop community regularly on Twitter. 

He is not fluent in Korean or English but is capable of using both languages on Twitter. 

Figure 2.2 shows how he has done it. He meshed a variety of languages, including an 

English word that has a meaning in Korean (Oppa), an English word that has a meaning in 

Thai (Sub), Thai words (ซบัไทย) and English words (Wanna Travel Season 2). Beyond 

languages, he also meshed other modes of communication in his composition, including 

an image of a Kpop idol, hyperlinks for his audiences to click on, hashtags in Korean and 

a video.   

 

What can we take away from Oppa Sub’s practices, as seen in his composition? 

First, Oppa Sub played with and used words that had cultural meanings. He meshed the 

word Oppa with the word Sub. The word Oppa originally is a Korean word that members 

in the Kpop community use to refer to a male idol or individual (e.g. Taehyung Oppa, 
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Daniel Oppa). On the other hand, the word Sub is a shorter version of the word Subtitle 

that people in Thailand use. In this case, the meshing of these two words enabled him to 

develop his mixture of identities that included the Thai heritage identity and the Korean or 

K-pop identity. Second, Oppa Sub understood that the Kpop community he participated in 

consisted of both local and transnational audiences. He could not use only Thai to 

communicate. Therefore, he meshed it with other languages such as English and Korean 

as well as other modes of communication such as an image, a video, hyperlinks and 

hashtags to convey multidimensional meanings to different groups of audiences (such as 

Thai, Korean and international audiences). The different languages and modes that were 

meshed could make meaning more accessible to his diverse audiences.  

 

In this case, the critical point is that Oppa Sub not only engaged with languages or 

modes alone but also cultural resources. Oppa Sub’s case shows how languages and modes 

could be meshed together to not only make the meaning more accessible but also to 

construct Oppa Sub’s Thai heritage identity and the Korean or K-pop identity he might 

desire. I refer to this kind of (meshing) practice as the multimodal code-meshing practice. 

As this thesis will demonstrate, the multimodal code-meshing practice seems to be 

increasingly common among adolescents in transnationally networked online platforms 

like SNSs. This thesis will also show how the multimodal code-meshing practice is 

important to Chiang Rai adolescents’ lives as it helps them develop a sense of belonging 

to broader communities and envision their roles as members of those communities.  

 

The multimodal code-meshing practice can be closely captured by Canagarajah’s 
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notion of code-meshing. However, as explained in Part 4 of this chapter, Canagarajah’s 

notion of code-meshing has been mainly explored through the concept of translingual 

practice. The majority of studies on translingual practice often focus solely on language 

uses and do not account for multimodal practice. Therefore, what this thesis will do is to 

both draw on and expand beyond Canagarajah’s notion of code-meshing and will describe 

Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs that I refer to as 

multimodal code-meshing practices. This thesis will allow for a more in-depth 

understanding of these practices, not only a description of how different resources are 

meshed but also how these practices allow adolescents to negotiate their identities and 

relationships within both local and transnational communities in SNSs.  

 

2.3 Conclusion 

 This thesis aims to contribute to current research that focuses on language and 

literacy practices in transnationally networked online spaces like SNSs. It draws on the 

concepts within NLS in a holistic sense since they are rooted in the sociocultural 

perspectives of literacy that are related to the sociolinguistic conceptualisations. As 

mentioned earlier in this chapter, there are three key emphases within the sociocultural and 

sociolinguistic paradigms: (1) language and literacy practices instantiate culture 

(Vygotsky, 1978), (2) language and literacy practices vary according to social contexts 

(Bakhtin, 1986; Halliday, 1974) and (3) language and literacy practices relate to power 

(Luke, 1996; Street, 1984). In summary, based on the sociocultural and sociolinguistic 

perspectives, language and literacy can be regarded as repertoires of social and cultural 
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practices for communicating purposefully in multiple social contexts (Barton & Hamilton, 

2000; Gee, 1996, 2001; Street, 1984; Street et al., 2005).  

 

 Due to the changing nature of digital technologies and platforms, there has been 

recognition of literacy practices that are increasingly multimodal, hybridised and 

linguistically and culturally diverse (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; New London Group, 1996). 

Scholars have paid attention to how people reinvent and modify language and literacy 

practices using digital technologies. They have explored these kinds of practices through 

the notions of hybridised multimodal practices (e.g. Chandler-Olcott & Mahar, 2003; 

Lewis & Fabos, 2005), cross-language practices (Horner et al., 2011; Mernard-Warwick & 

Leung, 2017; Zapata & Laman, 2016), translanguaging (Garcia & Wei, 2014; Otheguy et 

al., 2015; Velasco & Garcia, 2014) and translingual code-meshing practices (Canagarajah, 

2011, 2013b). Nonetheless, these studies look at the linguistic and multimodal practices 

separately. To be exact, studies on translingual practices and translanguaging often focus 

on language uses, while studies on multimodal practices generally distinguish between 

written and spoken words, still and moving images, gestures and music as particular forms 

of representation and communication. Studies on multimodal practices tend to make 

distinctions between modes and focus less on language practices such as translingual 

practices. 

 

 According to Kress (2010), literacy research should account for language and 

literacy practices that are “fuzzy round the edges” since languages and modes have become 

increasingly meshed in contemporary spaces (p. 186). For example, as seen in the case of 
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Oppa Sub in Part 5, he engaged with and meshed languages, modes and cultural resources 

together as a single integrated meaning-making system. Oppa Sub could convey 

multidimensional meanings to his different audiences and represent his mixture of 

identities which included his Thai heritage and Kpop or Korean identity. In this case, the 

various notions discussed in Part 4, including the hybridised multimodal practices, cross-

language practices, translingual practices, and translanguaging might not fully capture 

what Oppa Sub was doing in SNS (see Figure 2.2).  

 

 In this thesis, I both draw on and expand beyond Canagarajah’s notion of code-

meshing to develop the new term multimodal code-meshing. This new term is a 

development of Canagarajah’s code-meshing because it is not explored through a 

translingual practice. As a result, this thesis needs a new theoretical framework to illustrate 

the multimodal code-meshing practices of Chiang Rai adolescents, one that enables this 

idea to be evidenced by the data collected. In this case, both sociocultural and 

sociolinguistic theories, in particular, may be generative for exploring the complex nature 

of adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. In the next chapter (Chapter 3), a 

new theoretical framework that draws from both sociocultural and sociolinguistic fields 

will be introduced and described. The way to understand adolescents’ multimodal code-

meshing practices will also be explored in more substantive detail.  
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CHAPTER-3. Conceptual and Theoretical Frameworks 

 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter will set out the theoretical framework for this thesis. Earlier chapters 

have reviewed expanding definitions of language and literacy practices to encompass 

contemporary practices that are increasingly multimodal, intertextual, hybridised and 

linguistically and culturally diverse. In particular, Chapter 2 discussed how people from 

different backgrounds gather together to share common interests and communicate by 

meshing a variety of languages and modes of communication (e.g. still and moving images, 

hashtags, emojis and hyperlinks) in online platforms like SNSs. Chapter 2 described the 

meshing of languages and modes as a combined literacy practice. I refer to this combined 

literacy practice as a multimodal code-meshing practice. Therefore, this chapter will focus 

on developing a new framework that can be used to explore the multimodal code-meshing 

practices of Chiang Rai adolescents. 

 

 This chapter will begin by outlining the key sociolinguistic and sociocultural 

theories that are drawn upon in this thesis, including Halliday’s Systemic Functional 

Linguistics (SFL) and Bakhtin’s intertextuality. Part 1 will then explain Halliday’s SFL 

and will focus on the functional aspect of language practices. Part 2 will detail Bakhtin’s 

intertextuality and will focus on the social and cultural aspects of language and multimodal 

practices. Lastly, Part 3 will set out how and why I combine the sociolinguistic theory of 

SFL and the sociocultural theory of intertextuality to explore multimodal code-meshing 

practices in SNSs. 
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3.1 Key Theoretical Perspectives 

 My observation of the complex nature of the adolescent participants’ language and 

literacy practices in SNSs posed several questions. What approach can be taken to analyse 

the ways in which Chiang Rai adolescents use languages (e.g. Thai, English and social 

language) and other modes of communication (e.g. image, colour and layout)? How could 

I analyse the ways in which they appropriate the links between languages, modes and 

cultures at use in various communities in SNSs? In what follows, I briefly explain how I 

drew on the two theories, Halliday’s SFL and Bakhtin’s intertextuality, to generate a 

combined theoretical framework that can be used to address questions such as these.  

 

 However, one of the questions above regarding the other modes of communication 

cannot be answered yet. This is because Halliday’s SFL and Bakhtin’s intertextuality 

cannot be used to provide a systematic account of modes, such as image, colour, layout 

and emoji, used by adolescents. Therefore, I will address this gap by drawing on 

multimodality as an analytical framework to explore the adolescents’ multimodal practices. 

The analytical framework will be discussed in more detail in the methodological chapter 

(Chapter 4), which follows. 

 

 This thesis applies Halliday’s (1970, 1974) SFL to systemically analyse the 

language use in adolescents’ hashtags in Chapter 5. I chose to analyse hashtag specifically 

because it is one of the most prevalent modes used among Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs. 

In this case, hashtags consist of the hash symbol (#) and the language or written texts 
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(including words, initialism, phrase or an entire clause). The SFL approach mainly 

concerns the three metafunctions of language use, including experiential, interpersonal and 

textual functions. Beyond language, this thesis also adapts Halliday’s SFL to explore how 

hashtags perform searchable functions, including indexing a topic and making a meta-

comment. Studying the experiential, interpersonal and textual functions and the searchable 

functions represent the functional aspect of the adolescents’ language (and hash-tagging) 

practices. This functional aspect can help adolescents construe their experiences of the 

world (making experiential meaning), negotiate their relationships with audiences (making 

interpersonal meaning) and organise texts into a coherent structure (making textual 

meaning). Halliday’s SFL is discussed in more detail in Part 2 of this chapter and is applied 

in the first empirical chapter (Chapter 5). 

 

 Bakhtin’s theory of intertextuality is also applied in this thesis to look more broadly 

at the social and cultural aspects of linguistic and multimodal texts used by adolescents in 

SNSs. As the second empirical chapter (Chapter 6) will demonstrate, adolescents 

strategically appropriate links with pre-existing texts in various SNS communities. They 

appropriate these links to not only make texts but also to negotiate their identities and social 

relationships with other community members. Therefore, this thesis draws on Bakhtin’s 

intertextuality to analyse the adolescents’ language and multimodal practices that are 

materialised in various SNS communities. The notion of intertextuality is taken up in more 

detail in Part 3 of this chapter and is applied in the second empirical chapter (Chapter 6). 
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 Lastly, this thesis draws on the theoretical combination of Halliday’s SFL and 

Bakhtin’s intertextuality to explore Chiang Rai adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing 

practices in SNSs. As the first two parts describe the functional aspect and the social aspect 

of languages and modes used by adolescents, this last part looks at the two elements 

together through the combination of Halliday’s SFL and Bakhtin’s intertextuality. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, the multimodal code-meshing practices of adolescents cannot be 

explored through the translingual approach. In this study, adolescents are engaging with 

and meshing multiple linguistic and multimodal texts together to communicate. Therefore, 

a new framework is needed to explore the adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing 

practices. The theoretical combination is treated in more detail in Part 4 of this chapter but 

more particularly in the last empirical chapter (Chapter 7). 

 

 Combining Halliday’s SFL and Bakhtin’s intertextuality with a focus on the 

adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices provides a basis for reflecting on the 

multifaceted and complex nature of their language and literacy practices in the context of 

this study. The combined framework can be used to show how the adolescents’ language 

and literacy practices in SNSs help extend their learning and life opportunities beyond what 

is typically accessible in their rural province of Chiang Rai. In particular, this framework 

can be used to explore how the complexity of their practices helps adolescents foster a 

sense of agency and belonging within both local and transnational communities. In 

addition, this framework can also offer a methodologically driven description of diverse 

communicational resources used by adolescents. It recognises how a range of languages 

and modes of communication can be meshed to generate new and different meanings that 
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shape and are shaped by adolescents’ interests, values, identities and social relationships 

within SNSs.  

 

 The three different parts below unpack many of the issues identified in this first 

part. It begins by focusing on Halliday’s SFL and how it comes to be used within this study.  

 

Part 1 Halliday’s Sociolinguistic Theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the core principle of Halliday’s SFL is the link between 

language function and context for language use. It begins with an analysis of language 

where a particular lexico-grammatical choice (e.g. choice of words or structure of texts) is 

constructed under the influence of the social context. Within SFL, the main focus is on the 

semantics or “what the speaker can mean, which is the strategy that is available for entering 

the language system” (Halliday 1979, p. 27). In other words, meaning can be achieved 

through a lexico-grammatical choice where words are arranged in a clause or text. Halliday 

(1979, 1994) developed the SFL framework to describe how language/words are arranged 

in a text to perform three metafunctions: the experiential (or ideational), interpersonal 

and textual functions. This systemic approach points to how each metafunction is realised 

through a speaker or author’s choice. 

 

According to Halliday (1994), the experiential function is concerned with who 

(participants) does what (processes) under what circumstances (circumstances). This 

dimension of metafunction – participants, processes and circumstances – is referred to as 

the transivity system. The first component of the transivity system is the participants who 
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“form the subject of the text and can take on a variety of different roles including that of 

agent, sensor, beneficiary or goal” (Neal, 2015, p. 14). In this sense, the different roles that 

participants take affect how the listeners or readers perceive them, which, in turn, also 

shape their actions. For example, the following sentences state:  

 

(1) “I want to go back to the youth camp.”  

(2) “My friend texted me, so I want to go back to the youth camp.”  

 

In the first sentence, the agent or doer of the action is ‘I’, while, in the second 

sentence, it is ‘my friend’. The first sentence omits the role of ‘my friend’, which can 

change the reader’s interpretation of the author’s role and action.  

 

The second component of the transivity system is processes. Processes are the 

actions in a text such as saying, writing, thinking, believing, feeling and relating (Halliday, 

1994). They are comprised of six processes, including material, mental, verbal, existential, 

relational and behavioural processes. The material process construes the outer experience 

or relates to something that is being done physically (e.g. reading, eating, drinking). The 

mental process construes the inner experience of emotion (e.g. loving, thinking, assuming). 

A verbal process enacts the process in the form of language or speech (e.g. saying, telling, 

talking). An existential process consists of the phenomena of all kinds that are recognised 

to be, to exist and to happen (e.g. is/are, remaining, existing). A relational process is 

concerned with becoming (e.g. becoming, including). Lastly, a behavioural process is the 

most complicated process, as it is on the borderline between material and mental processes 
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(e.g. near mental – dreaming and near material – lying). Classification of these six 

processes is based upon the experiential structure of the text. This structure is 

fundamentally determined by the main lexical verb, which is the element that is primarily 

analysed to identify a particular process. By analysing a process, we can better understand 

the type of actions performed by an author. For example, if an author uses the material 

process ‘cling to’ rather than the mental process ‘adore’, it shows how he or she, as a 

person, is being more dependent and caring.  

 

The last component of the transivity system is circumstances. Circumstances give 

information about the time, place and context. This variable helps an author contextualise 

a situation for an audience (Halliday, 1994). The types of circumstances include a location 

(including time and space), manner, extent, cause, contingency, accompaniment and role 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). The expression of circumstances always associates with 

the process, which refers to its location of an event in time or space, its manner, its cause 

or any other element. Using a sample drawn from my dataset, one of the adolescents wrote, 

“I just went to #ChiangMuan. And now I’m back to #ChiangMai.” The hashtags become 

the circumstances in the sentence, placing the participant in the two specific locations. 

 

Secondly, the interpersonal metafunction deals with how an author positions 

himself or herself in relationship to an audience (Halliday, 1994). The interpersonal 

dimension of metafunction is enacted through the elements of mood, modality and 

appraisal and is referred to as the mood/modality system. The first component of this 

system is mood which can be conveyed through the two fundamental clause types: giving 
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and demanding. Either a clause or text is used to give something to an audience or demand 

something from them (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). The concept of giving and 

demanding is categorised into four primary functions, including statements (giving 

information), questions (demanding information), offers (giving goods and services) and 

commands (demanding goods and services) (Halliday, 1994). For instance, asking a 

question (demanding information) can be used as a way to position both an author and an 

audience as active participants in the dialogue, whereas telling someone to do something 

(demanding service) can be used to show an author’s authoritative position towards an 

audience.  

 

The second way to express a particular mood is to use modality. Modality, as 

realised through modal verbs and adjuncts, represents the degree of obligation and certainty 

(Halliday, 1994). Modality can be expressed through words such as ‘probably’, ‘certainly’, 

‘could be’ and ‘most likely’ (Halliday, 1994). For example, in a professional context, if an 

author is positioning himself or herself as an expert, he or she will use the words ‘most 

likely’ and ‘certainly’ rather than using the words ‘probably’ and ‘could be’. The different 

level of certainty is in the modal words expressed in the sentence (e.g. the modal words 

‘most likely’ give a high level of certainty, while the words ‘could be’ do not). 

 

The mood/modality system can also be conveyed through appraisal. Martin and 

White (2005) extended Halliday’s appraisal framework by focusing on how texts could 

give positive or negative assessments. The appraisal resources are grouped together as the 

‘language of evaluation’. According to Martin and White (2005), there are three semantic 
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areas of the language of evaluation: (1) emotion (affect), which deals with the expression 

of positive or negative feelings such as happy, glad, sad, bored and exhausted; (2) ethic 

(judgement), which is concerned with attitudes toward human personality, look and 

behaviour; for example, to admire or to criticise such as pretty, handsome, messy and tidy 

and (3) aesthetic (appreciation), which involves evaluations of semiotic and natural 

phenomena according to the ways in which they are valued such as tasteless, delicious and 

breath-taking. While judgement evaluates human behaviours, appreciation typically 

evaluates places, objects, texts and abstract constructs such as plans and policies (Martin 

& White, 2005).  

 

The third type of metafunction is referred to as the textual metafunction, which is 

concerned with how texts are structured. This function is the theme/new system, which 

focuses on the general structure of texts, such as how ideas are linked together through 

cohesive devices (Halliday, 1994). The cohesive devices can be in the conjunctive adverbs 

such as ‘therefore’, ‘but’, ‘then’ and ‘consequently’, which can create different 

interpretations. For example, an author could write, “The car was driving too fast. 

Consequently, it was stopped by the police car” instead of “The car was driving too fast. 

Then, it was stopped by the police car”. When an author chose the adverb ‘consequently’, 

he/she wanted to focus more on the consequence of driving too fast. However, when he/she 

chose the adverb ‘then’, the sentence becomes softer.  

 

The textual metafunction is also used to understand how the Theme and New are 

structured (Halliday, 1994). An author can position words in a particular location in a text, 
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such as at the start (Theme) or the end (New). In other words, the Theme gives priority to 

information at the beginning of a text, while the New adds supporting information to what 

is contained in the Theme. For example, Table 3.1 below shows how the locations of 

Theme and New are used to interpret adolescents’ uses of writing and hashtags. 

 

Table 3.1 Hashtags and writing functioning as Theme and New 

Theme New 

(1) #TheKingOfThailand.  You will forever be my king 

(2) It’s my graduation day 

tomorrow  

#Akirayan15 

 

Chiang Rai adolescents can prioritise some ideas over others by making choices 

about how to position writing and hashtags. In the first example, the first adolescent gave 

priority to the hashtag #TheKingOfThailand as the Theme and used the writing as the New. 

On the other hand, the second adolescent gave priority to the writing as the Theme and 

used the hashtag #Akirayan15 as the New. The first example shows how the author invited 

the readers to click on the hashtag (#TheKingOfThailand) first before reading the rest of 

the information. This might be because the author wanted the readers to have some 

background knowledge about the king, which was available through the hashtag. However, 

on the other hand, the second example shows how the author wanted the readers to read 

the supporting information first before seeing the hashtag (#Akirayan15). This might be 

because this hashtag was very specific and might be hard for some readers to interpret or 

understand. Therefore, the author wanted to place the writing as the Theme so the readers 
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could have a clue on what the text was about first. The notion of Theme and New and the 

types of hashtags will be discussed further in the first empirical chapter (Chapter 5). 

 

In this thesis, I also use Tsur and Rappoport’s (2012) framework to explore the 

textual metafunction. In particular, I use the framework to look at the punctuation function 

of hashtags. Since hashtags are flexible syntactically and can integrate themselves 

seamlessly into texts, the location can give an indication. Tsur and Rappoport termed the 

three locations where hashtags can be marked in a text as the prefix, infix and suffix 

locations (or the beginning, middle and end). Drawn from my dataset, Table 3.2 shows 

examples of hashtags in the three locations. 

 

Table 3.2 Examples of hashtags located in prefix, infix and suffix locations  

Prefix 

 

#Barca I love you ;) 

#Chemistry work is due to submit soon. 

Infix  Trying and #failing is better than #nottrying 

at all 

Suffix  Morning activity #teachersday 

 

 

As seen above, hashtags located in the prefix location perform an experiential 

function similar to the hashtags located in the suffix location. These hashtags mainly define 

the topic of the post. However, the hashtags located in the infix location can integrate 

themselves seamlessly into the content of the post and can perform both experiential and 
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interpersonal functions. First, the hashtags #failing and #nottrying can be a process type, 

construing an experiential meaning. Second, they can serve an interpersonal function by 

positioning an author’s stance to his or her audience (e.g. not trying and giving up). The 

prefix, infix and suffix locations of hashtags will be taken up in more detail in the first 

empirical chapter (Chapter 5). 

 

This thesis draws upon Halliday’s (1974) theory of SFL and its three metafunctions 

to explore the functional aspect of language use (i.e. writing and hash-tagging) of Chiang 

Rai adolescents in SNSs. In addition, I extend Halliday’s interpersonal metafunction to 

include Martin & White’s (2005) appraisal framework (the language of evaluation) to 

explore certain evaluative functions established by adolescents’ writing and hash-tagging. 

Furthermore, extending Halliday’s textual metafunction, this thesis applies Tsur and 

Rappoport’s (2012) framework to analyse the punctuation function of hashtags. The 

theoretical perspectives, drawn from Halliday’s three metafunctions, Martin and White’s 

(2005) language of evaluation and Tsur and Rappoport’s (2012) punctuation function of 

hashtags, will be explored further in Chapter 5.  

 

Part 2 Bakhtin’s Sociocultural Theory of Intertextuality 

In addition to Halliday’s SFL, this thesis also draws on Bakhtin’s intertextuality to 

explore how adolescents’ texts shape and are shaped by a range of discourses, identities 

and relationships in various SNS communities. This is because many texts and resources 

in SNSs are often intertwined with others’ texts and resources (Jones, 2012; Vasquez, 

2014). A wide range of texts, including languages and modes, become publicly available 
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in SNSs. Consequently, people can draw on them to facilitate and construct their own texts. 

This process is known as intertextuality, reflecting the complex relationship between pre-

existing texts and new texts created. According to Bakhtin (1981), texts are full of other 

people’s voices. Bakhtin uses the word ‘voices’ instead of the word ‘texts’ to describe the 

notion of intertextuality. He claims that “voices may be framed grammatically or 

prosodically as reported speech or signalled as imported in a range of other more subtle 

ways, or they may appear to merge with the speaker’s own voice” (Bakhtin, 1984, as cited 

in Maybin, 2008, p. 2). For example, people directly or indirectly quote what other people 

have said, fill stories with recreated dialogue and adopt the voices of teachers, peers, 

influencers and bloggers.  

 

 Voices may also be reproduced based on a genre or discourse (Bakhtin, 1984). 

According to Bakhtin, people always learn the particular ways of using languages (e.g. 

using specific accents and phrases) or texts (e.g. using specific colours and fonts) in 

particular communities or social groups. For example, a salesman is using a specific sales 

phrase to sell his or her products. A professor puts on a professional style of speaking when 

attending a conference. As people learn the particular ways of using languages or making 

texts, they can negotiate and construct certain identities (e.g. being a salesman and being a 

professor) and social relationships (e.g. a salesman-customer relationship and professor-

professor relationship) in a range of discourse communities.  

 

 Within the field of sociolinguistics, Bakhtin’s notion of intertextuality has been 

applied to study how language reflects and creates the social world and the language user’s 
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position within it. For instance, Fairclough (1992) explores how language users take on 

other people’s voices and reproduce them within particular discourse communities. He 

distinguishes between manifest intertextuality, which is “where the words from another 

speaker or text are reproduced or inferred”, and constitutive intertextuality, which is 

“where broader aspects of style, genre and ideological positioning from another’s discourse 

are reproduced” (as cited in Maybin, 2008, p. 83). Fairclough suggests that manifest 

intertextuality may involve clear boundaries between voices, such as quoting directly or 

indirectly what other people have said or written, or unclear boundaries, where other voices 

may be signalled through presupposition, negation, metadiscourse and irony. On the other 

hand, constitutive intertextuality involves genres being associated with particular language 

uses for discourse representation. 

 

 Scholars within NLS often draw on the notion of intertextuality and position it as 

one of the key forms of new literacy practices (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; Maybin, 2000, 

2003; Mills, 2006, 2010; Rampton, 2006). These scholars posit that intertextuality is 

essential because any text can be connected to other texts and textual forms. The 

connections between texts are crucial to designing and producing meaning. Similar to 

Fairclough (1992), Mills (2010) suggests that intertextuality can be either reproductive or 

hybrid. Reproductive or normative intertextual practices are those that are similar to 

existing meanings, such as quotes taken from books or movies. 

 

In contrast, hybrid practices are those that are creative transformations of original 

texts for meaning-making, such as Japanese anime – the blending of Japanese cultural and 
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aesthetic values with new fantasy characters. “Processes of hybridity (e.g. the articulation 

and combination of different genres or styles) work alongside complex processes of 

intertextuality, where texts draw on the features and genres of other texts in historical 

chains” (Leander & Boldt, 2012, p. 82). In this case, Mills (2010) claims that new literacy 

practices are often redesigned through hybrid intertexts and conventions shaped by specific 

values, interests and cultures. 

 

 In this study, I found that Chiang Rai adolescents are appropriating and reproducing 

texts in ways that represent a range of intertextual strategies. Bakhtin (1984) categorises 

the intertextual strategies into four types, including (1) direct quotation, (2) adoption (or 

imitation), (3) stylisation and (4) hidden polemic. Bakhtin claims that text makers’ use of 

intertextual strategies depends on how far they want to align themselves with pre-existing 

voices or texts and how far they want to express their own voices or texts. In addition, 

Kamberelis and Scott (1992) later adds another type of intertextuality – (5) idealisation – 

to account for texts that may be inconsistent with pre-existing texts in discourses. These 

inconsistencies between new and pre-existing texts can lead to creative transformations. 

The five types of intertextuality will be explained in more detail in the following 

paragraphs using examples drawn from my dataset. 

  

Direct Quotation is the form of re-envoicement where the speaker or author 

directly appropriates and marks someone else’s utterance or sentence. For example, 

adolescents in this study marked the sentences of others, “our King used to say XXX”, and 

“this part of the lyric XXX made me cry”. These direct quotations illustrate how the 
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adolescents took the exact words created by other people and placed them directly into 

their own contexts. These direct quotations are usually employed because authors believe 

they are important and authoritative to their own texts (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992).  

 

Adoption is when an author adopts someone else’s text and makes it his or her 

own. Adoption represents a near-complete merging of the two texts – the text of an author 

and the text of someone else. Adoption mainly relates to how an author as a community 

member takes on the ways of using languages or making texts common to the collective 

(Kamberelis & Scott, 1992). For example, one of the adolescents in this study wrote, “I 

like Jelly Kang Oppa” in her social media post. She used the words ‘Jelly Kang’ and ‘Oppa’ 

to represent both the Korean and Kpop communities. This is because other people within 

these communities commonly use these words to communicate with each other. By using 

these specific words, the adolescent adopted the way of making texts the same way as other 

community members. 

 

Stylisation is when an author reproduces someone else’s text as if it were one’s 

own but with “a slight shadow of objectification” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 189). In other words, 

a text is conveyed through some kind of stylistic change to signal another text (Maybin, 

2008). For example, when the news of King Rama 9th’s death struck in October 2016, many 

Thais went on SNSs to express their grief. For example, they shared black and white 

pictures. One of the adolescents in this study also shared a picture filled with black colour 

(see Figure 3.1). She shared her own portrait painting that signals grief through the facial 
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expressions and the black colour used. She did not use the texts of others. She redesigned 

and stylised her own texts to express greif and sadness. 

 

Figure 3.1 Portrait painting that signals a tone of grief 

  

 

Hidden Polemic is when an author recontextualises someone else’s text in such a 

way that its original meaning is altered by the new context. Bakhtin claims, “the [new 

author’s] words actively influence the [original] author’s speech, forcing it to alter itself 

accordingly under their influence and initiative” (1984, p. 197). Nonetheless, this thesis 

will not draw on this type of intertextuality because it does not fit with the data and context 

of study. 

 

Idealisation refers to how an author engages with creative transformations to 

original texts or genres (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992). This can include how an author does 

not follow what has been reproduced in discourse so he or she can design and produce texts 

in new, transformed ways. For example, in my study, the adolescent Inpastel was selling 

products on her Twitter page. She used many options to maximise her sales. One option 
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was to embed the hyperlink which links to an order form she created to increase online 

orders (see Table 3.3). When compared Inpastel’s texts to the others’ texts in the Kpop e-

commerce community, the use of the hyperlink is creative and new. Table 3.3 compares 

Inpastel’s texts with the others’ texts.  

 

Table 3.3 Inpastel’s texts (including the use of the hyperlink) and the others’ texts in 

the Kpop e-commerce community 

Inpastel’s texts (i.e. the use of hyperlinks) Others’ texts 

 

 

When clicking on the link, the page 

shows the products for sale 
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It also assigns the readers to fill out the 

information (e.g. name, address for 

delivery, how many orders, etc.)  

 

 

 

 

In SNSs, potentials for meaning-making are amplified because of the ways in which 

a range of resources (e.g. languages, still and moving images and layout) and genres are 

increasingly available for adolescents to access. In this thesis, Bakhtin’s notion of 

intertextuality is drawn upon to understand how Chiang Rai adolescents are strategically 
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using the intertextual features to communicate with their audiences as well as respond to a 

range of discourses in SNSs. The intertextual framework will be applied in the second 

empirical chapter (Chapter 6).  

 

Part 3 Multimodal Code-Meshing: An Approach to Understanding Adolescents’ 

Literacy Practices in Social Networking Sites 

 The rapid and ongoing transformation of digital technologies and platforms has had 

a substantial influence on the participatory cultures of adolescents and their social 

connections. As will demonstrate in this study, Chiang Rai adolescents come together with 

others who have both similar and different social, cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The 

adolescents bring their own languages and modes with them that they then mesh with those 

of others in SNSs. As they mesh these resources together, they establish a common ground 

for communicating, representing and being together in SNS communities.  

 

As mentioned in the last chapter, I refer to the meshing of languages and modes as 

the multimodal code-meshing practice. This term multimodal code-meshing practice is 

developed from Canagarajah’s code-meshing. In this thesis, I draw upon Halliday’s SFL 

and Bakhtin’s intertextuality to analyse Chiang Rai adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing 

practices. I will show and explain how to do so in the paragraphs below.  

 

Figure 3.2 An example of multimodal code-meshing practices drawn from the dataset  
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 Figure 3.2 shows Inpastel’s profile page on Twitter. Her Twitter name is different 

from her real name. Inpastel uses her Twitter account to advertise and sell her Kpop 

products as well as interact with other Kpop fans online. At the top of her profile page, she 

uses a cover image that is filled with a pastel pink colour and a logo written as ‘Inpastel’. 

In her profile description, she wrote in Thai, embedded an emoji and tagged a few English-

script hashtags. Her profile description was translated from Thai to English: 

 

 พรีสินคา้ (pre-order products) บา้นแฟนไซต ์(Fansite house), ออฟฟิเชียล (official) | <3 

tyjmjhth | อพัเดทที9 (update at) #inpastel_pre | รีวิวที9 (review at) #reviewforinpastel | 

#TaeTaedoll | ขายไปวี=ดดดไปจ่ะแม่ (sell it and weeed it ja mum) 

 

 Based on Halliday’s SFL, the written Thai words (highlighted in green) and 

English-script hashtags (highlighted in yellow) perform an experiential function, which 
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is representing the narrative of the texts. In other words, it could tell what is going on in 

the sentence: ‘pre-order products’ could mean that the author (Inpastel) takes pre-orders of 

products, ‘fansite house’ could mean that Inpastel’s page is a fan page, and ‘official’ could 

mean that Inpastel sells official products. In addition, #inpastel_pre could mean that this 

hashtag contains a list of her pre-ordered items and “#reviewforinpastel” could imply that 

this hashtag contains reviews for her shop. On the other hand, a heart emoji (highlighted in 

red) performs an interpersonal function that helps Inpastel negotiate a more intimate 

relationship with her audience. Moreover, the hashtags (#inpastel_pre, #reviewforinpastel, 

#TaeTaedoll) perform an intertextual function in the sense that there exist other texts that 

may contain these same hashtags, as well as putative audiences who might tune in via the 

social stream (e.g. fans who left reviews and fans who like TaeTaedoll).  

 

 Moreover, some of the words Inpastel used in her profile description show the 

intertextual strategy of adoption. These Thai words, including ‘แฟนไซต’์ (fansite), ‘ออฟฟิเชียล’ 

(official) and ‘วี0ดดด’ (weeed) (highlighted in green), are commonly used among members 

of the local Thai Kpop community. For example, they use the words: แฟนไซต ์ (fansite) to 

mean a web page that fans make, ออฟฟิเชียล (official) to mean products that Kpop music 

record companies officially produce and วี0ดดด (weeed) to represent the sound of cheering 

for Kpop idols. Although these words were written in Thai, the meanings behind them were 

socially constructed among members of the local Kpop community. These words might be 

hard to ascertain unless one is an insider of this community. In this case, by adopting the 

Kpop words, Inpastel might be able to represent herself as an insider of the Kpop 

community to her audience.  
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 In addition, at the top of the page, Inpastel’s cover image shows the intertextual 

strategy of stylisation. Her cover image shows a logo written as Inpastel, which is filled 

with a pastel pink colour. The design of a logo and pastel pink colour may contain a situated 

meaning representing the identity of both Inpastel and her audience. According to Billboard 

(2018), the different levels of pastel colours can give different aesthetics such as young and 

cute, which can be used to target fan girls (see examples in Figure 3.3). In Inpastel’s case, 

she stylised these pastel colours in her own ways to signal her brand identity. This 

intertextual strategy of stylisation could allow Inpastel to communicate to the specific 

audience (e.g. fangirls) and to construct a specific relationship with them (e.g. a fangirl-to-

fangirl relationship). 

 

Figure 3.3 Different shades of pastel colours used in the Kpop industry 

 

 

 By exploring the multimodal code-meshing practices of Inpastel through the 

combined theoretical framework of SFL and intertextuality, I could capture how Inpastel’s 
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multimodal code-meshing practices performed not only the experiential and interpersonal 

functions but also the intertextual function. In other words, I found that Inpastel might be 

able to represent the experiential activities performed on her Twitter page as well as make 

the audience feel more intimate through a heart emoji. She might also be able to construct 

her identity as an insider of the Kpop community and build a specific relationship with her 

audience (e.g. a fan girl-to-fan girl relationship), which might, in turn, benefit her in selling 

the products and generating income. 

 

 Nonetheless, the two theories of SFL and intertextuality may not fully capture 

Inpastel’s multimodal code-meshing practices. Both theories cannot provide a systematic 

account of Inpastel’s multimodal practices, such as the use of colour, image and layout. 

Therefore, this thesis will also draw upon multimodality as an analytical framework to 

account for the adolescents’ multimodal practices. In the next chapter (methodological 

chapter), I will discuss how I combine the theoretical frameworks of SFL and 

intertextuality with the analytical framework of multimodality to capture the adolescents’ 

multimodal code-meshing practices that are emerging in SNSs.  

 

3.2 Conclusion 

  In this chapter, I have outlined and justified the two key theoretical frameworks 

that are drawn upon in this thesis: Halliday’s SFL and Bakhtin’s intertextuality. I have also 

described how these two theoretical frameworks are applied to explore the textual practices 

of Chiang Rai adolescents and how their practices are materialised in certain discourses 

within SNS. More importantly, I applied the two theoretical frameworks to analyse one 
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instance of the adolescent’s social media composition in Part 4 of this chapter. I found that 

the adolescent leveraged and meshed languages and modes to perform different functions 

and make different kinds of meanings, which allowed her to construct the identity she 

desired and the specific relationship with her audience. 

 

 In Chapter 4, which follows, I will outline and justify the methodologies used in 

conducting this research. In particular, I will describe the research site and population 

selection, the specific virtual ethnographic methods and tools used and the ethical 

considerations. I will also explore more further how the combined theoretical framework 

of SFL and intertextuality is implemented with multimodality to fully capture the 

adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices in SNSs. 
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CHAPTER-4. Methodology of the Study 

 

4.0 Introduction 

The last chapter pointed out that this research needs to draw on the combined 

theoretical framework of Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and Bakhtin’s 

intertextuality to explore the adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices in social 

networking sites (SNSs). However, this chapter will take a step further to detail how this 

combined framework needs to be implemented with the analytical framework of 

multimodality. This chapter will also outline and justify the methodologies used in 

conducting this research.  

 

 This chapter will begin by describing the virtual ethnographic approach used to 

investigate Chiang Rai adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices through online 

observations, providing a broad context and in-depth understanding of their practices in 

SNSs for analysis. It will then detail the sampling strategies (e.g. conducting a survey 

study) used to select research sites as well as select eight Chiang Rai adolescents to 

participate in this study. Third, it will outline the specific virtual ethnographic methods and 

tools used, which include online observations of Chiang Rai adolescents’ texts in SNSs 

through the use of screen recordings and observational logs. Fourth, it will highlight the 

combined theoretical framework that is implemented with multimodality to explore the 

adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices. Finally, at the end of this chapter, the 

ethical considerations will be discussed with reference to the guidelines informing this 

study. 
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4.1 Virtual Ethnography 

 This study was designed around a virtual ethnographic approach, which 

identifies the methods and tools used for data collection. Hine (2000) introduced the 

methodology of virtual ethnography, which is indeed the practice of ethnography but in a 

virtual or online setting. As a qualitative approach, ethnographic research “describes and 

interprets the shared and learned patterns of values, behaviours, beliefs, and language of a 

culture - sharing group” (Creswell, 2007, p. 69). In other words, ethnographic research 

aims to explore the meanings that people make through their social interactions and 

experiences with other members of particular communities. As such, the research can take 

place “anywhere, anytime, and of virtually anyone or any process, as long as human social 

behaviour is involved” (Wolcott, 2008, p. 73).  

 

 Hine (2000) argues that a virtual or online site can be considered as a site for social 

interactions and experiences. In this case, researchers can enter online sites to investigate 

“the shared meanings of the behaviour, the language, and the interaction” (Creswell, 2007, 

p. 69), as traditional ethnography does. However, doing this for online sites leads to 

different means of collecting data using various digital-based methods (Evans, 2010). As 

Hine (2000) explains, “The field is now text on a screen and the group of people involved 

in the community” (as cited in Evans, 2010, p. 11). Text observation is considered a key 

feature to virtual ethnography, which enables researchers to gain an in-depth insight into 

the social and cultural practices of online informants (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). For 

virtual ethnography, researchers can engage in “a process of intermittent engagement” 
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(Evans, 2010, p. 12). That is, it is not necessary for them to constantly participate in 

activities with participants online but to “be aware of what is going on in a general sense” 

(Firat & Yurdakul, 2011, p. 114). 

 

 Researchers who follow the conventional tradition of ethnography may disagree 

with the discussion above. They may argue that face-to-face interaction or participation in 

the physical field is still a key feature to ethnography, because it would allow researchers 

to understand the lived experiences of participants. They also believe that participation in 

the physical field would make their accounts of research convincing and authentic (Hine, 

2011). As Van Maanen (1995) discusses, the importance of face-to-face interaction forces 

ethnographers to be a participant in the field. “Fieldwork of the ethnographic kind is 

authentic to the degree that it approximates the stranger stepping into a culturally alien 

community to become, for a time and in an unpredictable way, an active part of the face-

to-face relationships in that community” (Van Maanen, 1988, p. 9). Here, ethnographers 

who participate in the field might allow part of the agenda to be set by the setting. In this 

case, “the claim to act as a neutral voice for the field has been used to enhance the 

ethnographer’s authority” (Hine, 2011, p. 8). This claim could, in fact, create a paradox for 

the ethnographic account, as Pratt points out: 

 

 Personal narrative mediates this contradiction between the involvement called for 

in fieldwork and the self-effacement called for in formal ethnographic description, or at 

least mitigates some of its anguish, by inserting into the ethnographic text the authority of 

the personal experience out of which the ethnography is made. It thus recuperates at least 
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a few shreds of what was exorcised in the conversion from the face-to-face field encounter 

to objectified science. (1986, p. 33)  

 

 Ethnographers in virtual spaces can “investigate the shared meanings of the 

behaviour, the language, and the interaction” like traditional ethnographers (Creswell, 

2007, p. 69). However, one thing that is different for virtual ethnographers is that they can 

participate in a process of intermittent engagement or become invisible observers. They 

can access the sites and observe online texts and practices of participants in real time 

without disturbing or becoming visible to them. In physical spaces, ethnographers might 

be visible even when they were silent. As virtual ethnographers become invisible 

observers, some may argue that virtual ethnographers cannot gain the ethnographic 

authority because they do not participate in the field. Hine (2011) disagrees with this point 

of view and explains that many users of virtual sites like SNSs “have never met face-to-

face and have no intention of doing so… To instigate face-to-face meetings in this situation 

would place the ethnographer in an asymmetric position, using more varied and different 

means of communication to understand informants than are used by informants 

themselves” (Hine, 2011, p. 8).  

 

 “Pursuing face-to-face meetings with online informants might be intended to 

enhance authenticity via triangulation” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). However, “it 

might also threaten the experiential authenticity that comes from aiming to understand the 

world the way it is for informants” (Hine, 2011, p. 8). A key debate in the field is whether 

interactions or practices in virtual spaces should be viewed as authentic, since 
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ethnographers cannot confirm details with participants offline. Hine argues that it poses a 

problem when ethnographers are trying to assume that only face-to-face meetings are 

authentic. Hine wrote: 

 

 A search for truly authentic knowledge about people or phenomena is doomed to 

be ultimately irresolvable. The point for the ethnographer is not to bring some external 

criterion for judging whether it is safe to believe what informants say, but rather to come 

to understand how it is that informants judge authenticity. This also entails accepting that 

‘the informant’ is a partial performance rather than a whole identity. Rather than treating 

authenticity as a particular problem posed by cyberspace that the ethnographer has to 

solve before moving on to the analysis, it would be more fruitful to place authenticity in 

cyberspace as a topic at the heart of the analysis. (2011, p. 9) 

 

 In addition to the issue of authenticity, traditional ethnographers tend to focus on 

field sites and lived experiences more than texts. Texts have taken a somewhat secondary 

role as cultural artefacts (Hine, 2011). Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) argue that “rather 

than being seen as more or less accurate portrayals of reality, texts should be seen as 

ethnographic material which tells us about the understanding which authors have of the 

reality which they inhabit” (p. 174). In fact, virtual ethnography places a huge emphasis on 

texts that participants engage in. Hine (2000) argues that it is “an opportunity for making 

a form of ethnographic enquiry suited to the Internet”, which “involves embracing 

ethnography as a textual practice and as a lived craft and destabilizes the ethnographic 

reliance on sustained presence in a found field site” (p. 43).  
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 Texts are an important part of life in many of the settings, not only physical but also 

online settings, which researchers now examine to understand their participants’ social and 

cultural practices. Texts can include digital contents such as status updates, image and 

video posts, comments and so on, which can be seen as ethnographic material in the ways 

in which they present and shape social and cultural practices. Hammersley and Atkinson 

(1995) claimed, “Ethnographers should neither dismiss texts as distorted accounts nor 

accept them as straightforward truths, but should draw on their own ‘socialised 

competence’ in reading and writing to interpret them as culturally situated cultural 

artefacts” (p. 174). They suggest that ethnographers should consider doing the analysis of 

texts in a systematic way such as drawing on both Geertz’s (1973) thick description and 

grounded theory (e.g. different kinds of thematic and theoretical coding). Therefore, in this 

study, I used NVivo software to engage with thematic coding, which will be discussed 

further below. I also focused my attention on making observations and creating thick 

descriptions (Geertz, 1973) of my participants’ SNS and multimodal practices.  

 

 In this study, I adopted a virtual ethnographic approach using very discrete ways of 

collecting social media texts of Chiang Rai adolescents. The collection of social media 

texts took place over a period of 12 months (between February 2017 and February 2018). 

During this period, I collected the adolescents’ social media texts through the observations 

in SNSs including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. This duration generated a large 

volume of data suitable for analysis of the adolescents’ social media texts, which in this 

case, virtual ethnography is best used in combination with the analytical units that 
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multimodal social semiotics provides to do the micro analysis of the adolescents’ 

multimodal texts. Section 4.4 will further detail how I drew upon multimodal social 

semiotics as an analytical framework. 

 

4.1.1 Social Media Researcher Reflexivity  

My everyday life as a social media ethnographer involves living part of my life on 

the internet and keeping up-to-date with my participants’ social media texts and posts. This 

is not simply a virtual experience but is connected to the material world in important ways. 

It involves living through the ethnographic place of social media and the ethnographic 

material of texts, which are sensorily embodied in the sense that I spent many hours mouse-

clicking my participants’ hashtags and following the trail of information, looking at their 

images and watching their videos on social media platforms. In particular, my practices as 

a social media ethnographer consisted of overlapping routines: getting updates, exploring 

and archiving. First, receiving participant SNS updates is a crucial aspect of my research 

routine. I did not use a News Feed on Facebook and Instagram or RSS on Twitter to 

aggregate all my updates but, instead, used these sites as a manner of ‘human-mediated 

feed’ (Naughton, 2011). For example, if I wanted to see any updates on my participants’ 

contents, I would just go straight to their social media pages. This is because I sought to 

reduce the time taken to collect data.   

 

The novelty of social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram is that 

they prompt users to constantly update one another and to ‘share’ digital contents (such as 

images, videos, hashtags and GIFs). Exploring my participants’ digital contents is another 
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crucial aspect of my online data collection process. The technical ease with which users 

share contents conceals the fact that digital sharing is a skilled embodied activity that I 

must learn to perfect over time. Like my participants and other social media users, I have 

learned that ‘adding value’ to my posts will increase the chances of reaching to more people 

and enhancing the ‘name and fame’ (Miller, 2000). Adding value to my posts could mean 

designing certain texts that attract a particular group of audience. For example, Inpastel 

designed her cover picture by using specific texts such as images and colours to attract her 

female audience.  

 

It is important to note that having a reciprocal relationship or connection with my 

participants is something that I value. Before I could explore my participants’ digital 

contents, it was a significant part of building rapport to join their social media communities. 

As my participants accepted my ‘friend’ or ‘follower’ requests on their SNSs, I also 

accepted their invitation. This reciprocal exchange would allow them to see my information 

such as my real name, my pictures, the schools and university that I went to and the things 

that I was interested in such as my favourite hobbies. My participants were made aware of 

my presence through this initial exchange, and their acceptance of my invitation also 

enabled my entry into their online communities. While I could see my participants’ 

information and pictures, they could also see mine. Therefore, ‘sharing’ is not only about 

posting contents, but also about becoming friends on the platforms and building a rapport 

through sharing personal information with one another.  
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In social media platforms, I am active in exploring contents that others post and 

catching up on news and what is trending in societies. This is what I also did during my 

fieldwork where I was active in exploring my participants’ social media texts (such as their 

status updates, tweets and photo uploads). However, the ways I was active in social media 

platforms might not be the same as the ways my participants were active there. For 

example, my participants were continually making comments and sharing posts. In 

contrast, I refrained from making comments and posting in my news feed. This choice was 

in keeping with Hine’s (2011) virtual ethnographic method. I focused my attention on 

making observations and creating ‘thick descriptions’ (Geertz, 1973) of my participants’ 

SNS and multimodal practices. Moreover, I refrained from making comments or 

interacting with my participants directly because it could potentially alter their day-to-day 

experiences and practices in the platforms. Hine (2011) points out that a virtual 

ethnographer’s direct involvement or engagement with participants can affect “the 

experiential authenticity” (p. 49). This means that the higher the level of an ethnographer’s 

involvement, the higher the chances that participants will behave or act differently than 

they are used to in their daily lives (Hine, 2011). Lopez-Dicastillo and Belintxona (2014) 

also claim that when participants know that a researcher is watching them doing something, 

they may act or behave differently from the usual way.  

 

I understand that maintaining relationships with my participants is crucial. 

However, it was not through regular exchanges or interactions on social media platforms 

that my participants and I did to maintain our relationships. It was through our informal 

face-to-face meetings, which were taken three times - before, during and after my 
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fieldwork. I initiated these informal meetings to build rapport and catch up with my 

participants about their lives. These meetings were taken place in a school, university and 

restaurant. 

 

Finally, my last routine is archiving. During the period of data collection, archiving 

took place on digital platforms (including social media platforms themselves). The routine 

consisted of going through each participant’s page, finding what he or she posted in that 

week, capturing the contents he or she posted and saving them in files. These practices 

were integral to my day-to-day research activity. By February 2018, I had stored over 1,000 

posts/contents. Then, I later went through these posts, coded them and placed them in more 

than fifty categories on NVivo software (such as posts with hashtags and emojis, posts 

without hashtags and emojis, posts with images, posts with videos, posts with GIFs, 

experiential hashtags, interpersonal hashtags and so on).  

 

I spent months going through overlapping routines online including getting 

updates, exploring and archiving, which allowed me to grow a long list of codes and 

categories. Through these months, my fieldwork experiences in social media platforms are 

similar to what Postill and Pink wrote: 

 

The routine practices of the social media ethnographer work towards the making 

of an ethnographic place – characterised by an intensity of links to digital materials and 

routine routes online. This place is both defined, as it ‘clusters’ and interweaves digital 
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elements, and ‘open’ in that it is constituted not only through practices of gathering and 

accumulating, but also by sharing, linking, following, tagging and more. (2012, p. 9) 

 

In addition to my overlapping routines, I also engaged in the fluid routes of social 

media ethnographic practice. For example, I was able to explore a networked society 

enabled by hashtags and hyperlinks. For example, I was following the hashtag 

#EPILOGUEinBKK to understand why my participant used it in her post. By clicking on 

it, I moved through various posts and sites, which allowed me to gain real-time information 

about the event, see flows of communication among EPILOGUE fans and understand 

which multimodal texts they used to communicate with each other. Therefore, social media 

ethnography does not mean doing fieldwork in one particular platform – such as Facebook, 

Twitter or Instagram. I constantly crisscrossed a range of platforms through hashtahs, 

search engines, hyperlinks and others to see how my participants’ social and cultural 

practices were negotiated and constructed. 

 

4.2 Sampling 

4.2.1 Research Sites  

 As mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis sought to examine how Chiang Rai 

adolescents engaged with language and literacy practices as part of everyday life that might 

enable them to generate new and different kinds of meanings. Although the adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices in everyday life might not fit the traditional conventions of 

literacy, research is needed to explore these practices that might help adolescents extend 

their learning and life opportunities beyond what was typically accessible in schools or in 
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their rural province Chiang Rai. Therefore, this thesis focuses on platforms beyond schools. 

I chose SNSs as my research sites because they were platforms where Chiang Rai 

adolescents were already spending a significant amount of time. For instance, on a regular 

basis, the adolescents liked to share status updates and tweets, post pictures and videos and 

construct their own social media profiles.  

 

 The selection of SNSs was based on the frequency distributions of the survey data 

gathered early on in the study. I distributed this survey, both online and paper-based, to 

111 students attending two secondary schools in Chiang Rai. The reason why I distributed 

the survey to two secondary schools is because Chiang Rai is not a big city. By gathering 

data from the two schools, I can provide information about the local practices of the 

adolescents used as a starting point for the process. In this case, the survey was divided 

into two main sections: (1) the adolescents’ demographic background information; and (2) 

the SNSs and devices that the adolescents were using in their daily lives. The frequency 

distributions of the most widely used SNSs and the most widely used digital devices among 

Chiang Rai adolescents are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The frequency distributions of 

the adolescents’ demographic background information are presented in Table 4.4 (in 

Section 4.2.2 – the Participant Section).  

 

Survey Study: The most frequently used SNSs 

Table 4.1 Frequency distribution: What social networking site (SNS) do adolescents 

use the most? 

 Frequency Percent 
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Valid Facebook 43 38.74 

Instagram 19 17.12 

Twitter 17 15.32 

YouTube 14 12.61 

Line 11 9.91 

Google+ 3 2.70 

Facebook 

Messenger (app) 

1 0.90 

Pantip (Thai social 

media site) 

1 0.90 

Total 109 98.20 

Missing .00 2 1.80 

Total  111 100.0 

 

Survey Study: The most frequently used devices 

Table 4.2 Frequency distribution: What device do adolescents use the most? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid Smartphone 88 79.30 

Laptop/PC 19 17.11 

Tablet 2 1.80 

Total 109 98.20 

Missing .00 2 1.80 
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Total 111 100.0 

 

 Based on the frequency distributions of the data, I chose the three most frequently 

used SNSs by Chiang Rai adolescents to be my research sites, which were Facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter. These three sites all have a mobile application for Chiang Rai 

adolescents to access through their smartphones. The frequency distributions of the data 

indicated that most Chiang Rai adolescents used their smartphones to access SNSs.  

 

 A considerable amount of research has been conducted on the use of Facebook and 

Twitter (e.g. Bezemer & Kress, 2017; Greenhow & Gleason, 2012; Greenhow & Li, 2013). 

However, there has been a limited amount of research focused on the use of these SNSs by 

Thai adolescents and specifically focused on their text making as mediated by a variety of 

modes (e.g. language, image, colour, layout, emoji, hashtag and hyperlink). On the other 

hand, Instagram is a relatively new site compared to Facebook and Twitter and it remains 

under-examined in language and literacy research. In this case, I also chose Instagram to 

be my research site, because it was not only a novel site to study but also it was one of the 

sites where Chiang Rai adolescents were using the most. Table 4.3 provides a description 

of each of the research sites (SNSs).  

 

Table 4.3 Descriptions of the three research sites 

Research site Description 
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Facebook Facebook allows users to create profiles, upload photos and 

videos, send messages and keep in touch with friends, family, 

colleagues and others through a website and mobile application. 

 

Key components: 

- The wall (a virtual bulletin board) 

- Photo album (an album where photos can be uploaded) 

- Status update (a microblogging feature that allows members to 

broadcast short announcements to their friends) 

Instagram Instagram allows users to edit and upload photos and short 

videos through a mobile application. 

 

Key components: 

- Hashtags and location-based geotags (a metadata used to index 

posts and make them searchable) 

- Private profile setting (an option to make a profile private, 

allowing only followers to view posts) 

 

Twitter Twitter allows users to broadcast short posts called tweets. 

Tweets are limited to 140 characters at the time of study. Tweets 

can include hyperlinks, images and videos. 

 

Key components: 
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- The default settings for Twitter are public (unlike Facebook and 

Instagram, where members need to approve social connections, 

anyone can follow anyone on Twitter instantly) 

- Hashtags and @Tags (a metadata used to weave tweets into a 

conversation thread or to tag someone) 

 

4.2.2 Participant Selection  

 As stated at the beginning of this thesis, I chose to work with a group of Chiang Rai 

adolescents to understand how they engaged with language and literacy practices in SNSs 

that might help them extend their learning and life opportunities beyond Chiang Rai. This 

is because Chiang Rai adolescents might not get the same opportunities as adolescents 

living in city centres. They tended to spend most of their lives helping their families with 

farming, which might, in turn, limit their time to formal education (National Statistical 

Office, 2018). Moreover, they tended to have limited access to resources at schools such 

as computers and multimedia tools. Therefore, I was keenly interested in seeing how they 

drew on a wide range of resources available in SNSs to create meaning, construct identities 

and negotiate relationships with others, both locally and transnationally. In such platforms 

as SNSs, I was particularly interested in exploring how Chiang Rai adolescents’ social, 

cultural, multimodal and linguistic repertoires enabled them to develop a sense of 

belonging and a sense of agency in platforms that are wider and more global than Chiang 

Rai. 
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 In order to select Chiang Rai adolescents to participate in this study, the survey 

referred to above was used to generate demographic data, which could then be used to 

create appropriate criteria for participant selection. This led to the selection of eight 

representatives of Chiang Rai adolescents whose practices could be explored in more 

depth. In this case, the survey was distributed to the adolescents studying in two secondary 

schools in Chiang Rai. The two schools were selected based on three different criteria 

including the school type, school size and geographical location: (1) the schools had to be 

public secondary schools, (2) the schools had to have in excess of 300 students to ensure 

that there were enough students participating in the survey and (3) the schools were located 

within 50 miles radius of Chiang Rai province.  

 

 Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the frequency distributions of the survey data (including 

the adolescents’ demographic information and their usage of SNSs). 

 

Table 4.4 Frequency distribution: Demographical features of adolescents 

 Variables N Percent 

Genders Female 71 63.8 

Male 40 36.2 

Schools Secondary School A  86 77.7 

Secondary School B 25 22.3 

Grade levels 10 65 58.6 
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11 29 25.9 

12 17 15.9 

Parent’s 

Occupations 

Agriculture, forestry 

(e.g. farmer, fruit 

farmer) 

50 44.8 

Small business 

owner 

17 15.5 

Freelance 6 5.2 

Financial and 

insurance activities 

(e.g. banker) 

4 3.4 

Real estate activities 

(e.g. residential real 

estate agent/broker) 

2 1.7 

Public profession 

(e.g. teacher, nurse) 

2 1.7 

Does not do paid 

work 

1 0.90 

 

Table 4.5 Frequency distribution: How often, on average, do adolescents spend on 

social media each day? 

 Frequency Percent 
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Valid 1-3 hours 44 39.64 

More than 3 hours 38 34.24 

Less than 1 hour 27 24.32 

I don’t use social 

media. 

0 

 

 

0.00 

Total 109 98.20 

Missing .00 2 1.80 

Total   111 100.0 

 

 Based on the frequency distributions of the survey data, the criteria were created to 

select eight Chiang Rai adolescents to participate in this study including:  

- One adolescent was inactive (spending less than 1 hour per day), four adolescents 

were active (spending 1-3 hours per day) and three adolescents were very active 

(spending more than 3 hours per day) in SNSs. I selected adolescents from each of 

these three categories because adolescents spent diverse amount of time in SNSs. 

- Six adolescents were female, and two adolescents were male (this is because more 

female adolescents participated in the survey study than male adolescents). 

- Four adolescents were 16 years of age, three adolescents were 17 years of age, and 

one adolescent was 18 years of age (this is because more 16- and 17-year-old 

adolescents participated in the survey study than 18-year-old adolescents). 
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- Five adolescents were from Secondary School A and three adolescents were from 

Secondary School B (this is because slightly more adolescents from Secondary 

School A participated in the survey study than Secondary School B). 

- Three adolescents were active on Facebook, three adolescents were active on 

Twitter and Two adolescents were active on Instagram (this is because adolescents 

who participated in the survey tended to be more active on Facebook and Twitter 

than Instagram). 

 

 Table 4.6 shows a brief description of the eight adolescents selected to participate 

in the study concerning the criteria established above. In this table, I describe each of the 

eight adolescents’ social media experiences and show the patterns of their experiences 

through visual images taken from the dataset. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, all of the 

eight adolescents agreed for all material, including pictures of the adolescents on their 

social media pages and their online names, to be used for research and dissemination 

purposes. Therefore, I use them below for a better illustration. 

 

Table 4.6 Eight adolescent participants and their social media experiences 

Participants’ online names and social media pages Social media experiences 

Inpastel  - - Very active on Twitter 

(37.7K followers) 

- - Uses a Twitter account to sell 

Kpop products to customers 
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online and to connect with 

other Kpop fans 

- - Shares more than 3 tweets a 

day 

Oppa Sub 

 

- - Active on Twitter (79.5K 

followers) 

- - Uses a Twitter account to 

share video clips of Korean 

TV series with the Thai 

subtitles he creates himself 

- - Shares 1-2 tweets a week 
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กาตุ่ย (gaa-tui) 

 

- - Very active on Twitter  

- - Has set her account to private 

- - Mainly uses her account to 

re-tweet others’ tweets  

- Shares more than 3 tweets a 

day 
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Ser Steve-Job 

 

- - Active on Facebook 

- - Uses his account to share 

status updates, upload photos 

and interact with friends in 

comments 

- - Shares about one post in a 

week 
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Oilly 

 

 

- - Very active on Facebook 

(3,990 friends) 

- - Uses the account to share 

status updates, interact with 

friends in comments and sell a 

variety of products (such as 

pet products) 

- - Posts more than 3 times a 

day 

Siraprapha - - Inactive on Facebook 

- - Uses the account to upload 

photos, share status updates 

and interact with friends 

- - Posts once or twice a month 
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Ya Yee 

 

- - Active on Instagram and 

Facebook 

- - Uses both accounts to upload 

her artistic photographs, 

drawings and paintings 

- - Posts more than twice a week 
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Cam Fah 

 

- - Active on Instagram and 

Facebook 

- - Uses the account to upload 

photos, share status updates 

and interact with friends 

- - Posts once or twice a week 

 

4.3 Data Collection 

4.3.1 Observations of Chiang Rai Adolescents’ Texts in SNSs  

 Virtual ethnography was adopted during the data collection phase to engage in 

detailed observations of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. 

The critical factor of virtual ethnography is systematic and immersive observations in 

virtual or online sites (Hine, 2000). Hine (2011) claims that texts used in online sites can 

be seen as social and cultural artefacts, as they are shaped by specific social contexts that 

they are used in. In this study, I drew on Hine’s virtual ethnographic approach to conduct 

observations of a range of texts designed and produced by Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs. 

Adolescents’ texts are the main source of data collected. 
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 Detailed observations of Chiang Rai adolescents’ texts were conducted in the three 

sites including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter for 12 months (between February 2017 

and February 2018). At the beginning of this study, I was granted full access to all of the 

eight adolescents’ social media accounts or pages, meaning that I was accepted to be their 

friend and/or a follower on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. This full access allowed me 

to see and capture data shared on their social media pages without coming into direct 

contact with them. As mentioned earlier, I observed their social media pages without 

revealing my presence. I did not interact with them directly by messaging through chat logs 

or posting on their pages because it could potentially alter their day-to-day experiences and 

practices in SNSs.  

 

 As mentioned above, a virtual ethnographer’s direct involvement with participants 

can affect “the experiential authenticity” (Hine, 2011, p. 49). For this reason, I chose not 

to get involved with my participants as much as possible, meaning that my participants 

would not be able to know when I would be online or when I would log into the sites to do 

the online observations. Nonetheless, while I left my participants undisturbed, there might 

be some ethical concerns about the access to the data collected. For example, I was aware 

that some of the data used in this thesis might reveal my participants’ online identities. As 

Bosch (2009) explained, “participation on social networking sites leaves online ‘traces’, 

which reveal user’s attitudes, social relationships and affiliations in offline spaces…” (p. 

187). Therefore, in this study, I obtained consent from the eight participants to use their 

online material for research and dissemination purposes. More points regarding their 
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decision and the ethical concerns raised by the virtual ethnographic methods used in this 

study will be addressed further in the Ethical Considerations (Section 4.5) in this chapter. 

 

 During the 12 months of online observations, I collected a significant amount (n = 

1,220) of data (or texts) on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter using the two research tools, 

including screen recordings and observational logs. Through these tools, I was able to 

capture what the adolescents were doing in SNSs – mainly, what their social media texts 

came to look like, what kinds of resources they were able to draw on to make meaning and 

the contexts and discourses under which their texts were constructed in. The two research 

tools used in this study will be discussed in more detail below.   

 

4.3.2 Tool – Screen Recordings 

 This study required a research tool that could capture multiple forms of texts 

designed and produced by Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs, which included not only print-

based but also multimodal texts such as images, emojis, layout and colours. For this reason, 

I chose to use a screen-recording tool, which allowed me to capture these forms of texts in 

SNSs (see examples in Figure 4.1). The screen-recording tool was not installed on the 

adolescents’ phones to automatically capture their text making. Instead, it was installed on 

my phone and laptop, which I used to capture the participants’ texts in SNSs manually. 

Unlike field notes, logs and other forms of observational techniques (such as participant 

observation), screen recordings enabled repeated viewings and detailed analysis of texts. 

Therefore, the screen recordings tool was given prominence in this study. 
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Figure 4.1 Examples of participants’ social media texts collected by screen recordings 

 

 

 

 Key methodological aspects of using screen recordings in this study included the 

decisions on when to screenshot data, how many screenshots to take per week and how to 

organise and store these screenshots. From February 2017 and February 2018, I collected 

a total of 1,220 screenshots during the observational period. The average was about 24 

screenshots collected per week. Although I collected about 24 screenshots per week, I did 

not go online every day because Facebook, Instagram and Twitter allowed me to go back 
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to the specific weeks and dates. My initial goal was to collect five posts per adolescent per 

week. However, some adolescents shared more than five posts per week, and some did not 

share anything at all. To solve this issue and to avoid participant bias, I decided to take 

screenshots of the first five posts adolescents shared in that week. However, if someone 

shared less than five posts per week, I would take screenshots of all of their posts in that 

week. If someone did not share anything at all, I would mark in his or her individual file 

that I created as ‘no post’ in that week. As the screenshots were taken, they were stored in 

password-protected folders on my laptop. 

 

  Nonetheless, there has been a body of research on the problems of audio/visual-

recording technologies, such as the representation of ethnographic knowledge and the 

researcher perspective in using these technologies (Goldman & McDermott 2009; Pink 

2006). For example, there are tensions as to how accurately and realistically recording 

technologies can capture the social contexts they seek to represent (Goldman & 

McDermott, 2009), how they can leave out unrecorded events, which can affect the 

integrity of the data (Vihman & Greenlee, 1987) and how they can have a visibly distorting 

effect on the experiences and behaviours of participants. Visual data, though detailed, 

offers only a partial representation of events, and it is not possible for these technologies 

to capture the language and literacy practices of the participants outside the confines of the 

screenshot or camera frame. Therefore, to address this issue, I used another method of 

maintaining observational logs to bring those practices outside the confines of the 

screenshot to light. 
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 These comprehensive observational logs recorded the ongoing practices of the 

adolescents and also included my personal reflections. This strategy of maintaining 

observational logs helped to address the limitations of the visual recording data and provide 

opportunities for validation. For instance, observational logs were used to clarify and 

interpret some visual data (such as specific images that adolescents used). This 

methodological strategy will be discussed in more detail in the section below. Nevertheless, 

my intention for data collection in this study was to adopt a pragmatic, naturalistic approach 

where the collection of the screenshot data and the observational logs could help with the 

descriptions and interpretations of the complex nature of adolescents’ language and literacy 

practices in SNSs.  

 

4.3.3 Tool – Observational Logs  

 An observational log is a tool that has been widely used in ethnographic research. 

For example, it can be used to profile geographical settings (such as classrooms) in a 

descriptive way, to record live events which occur off-camera, to provide accounts of 

naturally occurring practices and to facilitate critical reflection when engaging in 

fieldwork. However, this study does not focus on geographical settings or live events but 

instead focuses on what Chiang Rai adolescents were actually doing in SNSs. Therefore, 

the observational logs were used to record my own interpretations and personal reflections, 

which discussed how adolescents engaged with texts to make meaning for specific 

purposes and audiences in SNSs. Although the adolescents’ engagements with texts could 

be seen in the visual recording data (as discussed above), the interpretations and personal 

reflections of their engagements were not there. In addition, the observational logs were 
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sometimes used to describe specific discourse communities that adolescents participated 

in (e.g. Kpop, Thai nationalism and business discourse communities).  

 

 Paragraphs below show examples of the notes capturing the interpretations and 

personal reflections of my own (highlighted in red). In this study, the observational logs 

are in word documents and are stored in password-protected files on my laptop. In each of 

the observational logs, notes were written immediately after I finished recording the 

screenshots for the day. This was to increase trustworthiness (Patton, 2002; Silverman, 

1993). The notes shown below are drawn from the field-note data collected to capture my 

personal interpretations and reflections on the adolescents’ language and literacy practices 

in SNSs. 

 

4.4 Data Analysis 

4.4.1 Interdisciplinary Frameworks for Analysis  

 As will be demonstrated in this thesis, Chiang Rai adolescents engaged with 

multiple forms of texts in SNSs, not only languages and modes but also cultural texts (e.g. 

textual styles and genres). Therefore, I grouped these texts into three categories: linguistic 

texts, multimodal texts and cultural texts. Linguistic texts include texts that are print-

based such as languages, writing and hashtags. Multimodal texts extend linguistic texts in 

the sense that they can go beyond print-based to include texts such as images, videos, 

emojis, colours, layout and other modes of communication. Lastly, cultural texts are 

different from linguistic and multimodal texts in the sense that they are text genres such as 

various types and styles of texts. For example, adolescents use the academic writing style 
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at school while using the informal writing style in SNSs with their friends. In this case, the 

focus of analysis was directed towards these linguistic, multimodal and cultural texts that 

Chiang Rai adolescents engaged in.  

  

 As argued in Chapters 2 and 3, I drew upon Halliday’s Systemic Functional 

Linguistics (SFL) to explore the adolescents’ linguistic texts in SNSs (hashtags and 

writing). I also drew upon Bakhtin’s intertextuality to examine the adolescents’ cultural 

texts in SNSs, specifically how their texts were materialised through a range of contexts 

and discourses. However, what I have not introduced in Chapters 2 and 3 is the framework 

that attends specifically to the adolescents’ multimodal texts. In this thesis, I drew upon 

multimodality as an analytical framework to systematically account for the adolescents’ 

multimodal texts such as images, videos, emojis, colours and layout in SNSs. Specifically, 

multimodality was used to provide an understanding of the meaning potential of the 

adolescents’ multimodal texts, the meaning potential of the social contexts and 

environments that those texts were used in and the choices that the adolescents made in 

designing and producing those texts (Jewitt, 2016).  

 

 Similar to multimodality, Conversation Analysis (CA) is also interested in texts 

such as layout, hashtags and emojis in online platforms. More recently, studies that use CA 

tend to focus on online talk. This is not surprising considering that CA was originally used 

to analyse spoken discourse. CA looks at the ways in which people organise their talk and 

analyse each other’s conversations in the construction and negotiation of social actions, 

such as sequencing, turn-taking, turn design, repair and storytelling. Here, instead of 
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viewing talk as a mere social interaction between people, CA understands texts as forms 

of social actions situated in specific contexts (Schegloff, 2007). This point is similar to 

multimodality since it places emphasis on how multimodal texts such as images, colours 

and layout can be socially and culturally shaped according to different contexts (Kress & 

van Leeuwen, 1996). 

 

 Studies which apply CA to online talk are not often similar to those studies of 

spoken interaction (Giles et al., 2015; Meredith & Potter, 2014). Certain features of spoken 

interaction are not present in a similar way in online talk, such as pauses, turn-taking and 

punctuation (Giles et al., 2015). In this case, Meredith (2017) focuses on the concept of 

technological affordances. She proposes the use of technologies as the medium to collect 

and analyse data. For instance, screen-shot tools can be used to collect the conversation 

logs and capture how people conduct online talk (Meredith & Potter, 2014). In my study, 

I also utilised a screen-shot tool to capture texts designed and produced by Chiang Rai 

adolescents as well as technological affordances that enabled the adolescents in producing 

texts. However, the difference is that I did not use this tool to specifically capture how 

users conduct online conversations and interactions. I used it more broadly to capture 

multiple forms of texts that Chiang Rai adolescents engaged with to understand their 

meaning-making practices in SNSs.  

 

 Nonetheless, it can be argued that studies that use digital CA may not only focus 

on online talk and interactions but also on regular posts and status updates (e.g. Ab Rashid, 

2016; Farina, 2015). These studies suggest that “posts and status updates are not merely 
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interactions, but that they are “telling”: such as making announcements and narrating 

stories” (Ab Rahman, 2018, p. 45). For example, Ab Rashid (2016) studies how teachers 

construct their identity using digital CA approach. He finds that teachers’ status updates on 

Facebook show the characteristics of “storytelling”. His finding is consistent with Farina’s 

(2015) study, which found that Facebook status updates normally consist of “telling”. This 

pattern suggests the way in which digital CA researchers are still drawing from spoken 

discourse. Although some researchers (Meredith, 2017; Meredith & Potter, 2014) suggest 

that digital CA should be studied on its own, digital CA researchers still put their emphasis 

on spoken discourse and sequentiality.  

 

 In this study, I did not focus specifically on spoken discourse (e.g. online talk and 

conversations) or sequentiality (e.g. turn-taking and turn design). I focused on various 

discourses (e.g., Kpop, business, Thai nationalism) and texts (e.g. languages, images, 

colours, styles and genres) that Chiang Rai adolescents engaged with. If CA approaches 

are applied in this study, it is less clear how various discourses and texts are constructed 

and combined together by Chiang Rai adolescents. Moreover, CA approaches may not 

allow this study to fully capture and understand the social practices that are performed 

through a wide range of modes, like multimodal approaches do. For example, it might be 

difficult to use CA approaches to analyse the visual mode, colour, to understand the mood 

and tone constructed. 

 

 Therefore, I drew upon multimodal social semiotics as an analytical framework to 

provide a systematic account of the adolescents’ multimodal texts in SNSs. As mentioned 
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earlier, multimodal social semiotics as an analytical framework was used together with 

Halliday’s SFL and Bakhtin’s intertextuality in this thesis. This is because multimodality 

has been recognised as an approach concerned with the micro-level of texts. The approach 

is primarily used to give semiotic accounts of texts such as image, colour and layout (Jewitt, 

2016). For example, Bezemer and Kress (2017) explore adolescents’ uses of multimodal 

texts such as writing, moving image and sound on Facebook. While they were focusing on 

analysing these texts as particular forms of representation, they put less attention to the 

processes of text-making (such as the processes of repeating, adopting, stylising and 

idealising texts) and language practices (such as translingual practices). In this thesis, it is 

not enough to use multimodality alone to fully understand the complexity of Chiang Rai 

adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs.  

 

 In this thesis, I combined the analytical framework of multimodality with the 

theoretical frameworks of SFL and intertextuality to understand how the adolescents used 

and meshed linguistic, multimodal and cultural texts to negotiate and represent new kinds 

of meanings, identities and relationships in SNSs. As will be demonstrated in the analysis 

chapters, the combined framework of multimodality, SFL and intertextuality enabled this 

study to examine Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in varying ways, 

including their language practices, multimodal practices and multimodal code-

meshing practices (see diagram in Figure 4.2). First, the SFL and multimodal frameworks 

can offer the micro-analytical lens to explore the adolescents’ language and multimodal 

practices (for example, SFL is applied to analyse languages used, while multimodality is 

applied to analyse modes used). Second, the combined framework of multimodality, SFL 
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and intertextuality can provide the macro-analytical lens to examine the adolescents’ 

multimodal code-meshing practices in SNSs.  

 

Figure 4.2 A diagram showing the analytical frameworks used in this study 

 

 

 Section 2, below, briefly shows how I use multimodality, SFL and intertextuality 

to analyse key instances drawn from the dataset. Section 2 is divided into three key parts 

including: (1) the analysis of language practices (the use of hashtags and writing) through 

SFL; (2) the analysis of multimodal practices (the use of writing, emojis, images, colours, 

layout and etc.) through multimodality and intertextuality and (3) the analysis of 

multimodal code-meshing practices through SFL, multimodality and intertextuality. The 

third and final part is the most important one in terms of understanding how the different 

kinds of texts can come together to realise the multifaceted and complex nature of 
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adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. These three parts will be treated in 

some detail below but more particularly in the three analysis chapters (Chapters 5, 6 and 

7). 

 

4.4.2 Interpreting Results through the Interdisciplinary Frameworks  

Analysis of Language Practices 

 The first part of the analysis focuses on analysing the uses of hashtags and writing, 

because they were the two most prevalent modes used among Chiang Rai adolescents in 

SNSs. However, in this part, I focus more on analysing the hash (#) and the following 

written texts (e.g. #eatingout, #ManU, #sohappy) than the writing itself as I seek to explore 

the adolescents’ engagements with texts that draw on and expand beyond the traditional 

principles of composition. This does not mean that I will leave out the analysis of language 

or writing entirely, but it will be focused on more in the next two parts below.  

 

 In the first part – Analysis of Language Practices, I drew upon Halliday’s (1979, 

1994) SFL to analyse the use of hashtags and the following written texts of adolescents. In 

other words, hashtags are marked with a (#) symbol and include a written word, initialism, 

concatenated phrase or an entire clause (such as #2020election, #tootired and 

#throwbackthursday). Hashtags emerged via microblogging, the practice of publishing 

short, character-constrained posts to audiences. Hashtags can perform a searchable 

function as they can be used to categorise content into topics and themes. In this sense, 

people can search for a specific hashtag in SNSs about particular topics and themes to 

further explore content. For example, if I am interested in the topic of eating clean, I can 
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search for the hashtag ‘#eatingclean’ on Facebook and Twitter to find more information 

about eating clean. 

 

 In this thesis, the SFL approach was applied to interpret the different functions of 

hashtags. As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, the core principle of SFL is that language is 

a semiotic resource that can be used to enact three metafunctions: experiential, 

interpersonal and textual functions (Halliday, 1994). The metafunctional approach was, 

thus, applied and adapted to understand the use of hashtags. In this case, it was applied to 

understand the use of hashtags at both the grammatical and pragmatic levels. At the 

grammatical level, (1) hashtags can be used to construe an experience within a post 

(experiential function), (2) hashtags can be used to negotiate and build relationships with 

audiences (interpersonal function) and (3) hashtags can be used to organise a post into a 

cohesive structure (textual function).  

 

 Table 4.7 shows an example of the experiential- and interpersonal-oriented 

hashtags. The experiential, interpersonal and textual functions of hashtags will be 

explained further below but more particularly in the first empirical chapter (Chapter 5).  

 

Table 4.7 Examples of experiential- and interpersonal-oriented hashtags 

Metafunction Adolescents’ Post Translated 

Hashtag and 

Writing 
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Experiential-Oriented 

Hashtag  

 

#ManU I’m 

supporting you. 

Fighting fighting 

Manchester Derby 

Match 

Interpersonal-Oriented 

Hashtag 
 

Not saying 

anything makes 

people think that 

I’m stupid. 

#Bored 

 

In terms of the experiential function, the hashtag can take up an experiential role in 

the post, either a process (going-on), participant or circumstance (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004). In Example 1, the hashtag (#ManU) is realised grammatically as a 

noun. When the hashtag is realised as a noun, it performs the role of participant. According 

to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), noun groups can include people, objects and events. 

In this case, the hashtag (#ManU) acts as the participant of the post, while the rest of the 

content represents supporting information relating to the participant (ManU). 

 

In terms of the interpersonal function, hashtags can be used to construe the value 

of social experiences. This thesis applied Martin and White’s (2005) appraisal framework, 

which was developed from Halliday’s interpersonal function. Based on Martin and White’s 

framework, there are three semantic areas of the language of evaluation, which include 
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affect (expressing emotion), judgement (assessing human personality, behaviour or look) 

and appreciation (appreciating/evaluating a place, object or text – which is non-human). 

As seen in Table 4.7, Example 2 shows how the hashtag (#bored) was used to construe 

affect, or to reveal a negative emotion towards someone. This hashtag marks the 

adolescent’s emotion, while the rest of the post contains supporting information about the 

reason why she feels that way. 

 

In terms of the textual function, hashtags act as a particular kind of linguistic marker 

that can signify how meanings are constructed within posts. Hashtags can be flexible 

syntactically and can be integrated seamlessly into a post. They can be placed at the prefix 

(beginning), infix (middle) or suffix (end) location of a post (Tsur & Rappoport, 2012). 

When located in a post, hashtags can be either experientially oriented, interpersonally 

oriented or both. For example, as seen in Table 4.7, Example 1 shows how the hashtag 

(#ManU) is located in the prefix location where it indicates the main topic of the post. As 

the adolescent placed the experiential-oriented hashtag early on in the post, it can set the 

scene for the particular topic for the audience. However, the hashtag in Example 2 (#Bored) 

is interpersonal-oriented and is located in the suffix location of the post. The adolescent 

chose to place the hashtag in this location because he or she might want to reveal the feeling 

to the audience at the end. 

 

At the pragmatic level, hashtags are searchable and can link posts to existing 

collective practices. The searchable function of hashtags allows users to link their posts to 

other posts that have relevant topics (such as #eatingclean, #morningmotivation, #knitting 
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and #royalwedding). In this case, users may be linked together because they share the same 

interests in these relevant topics. Users may not know one another in person but are linked 

together through hashtags (Zappavigna, 2011). In this study, there are two main types of 

searchable hashtags: (1) hashtags that link posts to a feed of discussions about particular 

topics (such as #ManU and #royalwedding) and (2) hashtags that enact metacommentary 

which can be used as a search query by users who feel the same way (such as #Bored, 

#igaveup and #hungry) (Marwick & Boyd, 2011). 

 

As seen in Table 4.7, above, the hashtag in Example 1 (#ManU) links the 

adolescent’s post to a feed of discussion about Manchester United. This hashtag might help 

the adolescent connect with other Manchester United fans who use or search for this same 

hashtag in SNSs (see Figure 4.3). On the other hand, the hashtag in Example 2 (#Bored) 

performs a more interpersonal function as it can enact a kind of metacomment. The 

function of a metacomment is developed from metadata where it provides information 

about other data relating to a certain evaluative stance (Zappavigna, 2016). In this case, the 

hashtag #Bored can connect the adolescent with other users who feel the same way. For 

instance, the adolescent and other users who were feeling bored might be interested in 

sharing complaints in the network of #bored (see Figure 4.3). Both Examples 1 and 2 seen 

above show how the two hashtags (whether experiential oriented or interpersonal oriented) 

can help adolescents construct a sense of affiliation with other users who share the same 

interest or feeling. 

 

Figure 4.3 Other users using the hashtags #ManU and #bored 
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The analysis of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language practices through Halliday’s SFL 

approach will be taken up in more substantive detail in Chapter 5. 

 

Analysis of Multimodal Practices 

 Both multimodality and intertextuality were applied in the second part of the 

analysis to explore the multimodal practices of Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs. In 

particular, this second part looks at how adolescents drew on a variety of languages and 

modes available in SNSs to generate new and different kinds of meaning within various 

SNS communities. Apart from the analysis of languages and modes in detail, this second 

part also looks at the social and cultural aspects of the particular ways in which these 

languages and modes were materialised through a range of contexts and discourses in 

SNSs.  

 

 As mentioned previously, the multimodal analysis starts with a focus on individual 

modes in order to build an inventory of resources in use (Jewitt, 2016). Modes, such as 
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image, hashtag, emoji, colour and layout, help expand communication and representation 

beyond language (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996). Therefore, I used the specific analytical 

frameworks built upon the multimodal approach to explore the different features and 

functions of modes used by Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs. For example, in images used, 

I attended to the notions of concept and narrative, drawing on Kress & van Leeuwen 

(1996). In colours used, I attended to shade differentiation, saturation, modulation, value 

and hue, drawing on Kress and van Leeuwen (2002). For writing and emojis, I attended to 

and adapted the SFL framework concerning the experiential, interpersonal and textual 

functions (Halliday, 1979, 1994). 

 

 In addition, the second part of the analysis focuses on the notion of intertextuality 

(Bakhtin, 1981, 1986) to understand Chiang Rai adolescents’ social and cultural practices. 

While the adolescents were drawing on a range of modes and languages, they were also 

strategically appropriating the links between the modes and languages they used and the 

the modes and languages that other people used within SNS communities. As will be shown 

in the example below, and particularly in the second empirical chapter (Chapter 6), 

adolescents appropriated these links because they sought to respond to specific discourses 

in ways that helped them construct their desired identities and social relationships with 

other members of certain SNS communities.  

 

 Using the example drawn from the dataset (see Figure 4.4), I will illustrate what 

kinds of multimodal practices are interpreted and how these practices are approached 
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through multimodality and intertextuality in the paragraphs below. I will also provide some 

interpretations as examples, but the emphasis will be on laying out the analytical process. 

 

Figure 4.4 Ya Yee’s post about King Rama 9th 

 

 

 As seen in Figure 4.4, the adolescent Ya Yee posted an image of her painting (with 

her signature) on Facebook. It might be easy for some of Ya Yee’s audience, including her 

friends and family, to recognise that the girl in the painting is Ya Yee. However, it might 

be hard for others to know. In this painting, the focus is on the colours used and the facial 

expressions designed. The colours used are mostly dark colours, including the black colour 

in the background, the black necklace and the dark brown jacket that the girl is wearing. 

According to Kress and van Leeuwen (2002), various cultures have used dark colours as a 

symbol of mourning. This includes Thai culture. Furthermore, the facial expressions 

shown in this painting represent the signs of sadness: the girl’s lip corners are pulling 

downward, her eyebrows are pulling upward and her eyes are drooping (see Ekman, 1993). 
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The sad facial expressions here support the sign of mourning represented by the dark 

colours. Therefore, it might be interpreted that Ya Yee was sad and mourning. 

 

 In addition, the date of posting afforded by Facebook might allow Ya Yee’s 

audience to understand the experiential context of this image. The date of posting was 13 

October 2016, which was the day that King Rama 9th passed away. On that day, many Thai 

people wrote about King Rama 9th and posted their pictures in black, just like the one Ya 

Yee posted on social media (see Figure 4.5). Moreover, the hashtag used in Ya Yee’s 

Facebook caption (#LongLiveTheKing) was indeed trended on social media. It was used 

by many Thai people (see Figure 4.5). 

 

Figure 4.5 Other users’ posts about King Rama 9th 

 

 

 Ya Yee’s multimodal practices, including the uses of colours, facial expressions 

and hashtag, represent the intertextual strategies of adoption and stylisation. For adoption, 

Ya Yee communicated the specific mood and tone (sad and mourning) through the colours 

and facial expressions used. The specific mood and tone were widely reproduced within 

the Thai community on the day King Rama 9th passed away. Ya Yee also adopted the 
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hashtag (#LongLiveTheKing) to connect with the putative audience interested in this same 

topic who might tune in via the social stream. Nonetheless, for stylisation, Ya Yee 

designed the painting of her own to not only signal the mood and tone but also represent 

who she was as a person (e.g. short hair, artistic and loyal to the King). Through the 

intertextual strategies of adoption and stylisation, Ya Yee developed a sense of belonging 

to the Thai community, represented who she was as a person, and might be able to reach 

the audience who shared the same interest or purpose through the specific hashtag (such as 

other loyal Thais). 

 

 Chiang Rai adolescents’ multimodal practices will be explored in more substantive 

detail in the second empirical chapter (Chapter 6). 

 

Analysis of Multimodal Code-Meshing Practices 

 In the third part of the analysis, SFL, multimodality and intertextuality were applied 

to understand Chiang Rai adolescents’ multimodal code-meshing practices in SNSs. The 

first two parts focused on analysing language practices and multimodal practices of 

adolescents separately. However, in this third and final part, I particularly explored how 

both practices were meshed together in SNSs. As will be seen in the example below, and 

particularly in the third empirical chapter (Chapter 7), Chiang Rai adolescents came 

together with others who had both similar and different social, cultural and linguistic 

backgrounds in SNSs. They brought with them their own languages, modes and cultures 

that they then meshed with those of others. As they meshed these resources together, they 
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established a common ground for communicating, representing and being together in SNS 

communities.  

 

 Using the example drawn from the dataset (see Figure 4.6), I will illustrate what 

kinds of meshing practices are interpreted and how these practices are approached through 

the combined framework of SFL, multimodality and intertextuality in the paragraphs 

below. I will also provide some interpretations as examples, but the emphasis will be on 

laying out the analytical process. 

 

Figure 4.6 An example of Inpastel’s multimodal code-meshing practices 

 

 

 Figure 4.6 shows a tweet designed and posted by Inpastel. As mentioned in the last 

chapter, Inpastel uses her Twitter page to sell Kpop products to her customers and interact 

with other Kpop fans online. The first part of this tweet shows the meshing of emojis and 

writing in English and Thai within sentences (see the red box). As seen in Figure 4.6, 

emojis were placed in front of every sentence to perform two main functions: experiential 

and textual functions. Based on the SFL approach, emojis were placed in the prefix 

location to indicate the topic or ‘aboutness’ of the sentences. For example, the Thai flag 
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emoji ( ) might suggest that the product (WOODZ x MOODZ TOTE BAG) was 

manufactured in Thailand. The calendar emoji ( ) might indicate the date of order, and 

the mail emoji ( ) might indicate the contact information which urged interested 

customers to click on the link (next to it). As the emojis were meshed with English and 

Thai writing, they could convey multidimensional meanings. For example, while the Thai 

language might not be accessible to the transnational audience, the emojis and English 

language might be more accessible. 

 

 The English writing indicates the product name (WOODZ x MOODZ TOTE BAG) 

and product description (SET A and SET B). In this case, the product name (WOODZ x 

MOODZ) has a precise meaning within the Kpop community. WOODZ is a nickname of 

the Kpop idol Cho Seung Youn, and MOODZ means a romantic feeling of the fans towards 

the Kpop idol. These specific words are commonly used and reproduced within the Kpop 

community. Therefore, Inpastel adopted these particular words with the product 

description (TOTE BAG) and meshed it with other modes of communication (such as 

emoji and @ tag) to signal her Kpop insider identity. 

 

 Another multimodal code-meshing practice that is significant in this tweet is the 

meshing of English-, Thai- and Korean-script hashtags in one sentence (see the green 

box). Here, Inpastel utilised both the functions of languages (English, Thai and Korean) 

and hashtag. The function of hashtags supports an intertextual function in the sense that 

there exist putative audiences who might be interested in this same topic. In this case, the 

hashtags might allow Inpastel to reach multiple groups of audiences. For example, the 
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hashtags (#ตลาดX1, #ตลาดWOODZ and #ซึงยอน) linked her tweet to a feed of posts that were 

created mainly by fans from Thailand. In contrast, the hashtag (#CHOSEONGYOUN) 

linked her tweet to a feed of posts created by international fans, including fans from 

Malaysia, China and the US (based on their profiles). Ultimately, the hashtag (#조승연) 

linked her tweet to a feed of posts that were created mainly by fans from Korea. In this 

case, while Inpastel expanded her reach to multiple groups of audiences, she might also 

enhance her business opportunities and increase sales to her shop.  

 

 Exploring Inpastel’s tweet through the combined framework of SFL, multimodality 

and intertextuality allows this thesis to capture the different layers of meaning-making. If 

we look at Inpastel’s tweet closely, we can see that Inpastel engaged with varying kinds of 

meshing practices. She meshed different languages, including Thai, English and Korean (I 

refer to this practice as the linguistic code-meshing practice). She also meshed different 

modes together, such as languages and hashtags (I refer to this practice as the multimodal 

code-meshing practice). Ultimately, she meshed different languages, modes and cultural 

resources together, such as Thai, English, emojis, hashtags and Kpop textual conventions 

(I refer to this practice as the linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practice). Although I use multiple terms to describe Inpastel’s meshing practices, I will 

address them in more substantive detail in the third empirical chapter (Chapter 7). 

 

4.5 Ethical Considerations  

 Regarding the ethical considerations that arose in this study, I followed the 

Association of Internet Researchers (AoIR) recommendations for conducting sociocultural 
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research on the Internet (AoIR, 2012). I focused specifically on the guideless of AOIR 2.0 

(2012) because it is suitable for the context of this study since it is more reflective of 

internet research practices and contexts. The most recent guidelines of AOIR 3.0 (2019) 

focus more on the ethical challenges due to the increasing role and use of AI and Machine 

Learning technologies (Ess, 2020). The guidelines of AoIR 2.0 “are not prescriptive but 

sensitising” (2012, p. 2). In other words, the guidelines do not offer ready-to-use rules but 

point to several ethical considerations that researchers need to consider when conducting 

research online. For example, it points to the nature of analysed data (texts versus persons), 

the private versus the public character of the data, and the vulnerability of studied 

individuals or groups. Notably, the AoIR 2.0 guidelines focus on the importance of social 

contexts rather than one-size-fits-all guidelines. “Ethical decision-making is best 

approached through the application of practical judgement attentive to the specific context” 

(AoIR, 2012, p. 4).  

 

 In this study, I assessed most of the analysed data, that is, the multiple forms of 

texts of Chiang Rai adolescents such as different languages, images, emojis, hashtags, 

colours and so on. Their texts are essential in the sense that they are linked to particular 

individual adolescent participants. The guidelines of AoIR 2.0 state that if certain 

information is collected from individual participants, such as their social media texts, email 

messages and interviews in online spaces, “researchers are likely to naturally define the 

research scenario as one that involves a person” (AoIR, 2012, p. 7). Therefore, to analyse 

texts in this study, I had to seek informed consent from the adolescent participants and their 

guardians.  
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 However, in regard to the private versus the public character, it was ethically more 

complicated in this study. This is because most adolescents’ social media texts or pages 

were made public, while only some social media pages were made private. Moreover, 

although they tended to use their online or social media names rather than their real names 

in SNSs, they still shared pictures of themselves, which made the connection between the 

objects of research and the particular individuals relatively traceable. Based on the AoIR 

2.0 guidelines, “Individual and cultural definitions and expectations of privacy are 

ambiguous, contested, and changing. People may operate in public spaces but maintain 

strong perceptions or expectations of privacy” (2012, p. 6). Because of this, I decided to 

provide the opportunity for the eight adolescent participants and their guardians to decide 

on the extent of the dissemination of data.  

 

 In terms of the extent of the dissemination of data, the eight adolescent participants 

and their guardians could choose one of the four following options: (1) ‘Use of some 

material (not including pictures of adolescents) for research purposes only (with real and 

online names removed)’, (2) “Use of some material (not including pictures of adolescents) 

for research purposes only (with online names shown)’, (3) ‘Use of all material (including 

pictures of adolescents) for research purposes only (with online names shown)’, and (4) 

‘Use of all material (including pictures of adolescents) for research purposes only (with 

real and online names shown)’.  
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 After discussing with both the adolescents and their guardians in person, the 

guardians allowed their children to make the decisions about how data would be 

disseminated for themselves. In this case, all of the eight adolescents chose Option 3 for 

the use of all material (including pictures of adolescents) for research purposes only 

(with online names shown). Some of them agreed that I revealed their pictures and online 

names because they wanted to allow the visibility of their online lives that most adults 

(especially their parents) might have never seen before. On the other hand, some of them 

wanted their online pages to be exposed to a broader audience. 

 

 Another issue is that, at the time of this study, adolescent participants were 16 to 

18 years of age, which means that the study involved the participation of minors (16- to 

17-year-old adolescents). Therefore, it was an integral part of providing explicit 

information about the purposes of the study and the procedures that were to be followed 

by both adolescents and their guardians. Specifically, the consent forms outlined the 

purpose of the study, providing details of the methodological processes and procedures as 

to how data would be collected. The consent forms also gave assurances on the 

confidentiality and safekeeping of all data and records. The consent forms also reminded 

all adolescent participants and their guardians of the right to withdraw at any time. In this 

case, after explicit information was provided, the consent forms of the guardians for 16- to 

17-year-old adolescents and the consent forms of the 18-year-old adolescents were all 

returned to me in person.  

 

4.6 Conclusion 
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 In this chapter, I have outlined and justified the methodologies used in conducting 

this research. I described the research site and population selection, the specific virtual 

ethnographic methods and tools used, as well as the interdisciplinary frameworks used to 

analyse the multifaceted and complex nature of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and 

literacy practices in SNSs. Towards the end of this chapter, I discussed the ethical 

considerations that included how data would be disseminated and secured to assure the 

confidentiality and safekeeping of all data relating to the individual adolescent participants.  

 

 More importantly, what is set out in this chapter are the methodological procedures 

and interdisciplinary frameworks that have not yet been addressed previously. These 

procedures and frameworks are designed to not only respond to the emergent data in this 

study but also to remain open to reflective critique and correction. In the three empirical 

chapters which follow, I will show how the framework of SFL is used to study the 

adolescents’ language practices in Chapter 5 and how the frameworks of intertextuality 

and multimodality are used to explore the adolescents’ multimodal practices in Chapter 6. 

I will also show how the frameworks of SFL, multimodality and intertextuality are 

combined to explore the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practices in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER-5. Language Practices 

 

5.0 Introduction 

 This chapter will present the findings of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language practices 

(writing and hash-tagging) as illustrated in the first circle of the diagram (see Figure 5.1). 

The discussion and interpretation will also focus on addressing the first research question: 

 

 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents making use of linguistic texts (hashtags 

and writing) in SNSs? 

 

Figure 5.1 A diagram showing the analytical frameworks used in this study 

 

 

As explained in the methodological chapter (Chapter 4), the framework used to 
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interpret the language practices of Chiang Rai adolescents is Systemic Functional 

Linguistics (SFL), which is introduced and developed by Michael Halliday (1974, 1979). 

Halliday’s framework is built upon a functional, social semiotic perspective that takes into 

account how people make meaning through linguistic resources (e.g. languages, writing 

and hashtags) in social contexts (Halliday, 1979). Halliday developed the SFL framework 

to describe how these linguistic resources can perform three metafunctions: experiential 

(or ideational), interpersonal and textual functions.  

 

The metafunctional approach was applied in this thesis to understand the linguistic 

resources that Chiang Rai adolescents drew on, including hashtags and writing. In fact, 

hashtags and writing were the two most prevalent linguistic modes used among Chiang Rai 

adolescents. Hashtags consist of the writing component (including words, initialism, 

phrase or an entire clause) and the hash symbol (#). Therefore, as mentioned in Chapter 4, 

the metafunctional approach was applied to specifically explore the adolescents’ use of 

hashtags at the lexicogrammatical level (meaning-making system of a language/writing) 

and the pragmatic level (meaning-making system of searchable hashtags). As mentioned, 

I did not leave out the analysis of writing or language on its own entirely, but it will be 

explored in more detail in the subsequent empirical chapters (Chapters 6 and 7).  

 

Therefore, this chapter will be divided into two main parts. Section 5.1 examines 

the adolescents’ use of hashtags at the lexicogrammatical level, and Section 5.2 

investigates the adolescents’ use of hashtags at the pragmatic level.  
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5.1 Adolescents’ Use of Hashtags at the Lexicogrammatical Level 

 Part 1 focuses on the functions of hashtags at the lexicogrammatical level. I applied 

the metafunctional approach to explore how the adolescents used hashtags to perform three 

metafunctions – (1) how adolescents used hashtags to create experiential topics within 

posts (experiential function), (2) how adolescents used hashtags to negotiate and build 

relationships with audiences (interpersonal function) and (3) how adolescents used 

hashtags to organise information into a cohesive structure within posts (textual function).  

 

 In the next section, I will analyse the experiential function, focusing on the three 

types of experiences described by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), which include 

processes, participants and circumstances.  

 

5.1.1 Experiential Function of Hashtags 

In this study, adolescents used hashtags to represent their experiences within posts. 

According to Kehoe and Gee (2011), hashtags can be used to indicate the experiential topic 

of a post or its aboutness. They argue, “hashtags provide access to the reader’s view of 

aboutness…” (2011, n.p.). For example, the hashtag #Brexit has been widely used among 

people in SNSs to talk about the UK’s decision to leave the European Union (EU). The 

posts people shared, such as “#Brexit – Lose control on privacy!” and “#Brexit: EU to offer 

Britons associate citizenship”, show how the hashtag can indicate the topic of the posts. 

Here, the hashtag #Brexit serves as a keyword or a form of metadata (data about data), 

referencing the experiential topic or context, which people can use whenever they are 

interested in talking about Brexit. 
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A hashtag can take up an experiential role in a sentence or post. Based on the SFL 

framework, an experiential role can be captured in terms of a process (going-on), 

participant or circumstance (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). An experiential role is 

concerned with human experiences as a semantic system (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). 

That is, humans use linguistic resources (such as writing and hashtags) to make meaning 

about the world around them and inside them. As they create meaning through linguistic 

resources, they can build a picture of “experiential reality” (Halliday, 1979).  

 

Process-Type Hashtags  

The first experiential role of hashtags is a process. The process type is typically 

realised grammatically as a verb such as #eating and #reading (see Table 5.1).  

 

Table 5.1 Hashtags functioning as processes 

Participant Process Circumstance 

We’re #eatingout now 

I’m #reading a novel 

 

According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), there are a total of six processes: 

material, mental, verbal, existential, relational and behavioural processes. The material 

process construes the outer experience of the creation of a commodity or, in other words, 

relates to something that is happening and being done physically (e.g. #go, #make, #eat). 

The mental process construes the inner experience of emotion (e.g. #think, #believe, 
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#assume). The verbal process enacts in the form of language or speech (e.g. #say, #speak, 

#talk). The existential process consists of the phenomena of all kinds that are recognised 

to be, to exist or to happen (e.g. #exist, #remain, #arise). The relational process is concerned 

with being or becoming (e.g. #become, #seem, #include). Lastly, the behavioural process 

is the most complicated process, as it is on the borderline between material and mental 

processes (e.g. near mental - #dream, #look and near material - #sing, #lie). 

 

As mentioned in the last chapter, a total of 1,220 screenshots were collected in this 

study. However, there are 144 screenshots that contain process-type hashtags (see Table 

5.2). Based on the dataset shown in Table 5.2, the material-process hashtags, such as #go, 

#eatingout, #painting and #reading, were the most frequently used among the six types of 

processes (more than 60%), 24.31% in Facebook, 23.61% in Instagram and 12.5% in 

Twitter. In Twitter, material-process hashtags (12.5%) were used slightly less frequently 

than mental-process hashtags (13.89%), such as #love, #miss and #thinking. This is not 

consistent with the other two sites, where mental-process hashtags were the second most 

frequently used, with 9.72% on Facebook and 8.33% on Instagram. However, verbal-

process hashtags (such as #talk and #say) and behavioural-process hashtags (such as 

#crying) were used the least in all three sites.  

 

The high frequency of material- and mental-process hashtags found in this study 

implies that the adolescents most likely used hashtags to indicate the topics of the posts 

which relate to what they were physically doing (e.g. #eatingout, #reading) and mentally 

engaging with (e.g. #missingyou, #thinking). In this sense, adolescents might presuppose 
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that their material- and mental-process hashtags could be searched by other social media 

users interested in doing similar physical actions (e.g. #eatingout, #reading) and engaging 

in similar mental experiences (e.g. #missingyou, #thinking).  

 

The function of hashtags in this instance, therefore, could allow the adolescents to 

negotiate the attributive relationship (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) or the intertextual 

relationship (Bakhtin, 1978) with other pre-existing texts and hashtags in SNSs. For 

Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), the attributive relationship is when “a text has some class 

ascribed or attributed to it.” Bakhtin’s notion of intertextuality is similar. It reflects how 

pre-existing texts have some textual relationship with the new texts. For example, when 

adolescents used or searched the process-type hashtags, they would find texts or posts 

relevant to their interests about particular physical or mental activities. These texts or posts 

were created by other users who were also interested in these similar activities. Therefore, 

these kinds of hashtags could allow adolescents to build certain connections or bonds with 

other users who shared similar interests in those activities. The notion of intertextuality 

will be revisited and taken up in more detail in the next empirical chapter. 

 

Table 5.2 The frequency of process-type hashtags  

Process Type Facebook Instagram Twitter Total 

Material process 35 (24.31%) 34 (23.61%) 18 (12.5%) 87 

(60.42%) 

Mental process 14 (9.72%) 12 (8.33%) 20 (13.89%) 46 

(31.94%) 
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Verbal process 7 (4.86%) 0 (0%) 2 (1.39%) 9 (6.25%) 

Behavioural 

process 

1 (0.69%) 1 (0.69%) 0 (0%) 2 (1.39%) 

Relational process 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Existential process 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Total 57 (39.58%) 47 (32.64%) 40 (27.78%) 144 

(100%) 

 

Participant-Type Hashtags 

The second experiential role of hashtags is participants. Participants refer to 

specific people, things, objects and events. Examples of participant-type hashtags are 

shown in Table 5.3. They are typically realised grammatically as a noun (Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2004). In this study, participant-type hashtags were the most popular type 

used among Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs when compared with the other two 

experiential roles (see Table 5.4). 

 

Table 5.3 Hashtags functioning as participants 

Participant Process Participant 

This is the real deal 

#ManUnited 

I  have  Beautiful #friends 

Almost miss The movie #IceAge5 
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As seen below, I divided the participant-type hashtags into three main categories: 

people, things/objects and events. The dataset contains instances of participant-type 

hashtags that fall into each of these three categories, as illustrated below: 

 

Table 5.4 Instances of participant-type hashtags  

Participants Type Instances 

People Who is my code brother? hahaha #mybrother 

#TheKingOfThailand, you will forever be my king 

Dear, #FutureForwardLeader, I will follow you everywhere 

 

Things/Objects I want this car so badly #Pajero4x4 

What will be my #grades 

Almost missed the movie time hahaha #IceAge5 

 

Events We are the representatives of the Triampat Chiang Rai hahaha 

still remember everyone? #youthsleadershipcamp04 

I came to find my true love #phantasiainBKK 

Second time.. I will meet you very 

soonnn #EPILOUGEinBKK 

 

 

The role of things/objects is in the majority in all of the three sites, as seen in Table 

5.5, accounting for 23.77% in Facebook, 12.79% in Instagram and 39.51% in Twitter. 
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However, the roles of people and events are in the minority, with less than 6% of hashtags 

for both types in all of the three sites. The highest frequency of object-type hashtags means 

that Chiang Rai adolescents most likely used hashtags to indicate the topics of the posts 

that relate to specific things or objects. This is interesting in the sense that most of the 

topics that adolescents engaged in (or used as hashtags or keywords) were material things 

such as movies, cars and makeup (e.g. #IceAge5, #Pajero4x4, #makeupguru, #bmwi8).  

 

Table 5.5 The frequency of participant-type hashtags 

Participants Type Facebook Instagram Twitter Total 

(type) 

People 24 (3.93%) 22 (3.61%) 30 (4.92%) 76 

(12.46%) 

Things/Objects 145 (23.77%) 78 (12.79%) 241 (39.51%) 464 

(76.07%) 

Events 32 (5.25%) 10 (1.64%) 28 (4.59%) 70 

(11.48%) 

Total 201 (32.95%) 110 (18.03%) 299 (49.02) 610 

(100%) 

 

Similar to the use of process-type hashtags discussed above, the use of participant-

type hashtags reflects the attributive or intertextual relationship between texts. When 

adolescents used participant-type hashtags, they might presuppose there existed other texts 

that might contain the same hashtags and putative audiences who might tune in via the 
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social stream because they shared similar interests in certain material objects (such as 

#IceAge5, #Pajero4x4, #makeupguru, #bmwi8). As seen here, the adolescents’ language 

practices, whether their uses of participant-type or process-type hashtags, performed a 

social function of enacting social relations around similar interests. 

 

Circumstance-Type Hashtags 

The third and final experiential role of hashtags is circumstances. The 

circumstantial elements provide information about time, place, manner, reason/cause, 

contingency, accompaniment, extent, role and matter (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). 

The circumstantial elements are realised grammatically as prepositions or adverbs (such as 

#backinChiangMuan, #everywhere, #inthemorning, #everysingleday, #tooearly).  

 

Table 5.6 The frequency of circumstance-type hashtags  

Circumstance 

Types 

Facebook Instagram Twitter Total 

Place (where) 18 (31.03%) 5 (8.62%) 14 (24.14%) 37 

(63.79%) 

Time (when) 13 (22.41%) 2 (3.45%) 4 (6.90%) 19 

(32.76%) 

Manner (how) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Cause (why) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Contingency 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Accompaniment 2 (3.45%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (3.45%) 
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Extent 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Role 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Matter 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Total 33 (56.90%) 7 (12.07%) 18 (31.03%) 58 (100%) 

 

As seen in Table 5.6, the circumstance types of place and time were almost the only 

types used by the adolescents in this study, accounting for 31.03% (place) and 22.41% 

(time) in Facebook, 8.62% (place) and 3.45% (time) in Instagram and 24.14% (place) and 

6.90% (time) in Twitter. Instances of the circumstances of place include #inChiangMai, 

#backinChiangMuan, #everywhere and #atschool, while instances of the circumstances of 

time include #inthemorning, #everysingleday, #tooearly and #yesterday. However, in 

Facebook, there was one additional circumstance type that was used as hashtags that did 

not feature on Instagram and Twitter, which was accompaniment (3.45%). Instances of 

accompaniment include #withmyfriends and #togetherwithyou. Other types of 

circumstances were not used at all in this study. 

 

The high frequency of place and time indicates that adolescents tended to use 

circumstance-type hashtags to provide information about when and where things happened 

and were done. However, when compared to the process-type and participant-type hashtags 

discussed in the above sections, the circumstance-type hashtags were used a lot less. This 

might be because the circumstance-type hashtags are long and unlikely to be searched by 

other social media users. On the other hand, this might be because adolescents tend to use 

hashtags to indicate the topics of the posts rather than to inform about circumstances. 
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Concluding Remarks 

In Section 1, I outlined the analysis of hashtags in terms of the experiential function. 

Chiang Rai adolescents used hashtags to represent patterns of experiences, whether, for 

example, their physical or mental experiences. In other words, they used hashtags to build 

a picture of experiential reality – particularly, to make sense of what was going on around 

and inside them (Halliday, 1979). They also used hashtags to indicate the topics of posts 

that related to specific objects and things rather than to inform about particular 

circumstances. As discussed above, the adolescents could use the process-type and 

participant-type hashtags to connect with other users who shared similar interests. This is 

because hashtags support the attributive or intertextual function in the sense that there exist 

other texts as well as putative audiences who might tune in via the social stream through 

using particular hashtags. 

 

5.1.2 Interpersonal Function of Hashtags 

The second section reports on the interpersonal function of hashtags. According to 

Halliday (1979), language represents the interaction between an author and audience. In 

other words, the interpersonal function deals with how an author positions himself or 

herself in relation to the audience. He or she might adopt particular linguistic resources to 

position his or her own evaluative or attitudinal stances (Martin & White, 2005). Therefore, 

Section 2 focuses on how Chiang Rai adolescents use hashtags to construct their evaluative 

or attitudinal stances.  
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The subsections below are divided into two main parts: (1) the analysis of 

interpersonal-oriented hashtags that are organised to offer, command, state and question 

and (2) the analysis of interpersonal-oriented hashtags that function to enact evaluative 

stances. 

 

Declarative, Interrogative, Imperative and Modulated Interrogative Hashtags 

In terms of the interpersonal function, hashtags can be used to give and demand 

information, as well as to give and demand goods and services. According to Halliday and 

Matthiessen (2004), the concept of giving and demanding focuses on the four basic roles: 

giving information (statements), demanding information (questions), giving goods and 

services (offers) and demanding goods and services (commands). Statements tend to be 

most naturally expressed by declarative hashtags (such as #thescoreisnotfair, #bored, 

#lifeisshort, #sohappy), questions by interrogative hashtags (such as 

#whatdoyouwantfromme, #whichmajorshouldistudy), commands by imperative hashtags 

(such as #tellmenow, #justgivemeareason) and offers by modulated interrogative hashtags 

(such as #itsyourchoice, #uptoyou).  

 

On most occasions, based on the data shown in Table 5.7, Chiang Rai adolescents 

used hashtags to give information to audiences. The declarative type of hashtags was used 

the most in all of the three sites, accounting for 27.43% in Facebook, 11.50% in Instagram 

and 39.82% in Twitter. However, Chiang Rai adolescents less frequently used hashtags to 

interrogate or persuade audiences to take some sort of action to solve problems (6.64% as 

interrogative type and 7.52% as imperative types in Facebook; 0% as interrogative type 
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and 1.33% as imperative types in Instagram; and 1.77% as interrogative type and 3.54% as 

imperative types in Twitter).  

 

Table 5.7 The frequency of different types of interpersonal-oriented hashtags  

Types Facebook Instagram Twitter Total 

Statements  62 (27.43%) 26 (11.50%) 90 (39.82%) 178 (78.76%) 

Questions 15 (6.64%) 0 (0%) 4 (1.77%) 19 (8.41%) 

Offers 1 (0.44%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.59%) 

Commands 17 (7.52%) 3 (1.33%) 8 (3.54%) 28 (12.39%) 

Total 95 (42.04%) 29 (12.83%) 102 (45.13%) 226 (100%) 

 

As seen in the table above, Chiang Rai adolescents most often used hashtags as 

statements to declare something to their audiences. The adolescent participants might not 

seek agreement with their audiences, but they wanted their attitudinal or evaluative stances 

acknowledged. Based on these findings, hashtags can be used by adolescents to perform a 

more interpersonal function of construing relationships, for example, by construing 

attitudinal or evaluative stances.  

 

Attitude-Type Hashtags 

As discussed in the above subsection, interpersonal-oriented hashtags can construe 

evaluative stances within social media posts. According to Martin and White (2005), 

linguistic resources can be used to express stances or feelings, “including emotional 
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reactions, judgments of behaviour and evaluation of things” (p. 35). Martin and White 

argue that these expressive feelings depicted in linguistic resources can be explored 

through the attitude framework. The first system of attitude is referred to as affect, which 

is concerned with how linguistic resources (such as hashtags) manifest positive or negative 

feelings (e.g. #boreddd, #broken, #happy).  

 

The second system of attitude is referred to as judgement, which deals with how 

hashtags represent attitudes towards human behaviours that are admired or criticised (e.g. 

#stupidme, #goodlooking, #handsome). Finally, the third system of attitude is referred to 

as appreciation, which involves how hashtags evaluate semiotic and natural phenomena, 

according to the ways in which these are valued (e.g. #lovelytotoro, #sochill, #delicious). 

In this case, while judgement evaluates human behaviours, appreciation typically evaluates 

places, objects and things (Martin & White, 2005). 

 

Table 5.8 The frequency of hashtags that enact the systems of affect, judgement and 

appreciation 

Systems  Facebook Instagram Twitter Total 

Affect 56 (31.46%) 24 (13.48%) 52 (29.21%) 132 

(74.16%) 

Judgement 4 (2.25%) 0 (0%) 2 (1.12%) 6 (3.37%) 

Appreciation 17 (9.55%) 9 (5.06%) 14 (7.87%) 40 (22.47%) 
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Total 77 (43.26%) 33 (18.54%) 68 (38.02%) 178 (100%) 

 

As seen in Table 5.8, affect was the most frequent use of hashtags among the three 

systems of Martin and White’s attitude (74.16%), accounting for 31.46% in Facebook, 

13.48% in Instagram, and 29.21% in Twitter. Instances of these hashtags are shown below: 

 

- Thank you for all the farewell gifts. I will keep it very well. #happy #Punyakorn 

#lovingtororo 

- Half of my heart #broken 

- I want this feeling to go away #notfeelingwell 

 

The first example shows the positive affect that was displayed in the hashtag 

#happy, assessing how the adolescent was happy to receive her farewell gifts. This positive 

affect hashtag could make the adolescent’s audience, especially those who gave her the 

gifts, feel appreciated. However, the second and third examples present the negative affect 

in the hashtags #broken and #notfeelingwell. These negative affect hashtags construed the 

negative feelings of adolescents, which might, in turn, bring out the audience’s sense of 

sympathy. 

  

Appreciation (22.47%) was the second most frequent use of hashtags, accounting 

for 9.55% in Facebook, 5.06% in Instagram and 7.87% in Twitter (see Table 5.8). Similar 

to the positive affect hashtags, the positive appreciation hashtags (including #lovelytororo 

and #sochill) could help construct a relationship with an audience. As seen in the sentences 
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below, the positive appreciation hashtags might make an audience feel more appreciated, 

especially those who gave the gifts and those who worked at the bar. 

 

- Thank you for all the farewell gifts. I will keep it very well. #happy #Punyakorn 

#lovelytororo 

- The night is still young. Sipping drinks at the Monkey bar #sochill 

 

The least used hashtags among the three systems of Martin and White’s attitude 

were judgement (3.37%), with only 2.25% in Facebook, 0% in Instagram, and 1.12% in 

Twitter. Adolescents in this study were less likely to use hashtags to admire or critique 

someone in SNSs. The dataset contained instances of hashtags used to display judgement, 

such as the examples seen below. 

 

- I know that she's not coming back but I'm still hoping #stupidme 

- I really like this guy, and if he has a tattoo it is a plus #goodlooking 

 

Concluding Remarks 

Chiang Rai adolescents used hashtags to express interpersonal meanings in SNSs. 

Based on the concept of giving and demanding, adolescents used hashtags mostly to 

construe their evaluative stances and, to a lesser degree, to interrogate and/or persuade their 

audiences into taking action. Moreover, based on Martin and White’s (2005) attitude 

framework, the adolescents used hashtags to express their emotions, whether positive or 

negative. Altogether, the data analysed demonstrated that the adolescents used evaluative 
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and expressive hashtags as a form of interpersonal emphasis. Hashtags of this kind have 

much more to do with enacting and positioning particular evaluative stances of the 

adolescents in SNSs. 

 

5.1.3 Textual Function of Hashtags 

Having considered the experiential and interpersonal functions of hashtags, I will 

now focus on the textual function, which is involved with how hashtags are used to organise 

texts and information into a cohesive structure within posts (Halliday, 1979). At the 

typographic level, the hash (#) symbol functions as a special character that acts as a form 

of punctuation, signalling that the particular hashtag is metadata. For example, in an 

adolescent’s post – “Morning activity #teachersday” – the hashtag is placed at the end of 

the post, separating itself from the content. We can see here that the hashtag is used to mark 

the topic of the post, which is about a teacher’s day, while the rest of the content is used as 

supporting detail. This kind of delineation is possible when the hashtag is embedded in a 

particular linguistic structure.  

 

In this third section, I will focus on analysing how hashtags perform a range of 

textual functions in organising content within posts. The first subsection will discuss the 

punctuation function of hashtags, where hashtags can be placed in three specific locations, 

namely the prefix (beginning), infix (middle) and suffix (end) locations (Tsur & Rappoport, 

2012). The second subsection will explain how writing and hashtags are organised as the 

Theme (at the beginning) and the New (at the end) (Halliday, 1994).  
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Hashtags Functioning at the Prefix, Infix and Suffix Locations 

At the lexicogrammatical or typographic level, the hash (#) symbol acts as a 

particular kind of a linguistic marker, indicating the beginning of a tag, as well as signalling 

that the tag is metadata (or the tag is searchable). In fact, this kind of symbol relates to “a 

history among computer programmers of prefacing specialised words with punctuation 

marks, such as $ and * for variables and pointers, or the (#) sign itself for identifying HTML 

anchor points” (Boyd et al., 2010, p. 2). The use of the hash (#) symbol emerged organically 

in SNSs. It helps ease the task of finding relevant messages relating to a specific topic or 

theme. As the hash (#) symbol can be combined with words, initialism, phrases or an entire 

clause, it can become part of the message or the content. It can be “flexible syntactically 

and can either occur as an adjunct to the lexis, clause or clause complex constituting the 

content of the post” (Zappavigna, 2016).  

 

According to Tsur and Rappoport (2012), hashtags can be placed at the prefix 

(beginning), infix (middle) and suffix (end) locations within posts. The hash (#) symbol 

may mark multiple hashtags in a sequence at each of these locations, without any 

intervening content between the tags (such as “the football match is tomorrow #excited 

#ManUfan”). Table 5.9 shows the instances of the adolescents’ hashtags, drawn from the 

dataset, that were placed at the prefix, infix and suffix locations. Table 5.10 shows the 

frequency of hashtags placed in these locations. 

 

Table 5.9 Instances of adolescents’ hashtags placed in prefix, infix and suffix locations  
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Prefix 

 

#Barca I love you ;) 

#Chemistry work is due to submit soon. 

#ManUorChelsea hahaha 

#TheKingOfThailand. You will forever be my king 

#missing you 

 

Infix  Trying and #failing is better than #nottrying at all 

I #love my neighbor 

Thank you #6thgradesenior! You helped me organise the candles.  

Trace back the memory from #twoyearsago hahaha 

Just once #cmutrekking2017 in my life 

With my dark circle #verybusy with @thunyalak.s 

 

Suffix  The football match is tomorrow #excited #ManUfan  

It’s my graduation day tomorrow #Akirayan15 

I’m so shocked. What is this? Glen died? What? #WalkingDead 

Following the trend #DAB 

Study please study #me #aloneagain 

It’s not going to be the same…#donttrytoomuch 

 
 

 

As seen in Table 5.9, the adolescents placed hashtags in three different locations 

including the prefix (beginning), infix (middle) and suffix (end) of the posts. However, in 
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these three locations, hashtags can function as a topic marker (providing experiential 

meaning), as an evaluative comment (providing interpersonal meaning) or both. According 

to Halliday (1994), the textual function can be thought of as coordinating between the 

experiential function and interpersonal function “to form discourse that has the status of a 

communicative event” (Halliday, 1994, p. 37). The textual function allows both the 

experiential and interpersonal meanings to freely combine, as it aims to manage the flow 

of discourse. For example, the post, “the football match is tomorrow #excited #ManUfan,” 

contains both experiential-oriented and interpersonal-oriented hashtags in one post. Both 

hashtags are located at the suffix location, which are separated from the rest of the content. 

Although they construe different meanings (one is to enact the evaluative meaning, and 

another is to indicate the topic of the post), they are combined together to maintain the flow 

of discourse or the cohesive structure of the post. 

 

The total number of hashtags collected for this study is 1,038. This includes 812 (or 

78.23%) experiential-oriented hashtags and 226 (or 21.77%) interpersonal-oriented 

hashtags (see Table 5.10). 

 

Table 5.10 The frequency of adolescents’ hashtags placed at the prefix, infix and suffix 

locations 

Location of 

hashtags 

Facebook Instagram Twitter Total  

Prefix 72 (6.94%) 

 

25 (2.41%) 

 

65 (6.26%) 

 

162 (15.61%) 
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Experiential 

(Ex): 54 

(5.21%) 

Interpersonal 

(In): 18 

(1.73%) 

Ex: 16 

(1.54%) 

In: 9 (0.87%) 

Ex: 60 (5.78%) 

In: 5 (0.48%) 

Ex: 130 

(12.52%) 

In: 32 (3.09%) 

Infix 18 (1.34%) 

 

Ex: 6 (0.58%) 

In: 12 (1.16%) 

2 (0.19%) 

 

Ex: 0 (0%) 

In: 2 (0.19%) 

108 (10.40%) 

 

Ex: 102 (9.83%) 

In: 6 (0.57%) 

128 (12.33%) 

 

Ex: 108 

(10.40%) 

In: 20 (1.93%) 

Suffix 302 (29.09%) 

 

Ex: 204 

(19.65%) 

In: 98 (9.44%) 

165 (16.90%) 

 

Ex: 123 

(11.85%) 

In: 42 (4.05%) 

281 (27.07%) 

 

Ex: 247 (23.80%) 

In: 34 (3.27%) 

748 (72.06%) 

 

Ex: 574 

(55.30%) 

In: 174 

(16.76%) 

Total 392 (37.76%) 

 

Ex: 264 

(25.43%) 

In: 128 

(12.33%) 

192 (18.50%) 

 

Ex: 139 

(13.40%) 

In: 53 (5.10%) 

454 (43.74%) 

 

Ex: 409 (39.40%) 

In 45 (4.34%) 

1,038 (100%) 

 

Ex: 812 

(78.23%) 

In: 226 

(21.77%) 
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As seen in Table 5.10, hashtags placed at the suffix location featured the most in 

all three sites (72.06% – Facebook (29.09%), Instagram (16.90%), and Twitter (27.07%)). 

In this case, there are more experiential-oriented hashtags (55.30%) located at the suffix 

location than interpersonal-oriented hashtags (16.76%). Examples of hashtags located at 

the suffix location are shown in Table 5.9. 

 

Hashtags located at the suffix location were used to perform two main functions, 

which are (1) to define the topic of the post (e.g. #ManU fan, #Akirayan15, #WalkingDead 

and #DAB) and (2) to state evaluative stances (e.g. #excited, #aloneagain, 

#donytrytoomuch). In this case, the pattern of hashtags used at the suffix location is similar 

to the pattern of hashtags used at the prefix location. This is because hashtags located at 

the prefix location also performed both experiential and interpersonal functions. However, 

at the prefix location, there were a lot more experiential-oriented hashtags (12.52%) than 

interpersonal-oriented hashtags (3.09%) used by Chiang Rai adolescents. Examples of 

hashtags located at the prefix location are also shown in Table 5.9. 

 

Nonetheless, hashtags used by adolescents at the infix location did not perform the 

same function as hashtags located at the prefix and suffix locations. At the infix location, 

hashtags were typically integrated into the content of the posts. For example, in the post, 

“Trying and #failing is better than #nottrying at all”, the hashtags #failing and #nottrying 

were placed into the content of the post and not separating from it. More examples of 

hashtags located at the infix location are shown in Table 5.9. 
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In this study, adolescents placed hashtags at the infix location the least (12.33%). 

This might be because it was harder to fit hashtags into the middle of the content than 

fitting them into the beginning or end. However, hashtags placed at the infix location were 

more likely used to mark topics of the posts in Twitter (9.83%) than state evaluative 

comments (0.57%). In contrast, in Facebook and Instagram, hashtags placed in this location 

were more likely used to state evaluative comments (1.16% in Facebook and 0.19% in 

Instagram) than to mark topics of the posts (0.58% in Facebook and 0% in Instagram). 

 

Hashtags Functioning as Theme or New 

According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), the textual function deals with how 

language can be organised into waves of information. “There are little waves at the level 

of clause that are organised into bigger waves in longer texts at the level of paragraph and 

into even bigger waves at the level of whole texts” (Martin & Rose, 2007). Given that 

social media posts collected in the three sites tend to be short, these are typically ‘little 

waves’ of the Theme and New information (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). Theme relates 

to information at the beginning of a clause or post, while New relates to information about 

what is contained in the Theme. Table 5.11 shows instances of how hashtags and writing 

in social media posts function as Theme and New. 

 

Table 5.11 Hashtags and writing functioning as Theme and New 

Theme New 
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(3) #TheKingOfThailand.  You will forever be my king 

(4) It’s my graduation day tomorrow  #Akirayan15 

 

As seen above, the hashtag in the first example, #TheKingOfThailand, acts as the 

Theme because it displays the information at the beginning of the post, which sets the scene 

for the post as it is unfolding. The New contains related information (“You will forever be 

my king” to the Theme. However, the second example shows how the hashtag #Akirayan15 

serves as the New. This means that this adolescent wanted the Theme to be written in detail, 

and the New to be displayed as a hashtag that marks the topic of the post.  

 

Hashtags in the Theme and New are functioning similarly to hashtags in the prefix 

and suffix locations discussed above. Hashtags serving as the Theme are the same as 

hashtags functioning at the prefix location. Conversely, hashtags serving as the New are 

the same as hashtags functioning at the suffix location. Instances of these hashtags are 

shown in Table 5.12. 

 

Table 5.12 Hashtags as the theme/in the prefix location and hashtags as the new/in 

the suffix location 

Hashtags as 

the… 

Examples 
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Theme #TheKingOfThailand. You will forever be my king 

#sad I wanted to see you! 

#Wannaone got the tickets to the concert! 

 

New It’s my graduation day tomorrow #Akirayan15 

I'm so shocked. What is this? Glen died? What? 

#WalkingDead 

She can hear meeeeee #taeyeon_personainbkk 

 

 

 

In this study, hashtaghs used by the adolescents were most frequently placed at the 

suffix location or, alternatively, were used to function as the New. The hashtags used by 

the adolescents were less frequently placed at the prefix location or were used to function 

as the Theme (see Table 5.10). This suggests that the adolescents did not want to reveal the 

topics of the posts in the beginning straight away; they wanted to allow their audiences to 

hold onto the texts as the experiential topics or evaluative comments were revealed. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

Adolescents in this study used hashtags at the three locations within social media 

posts: the prefix (beginning), infix (middle) and suffix (end) locations. In these locations, 

hashtags can be syntactically flexible and can be seamlessly integrated into the content of 

the posts, whether in the middle of the content or separate from it. Within these posts, 
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hashtags can work to construe experiential and/or interpersonal meanings. Part of this 

flexibility may be explained in terms of a shift in the nature of punctuation in SNSs, which 

is beyond the boundary marking but towards more experiential and interpersonal meaning-

making. Therefore, it is important to note here that the ability for hashtags to work 

seamlessly inside the content of posts is a novel property for hashtags in SNSs 

(Zappavigna, 2016). This property extended the possibilities for adolescents to convey new 

kinds of meaning: for example, to make experiential meanings and interpersonal 

connections with their audiences.   

 

5.2 Adolescents’ Use of Hashtags at the Pragmatic Level 

Part 2 takes up the analysis of hashtags at the pragmatic level, which mainly focuses 

on the searchable function of hashtags. The searchable function enables people to search 

for social media texts, extending the possibilities to connect or bond with other users who 

share similar interests in particular topics or things. “The connections are ambient because 

people are potentially present within the social network but are not necessarily linked 

together through connections between accounts” (Zappavigna, 2016). They are linked 

together through the social ties shaped around shared interests. In the past, the searchable 

function of hashtags has played a role in the domain of information management (helping 

to organise information). However, this is when there are a vast number of hashtags being 

used in SNSs to connect or reach one another (Marwick & Boyd, 2011). Therefore, the 

searchable function of hashtags will be explored in the second part of this chapter.  
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Hashtags at the pragmatic level can be used to perform two main functions. One is 

to link posts to a feed of discussions about particular topics (e.g. #coffee, 

#mondaymotivation, #eatingout). Another is to provide metacommentary to be used as a 

search query by other SNS users who feel the same way (e.g. #sohappy, #heartbroken, 

#feelinglonely). Thus, Part 2 will be divided into two main sections. The first section will 

focus on how the experiential-oriented (or topic-indexing) hashtags can aggregate posts 

into a searchable set that links to particular topics. The second section will look at how the 

interpersonal-oriented (or metacomment) hashtags can enact some kind of 

metacommentary that connects adolescents with other people who feel the same in SNSs. 

 

5.2.1 Topic-Indexing Hashtags 

Hashtags are often used as a tool to help organise, index and find a topic of 

discussion. For example, people use the hashtag #mondaymotivation in SNSs to talk about 

their motivation to start the week off strong. Some of them may search for this hashtag to 

find texts or posts relating to the topic of Monday motivation, such as advice about how to 

start the week or motivational quotes from others. In this study, a significant number of 

hashtags (N = 812) used by Chiang Rai adolescents index a variety of topics. These topic-

indexing hashtags can aggregate posts into a searchable set, extending the possibilities for 

these hashtags to be found by other users in SNSs. In order to understand how these topic-

indexing hashtags work, I will explore them in a continuum from high to low. This 

continuum reflects the likelihood that hashtags may be searched for by other users. There 

are three positions along this continuum for topic-indexing hashtags: the high, medium and 

low spectrums.  
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At the high spectrum, topic-indexing hashtags are very specific and are likely to 

be irrelevant to a broader audience. The high spectrum is established when the three sites 

barely return any results/posts when searching for specific topic-indexing hashtags (for 

example, returning only 0–10 posts). In contrast, topic-indexing hashtags that are too 

general to return useful or relevant search results are in the low spectrum. The low 

spectrum is established when a search returns too many results or posts relating to all sorts 

of subjects. For example, when searching for #coffee, a site returns results relating to 

morning motivation, coffee shop, history of coffee, photos of people drinking coffee and 

so on. Nonetheless, in between the high and low spectrums, topic-indexing hashtags that 

are not too specific or too general and are most likely to be relevant fall into the medium 

spectrum. Instances of topic-indexing hashtags in each of these three spectrums are 

presented in Table 5.13. 

 

Table 5.13 Instances of topic-indexing hashtags in the high, medium and low 

spectrums 

Spectrums Examples 

High #youthsleadershipcamp04 

#SongkranwithHO26th 

#dek60778admission 

#crsm6 
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Medium #Singhagardenconcert 

#MANCHE  

#KingofThailand 

#paintingoftheday 

 

Low #thechamp 

#journey 

#morning 

#myfriend 

 

High-Spectrum Hashtags 

Hashtags in the high spectrum are very specific and unlikely to be searched by the 

broader audience. They require the audience to know the particular topic or understand the 

particular context in which the hashtags are being deployed. For example, the hashtag 

#SongkranwithHO26th was used by a M.6 (or Grade 12) adolescent participant to 

promote a Songkran event on Facebook. When I searched for this particular hashtag in the 

three sites, Facebook was the only site that returned six posts (see Figure 5.2). It seems that 

the adolescent might only want to reach a specific group of people who were familiar with 

this event or who knew the adolescent in person rather than reaching a broad audience. 

Therefore, hashtags in the high spectrum could be opaque to those who fall outside its 

community of users.  
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Figure 5.2 A high-spectrum hashtag when searched

 

 

Low-Spectrum Hashtags 

Hashtags that fall into the low-spectrum category are likely to be too broad or 

general (e.g., #champ, #journey, #coffee, #myfriend). These hashtags can still act as a 

search query, but they would be unlikely to return results or posts that are relevant to what 

the searcher is looking for. They are likely to return a large number of posts that relate to a 

wide range of subjects. For example, the hashtag #champ links to a large number of posts 

(N > 500) in the three sites and relates to subjects including the wrestling match champion, 

the F1 champion and the sports brand Champ as well as other champions not relating to 

sports (see Figure 5.3). However, the original post that the adolescent participant was 

referring to was about Manchester United football club as a champ (“The first game and 
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won already. Man Utd. You must win #champ.”). His definition of #champ might not be 

relevant to the others’ definition of #champ in SNSs. Therefore, it might be hard for the 

adolescent participant to reach the specific target audience who shared a similar interest in 

the football club with this hashtag. Nonetheless, it might be easy for the adolescent to reach 

a much broader audience in SNSs. 

 

Figure 5.3 A low-spectrum hashtag when searched 

 

 

Medium-Spectrum Hashtags 

Medium-spectrum hashtags are usually the ones that are pertinent to particular 

topics or events (such as #Singhagardenconcert, #EPILOUGEinBKK, 
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#BLACKPINKCOMEBACK, #ManUfan, #MANCHE, #KingofThailand, 

#paintingoftheday and #inpastel_preorder). Hashtags in this spectrum tend to be the most 

relevant out of the three spectrums. They can be used to search for relevant topics and reach 

a target audience or people who share similar interests. For example, the hashtag 

#EPILOUGEinBKK was used by the adolescent participant to talk about the Kpop boy 

group EPILOGUE. She talked about the concert she attended in Bangkok (“Came to watch 

it again the second time…so exciteddd #EPILOGUEinBKK”).  

 

When I searched for the hashtag #EPILOGUEinBKK in the three sites, it returned 

several posts relating to this concert (see Figure 5.4). People who used this hashtag shared 

their experiences at the concert by uploading pictures and videos of the boy group 

EPILOGUE. These people (including the adolescent participant) might not know each 

other in person, but they were linked or connected through this specific hashtag - 

#EPILOUGEinBKK. In this case, the hashtag might allow the adolescent participant to 

negotiate and build social connections with other users who shared similar interests and 

experiences. 

 

Figure 5.4 A medium-spectrum hashtag when searched 
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Table 5.14 The frequency of hashtags in high, medium and low spectrums 

Spectrums Facebook Instagram Twitter Total 

High 48 (5.91%) 20 (2.46%) 35 (4.31%) 103 

(12.68%) 
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Medium 96 (11.82%) 32 (3.94%) 249 

(30.67%) 

377 

(46.43%) 

Low 120 (14.78%) 87 (10.71%) 125 

(15.40%) 

332 

(40.89%) 

Total 264 (32.51%) 139 (17.12%) 409 

(50.37%) 

812 (100%) 

 

As seen in Table 5.14, there is a total of 812 topic-indexing hashtags: 264 (32.51%) 

in Facebook, 139 (17.12%) in Instagram and 409 in Twitter (50.37%). Topic-indexing 

hashtags used by adolescents in Twitter were mostly in the medium spectrum (30.67%), 

following by the low (15.40%) and high (4.31%) spectrums. Facebook had the second-

highest use of topic-indexing hashtags (32.51%). However, adolescents likely used topic-

indexing hashtags that were in the low (14.78%) and medium (11.82) spectrums rather than 

hashtags in the high spectrum (5.91%). Like Facebook, in Instagram, adolescents used 

topic-indexing hashtags in the low (10.71%) and medium (3.94%) spectrums. They used 

hashtags in the high spectrum the least (2.46%). 

 

Based on the data above, Chiang Rai adolescents often used hashtags in the low 

and medium spectrums more than hashtags in the high spectrum. For medium-spectrum 

hashtags, the adolescents used them because they might want to reach a specific audience 

group with similar interests. For the low-spectrum hashtags, they used them because they 

might want their posts to be visible to many others (not only those who shared similar 

interests). The reach could be much wider when they used hashtags in the low spectrum. 
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Nonetheless, the high-spectrum hashtags were used the least in all of the three sites. This 

might be because these hashtags might not allow the adolescents to reach either wider or 

relevant audiences.  

 

Altogether, the data analysed demonstrated how topic-indexing hashtags, whether 

in the low, medium or high spectrum, might allow Chiang Rai adolescents to reach their 

audiences and build social connections shaped around shared interests in SNSs. However, 

how far they could reach their audiences and how much they could create social 

connections depended on which spectrum their hashtags were in. 

 

5.2.2 Metacomment Hashtags  

Hashtags may also perform a more interpersonal function where they are used to 

enact a kind of metacomment (such as #heartbroken, #sohappy, #feelinglonely) and link to 

a community of people who feel the same. Although metacomment hashtags may be long 

and unlikely to be searched for, they can connect people in SNSs who share similar 

feelings. They can also promote a sense of empathy among users. For instance, people who 

are heartbroken may use the hashtag #heartbroken in their social media posts to connect 

with other users who are also heartbroken. Along with this hashtag, these people may add 

their complaints about being heartbroken or their encouraging messages about how to cope 

with being heartbroken that others can relate. In this way, using this metacomment hashtag 

could promote the ability to share this similar feeling of being heartbroken to one another 

in SNSs. A sense of empathy facilitated by the use of texts such as hashtags will be 

discussed further in the next empirical chapter (Chapter 6). 
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The function of metacomment hashtags is, indeed, similar to the function of topic-

indexing hashtags in the sense that people can be connected with others through the 

searchable function of hashtags. Table 5.15 contains instances of adolescents’ 

metacomment hashtags. 

 

Table 5.15 Instances of metacomment hashtags  

Sentences Metacomment hashtags 

I don’t want to go home. #boring 

Why do you need to be someone you’re not 

#whytrying 

Half of my heart #broken 

Thank you my hairdresser for this hairstyle. 

#socool LOL 

Tomorrow, I will bring a blanket with me to 

school #toocold LOL 

Studyinggg #hungryashell hahaha 

Have you ever felt like you have too many 

problems to deal with? I’m so “tired.” 

#howlongdoihavetofeellikethis 

Not sleepy #thinkingaboutyoutoomuch LOL 

Can I not go to school? #notfeelinglikeit 

#boring 

#whytrying 

#broken 

#socool 

#toocold 

#hungryashell 

#howlongdoihavetofeellikethis 

#thinkingaboutyoutoomuch 

#notfeelinglikeit 

#feelingproudofmyself 

#pleasetakemeback 
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Got some results back today 

#feelingproudofmyself 

I miss going to the camp #pleasetakemeback 

 

 

As seen above, metacomment hashtags used by Chiang Rai adolescents were 

usually evaluative (e.g. #boring, #broken, #socool, #toocold). They also sometimes 

appeared to be involved in creating humorous and playful meanings. Hashtags that were 

involved in creating playful meanings were often located next to an acronym such as LOL 

(laugh out loud) or hahaha (laughing sound) (e.g. #hungryashell hahaha, #toocold LOL, 

thinkingaboutyoutoomuch LOL).  

 

In this study, there are a total of 226 metacomment hashtags: 128 metacomment 

hashtags used in Facebook, 53 metacomment hashtags used in Instagram and 45 

metacomment hashtags used in Twitter. 182 metacomment hashtags are short comments 

such as #boring, #toocold, #hungry, #socool and #sohappy. On the other hand, there are 

only 44 metacomment hashtags that are specific and long, such as #notfeelinglikeit, 

#pleasetakemeback, #feelingproudofmyself and #cannotwaitfortomorrow. Similar to 

topic-indexing hashtags, Chiang Rai adolescents often used metacomment hashtags that 

were short and general more than metacomment hashtags that were specific and long. This 

might be because it was easier for them to use hashtags that were short. It might also be 

because they would like to reach an audience with whom they could share similar feelings 

within SNSs.  
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5.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the analysis of hashtags at the lexicogrammatical and pragmatic 

levels was discussed. At the lexicogrammatical level, Chiang Rai adolescents used 

hashtags to represent the patterns of experiences in their daily lives (such as physical and 

mental experiences as well as experiences with certain objects, events and things). 

Moreover, the adolescents also used hashtags to perform a more interpersonal function of 

construing relationships, for example, by expressing evaluative stances. However, the 

textual function of hashtags is different from the rest. The adolescents utilised the textual 

function, which was beyond the boundary marking but towards more experiential and 

interpersonal meaning-making.  

 

At the pragmatic level, hashtags could aggregate posts of Chiang Rai adolescents 

into a searchable set, which linked to a large-scale practice of social tagging. For example, 

topic-indexing hashtags could be used by the adolescents to reach specific groups of 

audiences through their shared interests in certain topics (e.g. #ManU, #IceAge5, #bmwi8). 

At the same time, metacomment hashtags could be used more interpersonally to connect 

the adolescents with their audiences who might feel the same way (e.g. #heartbroken, 

#sohappy, #exhausted). In this case, the uses of topic-indexing and metacomment hashtags 

could reflect not only the attributive or intertextual relationship between texts but also the 

social connections between users, which were shaped around shared interests and feelings. 

Therefore, hashtags could extend the adolescents’ possibilities to connect or bond with 

other users in SNSs.  
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This chapter focused on exploring Chiang Rai adolescents’ language practices, 

particularly their uses of hashtags and writing through the SFL framework. In the next 

empirical chapter (Chapter 6), I will look at the social and cultural aspects of Chiang Rai 

adolescents’ multimodal practices in SNSs through multimodality as an analytical 

framework (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996) and intertextuality (Bakhtin, 1981, 1986) as a 

theoretical framework. 
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CHAPTER-6. Multimodal Practices 

 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter will present the findings of Chiang Rai adolescents’ multimodal 

practices in SNSs that include not only the use of writing and hashtags but also the use of 

images, layout, colours, emojis, hypertexts and so on, as illustrated in the second circle of 

the diagram (see Figure 6.1). The discussion and interpretation of the findings in this 

chapter will seek to answer the second research question:  

 

 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents appropriating and reproducing 

multimodal texts?   

 

Figure 6.1 A diagram showing the analytical frameworks used in this study 
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As stated in the methodological chapter (Chapter 4), I used multimodality as an 

analytical framework (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996) and intertextuality (Bakhtin, 1981, 

1986) as a theoretical framework to explore not only the functions and meanings of modes 

used by Chiang Rai adolescents but also the social and cultural aspects of it. I drew upon 

intertextuality to understand how the adolescents materialised modes (including languages) 

to respond to a range of identities, discourses and relationships in SNSs. On the other hand, 

I drew upon multimodality to provide a systematic account of various modes used by the 

adolescents. For example, drawing on Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), the notions of 

concept and narrative were applied to understand the images used. Further, the notions of 

shade differentiation, saturation and nuances were also applied to understand the colours 

used (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2002). 

 

Within the frame of intertextuaity, I applied the four intertextual strategies to 

analyse the processes of Chiang Rai adolescents’ text-making practices, which include 

Bakhtin’s (1984) concepts of (1) repetition (or direct quotation), (2) adoption, (3) 

stylisation and Kamberelis and Scott’s (1992) concept of (4) idealisation. As will be 

illustrated in this chapter, Chiang Rai adolescents used the four strategies to both align 

themselves with certain discourses; for example, by repeating and adopting particular texts 

as well as expressing certain degrees of distance by stylising and idealising texts (Bakhtin, 

1984). Therefore, this chapter will be divided into four main parts based on the four 

intertextual strategies. Through these strategies, the interrelationships between the social 

and cultural aspects such as discourses, values and social positioning of the adolescents 

and their texts will be foregrounded in various ways. I will draw on the data evidenced in 
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this study that show both distinctive and common intertextual features of texts. 

 

6.1 Repetition – Repeating/reusing multimodal texts as if they were one’s own  

The most common intertextual type of texts used by Chiang Rai adolescents is 

repeating. I used the term repeating instead of indirect or direct quoting proposed by 

Bakhtin (1986) because the term was more appropriate in the context of my study. 

Repeating is when adolescents reuse or copy texts of others and paste them in their own 

contexts as if they were their own. For example, they reuse other people’s texts or quote 

what others have written or said. Kamberelis and Scott (1992) claim that this type of 

intertextuality (direct quoting or repeating) is the most straightforward and uncomplicated 

in the sense that the speaker or writer directly reuses someone else’s texts because they 

find it essential for their meaning-making.  

 

 The following subsections will illustrate the multimodal data that has been 

purposefully selected to evidence and highlight the intertextual strategy of repetition. 

Specifically, Subsection 1 will examine how the adolescents utilised the ‘sharing’ and 

‘retweeting’ buttons enabled by Facebook and Twitter. Subsection 2 will explore how they 

repeated the use of trending hashtags on Facebook and Twitter.  

 

Reposting and Retweeting  

The function of ‘sharing’ on Facebook and ‘retweeting’ on Twitter allows 

adolescents to repeat or reuse texts shared by other users through the simple click of a 

button. The texts that are reused on Facebook are labelled as ‘Shared’, and the texts that 
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are reused on Twitter are labelled as ‘Retweeted’. In this study, the adolescents shared or 

retweeted other people’s texts in two different ways. One way was to add their comments 

to the original posts (see example in Figure 6.1). Another way was to leave the original 

posts the way they were (not modifying anything) (see example in Figure 6.3).  

 

Figure 6.1 Modified post (by adding commentary) 

   

 

As seen in the example above, the adolescent Ser Steve-Job added his own 

comments to the original post (see the green box). The post was about the upcoming 

football match between SCG Muangthong United and Buriram United. It was initially 

created on the SCG Muangthong United fan page. However, Ser Steve-Job reposted it on 

his own Facebook page. Rather than preserving the post in its original form, he added his 

own comments, “I want to go. I want to cheer. #wannagooo 

#SCGMUANGTHONGUNITED” (translated from Thai to English). As seen here, he 

provided statements, “I want to go. I want to cheer.” He also engaged in the word 

lengthening “#wannagooo”. The extra letters “gooo” could perform an interpersonal 
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function since it might make Ser Steve-Job sound friendlier. It might also make his 

audience understand better his desire of going to the football match. In fact, the audience 

might be able relate to Ser Steve-Job’s desire and feeling because they were also fans of 

the football club. For example, other fans who also reshared this post on Facebook 

commented “Muangthong all my heart” and tagged #Muangthongfightingggg (see Figure 

6.2).  

 

Ser Steve-Job also tagged the hashtag #SCGMUANGTHONGUNITED, which 

performed the experiential function and the intertextual function. Like what I discussed in 

Chapter 5, the intertextual function reflects not only the relationship between texts but also 

the connections between users, which were shaped around the shared interest. In this case, 

Ser Steve-Job might be able to expand his reach to other fans and construct certain bonds 

or connections with them. He might also be developing a sense of belonging to the 

community of SCG Muangthong United fans by modifying his post. 

 

Figure 6.2 Other modified posts 
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The adolescents also preserved posts and tweets in their original form. This means 

that the posts and tweets were initially created on other pages. However, the adolescents 

reshared them on their SNS pages through the simple click of a button without modifying 

anything. The preserved posts and tweets collected in this study often involved things that 

were humorous and things that the adolescents were interested in, such as food, travelling 

and quotes.  

 

As seen in Figure 6.3, the posts were reshared on the adolescents’ pages without 

any modification. The first and second posts were reshared to express a humorous tone. 

They could use these humorous posts of others to make their audiences more engaged. 

However, the third and fourth posts were reshared on the adolescents’ pages to broadcast 

about makeup products and specific places to visit. In this case, the adolescents could use 

these posts of others to broadcast something that might be interesting to others. They could 

also use them to show their interests towards something, which might be similar to the 

audiences’ interests. 

 

 Lastly, the fifth and sixth posts were written quotations. For example, the fifth post 

shows – “Believe me, loneliness is not bad compared to how you have to consistently lose 

someone” (translated from Thai to English). By resharing this post, the adolescent not only 

showed the particular quote but also revealed to the audience her stance about love and 

loneliness.  
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Figure 6.3 Non-modified posts  

Non-modified posts that 

contain a humorous tone 

 (1) 

 (2) 
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Non-modified posts that 

relate to certain things 

(e.g. food, travelling, 

Kpop, movies) 

(3) 

 (4) 
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Non-modified posts that 

contain quotes 

  (5) 

“Believe me, loneliness is not bad compared to how you have 

to consistently lose someone” (translated from Thai to 

English). 

  (6) 

“Number one rule is to be happy and stop comparing yourself 

to others” (translated from Thai to English). 
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Reusing Trending Hashtags 

Trending hashtags in SNSs are popular hashtags that many people are using at the 

time, which have surged in popularity. As mentioned in the previous chapter, hashtags can 

aggregate posts into a searchable set that can be linked to other posts (or texts). Hashtags 

can “have the intertextual potential to link a broad range of tweets [or posts] on a given 

topic or disparate topics as part of an intertextual chain, regardless of whether, from a given 

perspective, these tweets [or posts] have anything to do with one another” (Bonilla & Rosa, 

2014, p. 5–6). Some hashtags, in this sense, can be popular when many people use them. 

Trending hashtags can involve such topics as politics, world issues, entertainment, 

everyday matters and so on. According to Thailand Trends (https://trends24.in/thailand/), 

examples of trending hashtags used in this study are shown below:  

 

- #LongLiveTheKing 

- #ตลาดนัดWannaone (#marketWANNAONE) 

- #2017MMA 

- #peckpalit 

- #InFamilyWeTrust 

- #Bupasaniwas 

 

The first hashtag, #LongLiveTheKing, was trending in the Thai social network. 

This hashtag was trending when the news of King Rama 9th’s death was announced in 

October 2016. Adolescents such as Siraprapha, Inpastel and Ya Yee repeated the use of 

this trending hashtag in their posts (see examples in Figure 6.4). The repetition of this 
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trending hashtag shows how the adolescents participated in a large scale of social tagging. 

First, the use of this trending hashtag could allow the adolescents to connect with other 

Thais through search. Second, by repeated the use of this trending hashtag, the adolescents 

also reproduced the particular discourse and represented themselves as insiders of the Thai 

community. 

 

Figure 6.4 Trending hashtag #LongLiveTheKing used by adolescent participants 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, the hashtag #marketWANNAONE was also trending in the Kpop 

community. This hashtag has been used by many Kpop fans and those who sell Kpop 

products online (see Figure 6.5). In this study, the adolescent Inpastel consistently used 

this particular hashtag #marketWANNAONE in many of her tweets (see examples in 

Figure 6.6). As mentioned previously, Inpastel uses her Twitter account to sell Kpop 
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products and interact with other Kpop fans online. As she repeated the use of this hashtag 

(#marketWANNAONE) in her tweets, she could reach a specific group of audience. First, 

she could reach people who are interested in Kpop and WANNAONE products. These 

people might, in turn, become Inpastel’s customers. Second, she could show her identity 

as an online seller and her belonging to the Kpop community. 

 

Figure 6.5 Trending hashtag #ตลาดWANNAONE (#marketWANNAONE) used by 

others in Twitter 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Inpastel’s uses of #marketWANNAONE 
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6.2 Adoption – Reproducing multimodal texts in one’s own ways  

In this study, Chiang Rai adolescents also adopted other people’s texts and 

reproduced them in their own ways. They adopted and reproduced texts to represent an 

alignment with the original texts. As Kamberelis and Scott (1992) suggest, “Adoption 

represents a near-complete merging of two voices, that of the borrower and that of the 

source from which the voice is borrowed” (p. 371). Kamberelis and Scott provide examples 

to support their claim, including the use of regional dialects and fraternity or sorority 

speech. Members of such groups take on the ways of speaking common to the collective 

as if those ways were natural and normal (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992). In this case, they not 

only adopt those ways of speaking, but they also reproduce them in their own contexts.  

 

Therefore, in Part 2, examples will further illustrate the adolescents’ intertextual 

practices of adoption. It is important to point out that what adolescents are doing is not a 

mere form of ‘copy and paste’ but a more extensive process of appropriating and remaking 

multimodal texts to fit their own contexts and purposes of meaning-making in SNSs. Part 

2 will be divided into three subsections. Subsection 1 will focus on the adoption of the 

social Kpop language in Inpastel’s own context. Subsection 2 will look at how the adoption 

of specific colours supports a sense of empathy. Lastly, Subsection 3 will explore how the 

adoption of specific aesthetics and styles helps promote the enactment of entrepreneurship. 
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Adopting the social Kpop language 

 As mentioned earlier, Inpastel used her Twitter page to engage with audiences with 

whom she shared interests in Kpop. In her Twitter profile description (see Figure 6.7), she 

used certain language associated with Kpop. In Chapter 3, I have already discussed her 

Twitter profile description; however, in this section, I focus more on the Kpop social 

language adopted by Inpastel.  

 

Figure 6.7 Kpop language used by Inpastel 

 

Translated from Thai to English 

 พรีสินคา้ (pre-order products) บา้นแฟนไซต ์(Fansite house), อลับัBม (album), ออฟฟิเชียล 

(official) | <3 tyjmjhth | อพัเดทที9 (update at) #inpastel_pre | รีวิวที9 (review at) 

#reviewforinpastel | #TaeTaedoll | ขายไปหวีดไปจ่ะแม่ sell it and weeed it ja mum 

 

 Inpastel used two main languages – Thai and English. However, some of the words 

and initial that she used were not entirely Thai or English. They were specifically used to 

communicate within the Kpop community. These words and initial include บา้นแฟนไซต ์(fan 

site house), อลับั8ม (album), ออฟฟิเชียล (official), tyjmjhth and หวดีไปจ่ะแม่ (weeeed it ja mum). For 

example, (1) the Thai word “บา้นแฟนไซต”์ (or fan site house) means a fan page or fan site that 
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is created to support favourite Kpop idols or singers; (2) the word “อลับั8ม” (or album) means 

Kpop music album; (3) the word “ออฟฟิเชียล” (official) means products that are officially 

produced by Kpop music record companies; (4) the initial “tyjmjhth” represents a shorter 

version of Kpop idols’ names and (5) the phrase “หวดีไปจ่ะแม่” (weeed it ja mum) represents 

the sound of cheering (~weeed), which is meshed with the Thai phrase “ja mum” to express 

the closeness in a relationship with someone in a Thai way. Together, the phrase is used to 

ask the audience in a friendly way to support Inpastel’s favourite Kpop idols.  

 

 In fact, these words, initial and phrase have been commonly used by insiders of the 

Kpop community in SNSs (see examples in Table 6.8). People who fell outside of this 

community might find this kind of language use very unfamiliar. 

 

Figure 6.8 Examples of the Kpop words used by insiders of the Kpop community 

Kpop words Examples showing how people use it in SNS 

 บ้านแฟนไซต ์ (baan 

fan site) 
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ออฟิเชียล (official) 

 

อัลบัม (album) 

 

Initials 
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หวีด (weeeed) 

 

 

 

 As evident in Inpastel’s language use, she might have presupposed that her 

audience was familiar with the Kpop community and its language use. This could be 

confirmed by the list of her followers, who were mostly fans of Kpop (see Figure 6.9). 

Most of her followers were using pictures of their favourite Kpop idols as their profile 

pictures. On the one hand, Inpastel purposely adopted the particular language use (i.e. the 

use of words, initial and phrase) to address the particular audience (Kpop fans). On the 

other hand, she adopted this language use because she wanted to represent herself as an 

insider of the Kpop community since she was a seller of Kpop products. Ivanic (2004) 

argues that people’s semiotic choice for social communication is closely tied to their 

membership in a community of people sharing certain ways of thinking, valuing, 

interacting and being. Therefore, through adopting a particular language use, Inpastel could 

participate in the context-specific discourse, which allowed her to develop a sense of 

belonging to the Kpop community and to negotiate a relationship with the specific 

audience. 

 

Figure 6.9 The list of Inpastel’s followers 
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Adopting certain colours to promote a sense of empathy 

Many Thai people, including the adolescent Siraprapha, used a specific image that 

features a pink background, written words and a yellow heart to show respect and love to 

King Rama 9th (see Figures 6.10 and 6.11). On 13 October 2016, King Rama 9th, who was 

the world’s longest-reigning monarch, passed away. An outpouring of grief took over 

many Thai people who expressed their grief in SNSs. For example, they changed their 

profile pictures to black and white images that simply stated: “In Remembrance of His 

Majesty, King Bhumibol Adulyadej”. Moreover, hashtags such as #LongLiveTheKing and 

#welovetheking quickly trended on Thai social media, and an image that features shades 

of pink and yellow (the King’s colours) was passed on from users to users in SNSs like the 

ones shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. 

 

Figure 6.10 Siraprapha’s image that features the King’s colours 
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Figure 6.11 Multiple images that feature the King’s colours 

 

 

In this study, like many other Thais, Siraprapha used pink and yellow to represent 

her love towards King Rama 9th. She shared an image that features a pink background, 
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written words and a yellow heart on her Facebook page (see Figure 6.10). The image shows 

the words, “Bell (Siraprapha’s nickname) hearts (loves) Nailuang (the King)”. The heart 

was highlighted in yellow, while the background was filled with pink. Pink and yellow are 

the colours of King Rama 9th. Yellow represents the King’s long reign as monarch, while 

pink represents the King’s good health. Yellow and pink colours have been used by many 

Thai people to show respect to the monarchy and to King Rama 9th. For example, Thai 

people like to wear pink and yellow shirts in their daily lives to represent their love towards 

the King (see Figure 6.12). 

 

Figure 6.12 Thai people wearing yellow and pink shirts in daily life 

 

 

By using an image that features King Rama 9th’s colours on the day that he passed 

away, Siraprapha was able to mark her identity as a Thai. Siraprapha was also able to show 

how she became a part of the mass empathy towards King Rama 9th’s death. As she became 

a part of this mass empathy, her audience could perceive her as a more engaged Thai 

citizen. In this way, she could negotiate and construct a more intimate tone to her audience, 

who were also Thai and who were also emphathising on this particular day.  
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Adopting certain textual styles to advertise products 

 Certain textual styles can make the characteristics (e.g. minimalist, professional) 

visible and can “reveal a set of identity features projected by the texts onto its author and 

addressed the audience” (Adami, 2015, p. 45). Kress (2010) defines styles as the “politics 

of choice”. Different styles are regularly distributed among different social contexts. For 

example, people choose to use the academic writing style in an academic context, while 

they choose to use a more casual writing style in social media. In this sense, the use of 

specific styles can mark someone’s belonging to particular communities (Adami, 2015).  

 

 In this study, the adolescent Inpastel liked to pay attention to the different styles 

used in her visual texts. For example, she liked to make her images look visually appealing 

to her audience (see Figure 6.13). 

 

Figure 6.13 Inpastel’s tweet that follows advertising conventions  
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As seen in Figure 6.13, Inpastel’s tweet contains a specific style of layout and 

product images. First, the layout was designed to present her product images, which 

included a photo book, acrylic stands, garlands, a tote, stickers and phone cases. These 

product images were placed in the middle of the frames, while the prices were placed in 

the top right corner of each frame. According to Kress and van Leeuwen (1996), viewers 

tend to take a glance at the centre before looking around for further detail. In this layout, 

Inpastel also placed the product images on a white background, which made these product 

images look visually clean and stand out.  

 

The particular style that Inpastel adopted in her layout and product images 

represents both professional and commercial discourses. For example, companies such as 

Costco, Walmart and B&Q have implemented these specific styles of layout (e.g. using 

grids and a white background) and product images (i.e. professional images) in their 

magazines and brochures (see Figure 6.14). According to Bakhtin (1984), when speakers 

or writers reproduce texts (or voices in Bakhtin’s term), whether by appropriating or 

remaking them, these texts bring with them a generic style or taste of their previous use, 

which have an association with a particular discourse. In Inpastel’s case, the specific styles 

that she appropriated and reproduced in her tweet are similar to those used by other 

commercial companies. Therefore, as Inpastel engaged with the particular ways of 

reproducing these styles, she was learning to belong and become concious of her 

positioning to the business and professional communities.  

 

Figure 6.14 Companies using professional product images, grids and a white 
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background 

 

 

 

6.3 Stylisation – Reproducing texts with a slight change of style 

The third type of intertextuality that is focused on in this study is stylisation. 

Adolescents in this study reproduced texts of others as if they were their own but with “a 

slight shadow of objectification” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 189). According to Bakhtin, stylisation 

is conveyed through some kind of stylistic change to the original text or voice. Stylisation 

reflects a complex process where a person appropriates and redesigns text to signal his or 

her own voice, which can either be aligned or opposed to the original voice (Maybin, 2008). 

In this way, the voice or text that is being appropriated and redesigned can represent an 
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author’s identity and social positioning.  

 

In Part 3, I will examine how Chiang Rai adolescents stylised texts in SNSs to 

negotiate and represent their identities, values and/or social positioning. Part 3 will be 

divided into three subsections. Subsection 1 will investigate a specific trend on Instagram 

(posting feet pictures) that the adolescent Ya Yee followed. Subsection 2 will explore the 

sad and grieving tone appropriated and stylised in Ya Yee’s post to signal her own identity. 

Lastly, Subsection 3 will analyse how Inpastel stylised texts for branding purposes. This 

section will be different from what I discussed above regarding Inpastel’s adoption of 

specific styles. This section will look specifically at the feminine styles that were 

redesigned by Inpastel.  

 

Reproducing feet pictures  

There are certain trends that people in social media like to follow. Posting feet 

pictures on Instagram is one of them. If you search for hashtags such as #myfeet and 

#footphotography on Instagram, it will bring up thousands of people taking pictures of their 

feet (see examples in Figure 6.15). According to Kircher (2015), this trend of posting a feet 

picture has existed since the creator of Instagram posted his first picture in 2010, which 

featured a dog and his feet. This trend has grown steadily since his first picture was shared. 

While some people consider that the sharing of feet pictures is an art form, some consider 

it to be a representation of self to the public because feet pictures can reveal certain 

identities. Instances below (see Figure 6.15) imply that those Instagrammers are travellers. 
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Figure 6.15 Examples of feet pictures 
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In this study, the adolescent Ya Yee followed the trend of sharing feet pictures on 

Instagram. She shared several pictures that featured her feet, as seen in the examples in 

Figures 6.16 and 6.17. In Figure 6.16, the focus is on the book that Ya Yee was holding 

and the casual outfit that she was wearing. Her feet, in Converse shoes, were actually 

blurred in the background. Although Ya Yee reproduced this trend of sharing a feet picture, 

she did not focus on the feet themselves; instead, she focused on her own style. For 

example, we might assume that she likes to wear a casual style of outfit and she likes to 

read a book. Nonetheless, in Figure 6.17, the focus is on Ya Yee’s feet and another person’s 

feet. Both of them were wearing a pair of Converse shoes. They were also wearing the 

same dark green pants. It appears that they were wearing a matching style of outfits. Here, 

we might assume that Ya Yee was fashionable and wanted her audience to focus on her 

sense of fashion or style of the outfits. 

 

Figure 6.16 Ya Yee’s feet picture 
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Figure 6.17 Ya Yee’s feet picture 

 

 

By analysing the two feet pictures, it is important to point out how Ya Yee 

decreased the saturation of the pictures’ tone, which turned it into a shade of grey (Kress 

& van Leeuwen, 2006). This kind of tone has been popular among bloggers because it can 
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make the pictures convey more lavish and cool aesthetics (taste and style) (see Figure 6.18). 

Ya Yee could be reproducing these lavish and cool aesthetics in her pictures like other 

bloggers. She could also be representing who she was as a person through her pictures. In 

this case, we might assume that she was being cool and fashionable. We might also assume 

that she might want to become a blogger herself. She might be learning the distinctive ways 

to make texts that helped her respond to a particular blogging community.  

 

Figure 6.18 Pictures containing a lavish aesthetic 

  

 

Joining the wave of empathy through one’s own style 

As mentioned earlier, on the day that King Rama 9th passed away, many Thai people 

took over social media to mourn his death and express their grief online. For example, they 

changed their profile pictures to the late King’s colours (pink and yellow). Online sites 

(e.g. Google Thailand) and news outlets (e.g. The Bangkok Post and The Nation) also 

turned black and white (see Figure 6.19). The hashtag #LongLiveTheKing quickly trended 

on Thai social media, with posts of old pictures of the late King, hand-drawn pictures and 
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words of grief surfacing. There were also statements that Thai people wrote in their posts. 

For example, they wrote, “We aren’t the best country in the world, but we were the country 

with the best King in the world” and “I was born in the reign of King Rama 9th of 

Thailand”). As described here, there were many forms of texts that people used in SNSs to 

react to the late King’s death as well as to join the wave of empathy.  

 

Figure 6.19 Social media colours were reduced to black and white when the news of 

King Rama 9th’s death struck 

  

 

 

In this study, the adolescent Ya Yee also joined the wave of empathy by sharing 

her portrait painting on Facebook (see Figure 6.20). At first glance, Ya Yee’s portrait 

painting might be hard to understand for some people who were not familiar with the Thai 

context. However, her audience might try to look for signs available to them, such as the 

date of posting generated by Facebook. For example, the date of posting generated shows 

13 October 2016, which is the day that King Rama 9th passed away. Around this period of 
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time, stories about King Rama 9th received massive media coverage both locally and 

internationally. The date of posting could allow Ya Yee’s audience to understand the 

meaning behind the post.  

 

Figure 6.20 Ya Yee’s portrait painting on Facebook 

 

 

As seen above, the focus of Ya Yee’s painting could be on the feeling towards the 

late King’s death. The painting portrays how the painter (Ya Yee) looks and, particularly, 

how the painter was reacting to the late King’s death. People who do not know Ya Yee in 

person might find it hard to recognise that the portrait is Ya Yee herself; however, they 

might be able to recognise the mood and tone depicted in this painting. The mood and tone 

depicted here are very important. Ya Yee filled in more than 50% of the frame with black 

colour. Black in Thai culture represents a sign of mourning. Also, Ya Yee placed attention 

to the facial expressions in her painting, which express the signs of grief and sadness: her 

lip corners are pulling downward, her eyebrows are pulling upward, and her eyes are 

drooping (see Ekman, 1993).  
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The difference between Siraprapha’s case (discussed in Part 2 about the adoption 

of the King colours) and Ya Yee’s case is how Ya Yee had redesigned and stylised her 

texts to signal her own expression of grief and her own identity. While Ya Yee became part 

of this wave of empathy, she also negotiated her ‘personal sense’ (for example, by 

portraying how she looked and how she was feeling at the time). Maybin (2008) suggests 

that the ways in which people make some kind of stylistic change towards the reproduced 

voice to signal their own personal sense in relation to it are central both to their continuing 

socialisation and to their ongoing identification as individuals. In this case, Ya Yee might 

be learning the particular ways to redesign texts that helped her develop a sense of self on 

SNS. 

 

Reproducing aesthetics of the advertising imagery 

Visual elements play a big role in advertising. Many brands in this generation pay 

more attention to the visual aesthetics and less attention to the written content. According 

to marketing researchers (Negm & Tantawi, 2015), brands tend to use visual aesthetics to 

“…stimulate curiosity, establish a personality for a product, associate the product with 

certain symbols and lifestyles, and anchor the brand identity in the minds of the target 

audience” (p. 8). The aesthetic of advertising imagery must consider a series of principles 

of design regarding compositional elements such as the cohesion of the image, font and 

colour. For example, the brands Coca Cola and Goodyear have established a classic design 

aesthetic through the specific fonts and colours which are used to lift and highlight their 

brand names (see Figure 6.21). 
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Figure 6.21 Classic design aesthetic of the brands Coca Cola and Goodyear 

 

 

Similar to these brands, Inpastel also paid a lot of attention to the aesthetic of her 

advertising imagery. For example, the colours used in Inpastel’s adverts (see Figure 6.22) 

serve a cohesive function. The pastel shades of blue used in the background match with the 

shades of blue displayed in the product images and fonts. The combination of pastel blue 

colours here is also congruent with Inpastel’s brand identity (In-pastel). The pastel colours 

are considered soft colours. In advertising discourse, makeup brands such as Glossier have 

used pastel colours as their aesthetic to attract female customers. In this case, the 

combination of pastel blue colours used might reproduce a feminine sense. Inpastel might 

purposely use this combination of colours to target the specific group of audience, which 

was female customers. Therefore, the appropriate colour coherence and the colours used 

in Inpastel’s composition could enhance her brand identity and help her reach the target 

audience. We could see how Inpastel expanded her multimodal repertoire to engage in the 

business world. 

 

Figure 6.22 Inpastel’s visual elements that reproduce a feminine style  
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6.4 Idealisation – “Transforming discourses of possibility into discourses of the real” 

The last type of intertextuality that is focused on in this study is idealisation. 

According to Kamberelis and Scott (1992), speakers or writers transform the texts of others 

by recreating new texts. This process represents a complex layering of relationships 

between the original and new texts. Maybin (2012) claims that “speakers recreate dialogues 

(or texts) where opposing positions are played out against each other to explore new 

dilemmas” (p. 4). Her claim is similar to the notion of idealisation. However, I argue that 

speakers or writers do not always have to hold opposing positions in order to idealise the 

original texts. They can align themselves with those original texts and, at the same time, 

remake them in new ways to fit their own contexts, values and goals. In this sense, 

Kamberelis and Scott (1992) argue that the process of idealisation represents how people 

“transform discourses of possibility into discourses of the real” in order to change 

ideologies and social practices. 
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In Section 1 below, the focus will be on how Inpastel idealised texts and genres to 

achieve her entrepreneurial identity and business goals. 

 

Developing new kinds of meaning-making practices to augment business 

opportunities 

In this section, I will explore the specific texts idealised by Inpastel in business 

discourse, which include (1) the hypertext that links her post to the order form she 

personally created, (2) hashtags in different languages that link to multiple groups of 

audiences and (3) @ tags that link her post to her product suppliers. In this case, I will 

draw on one specific tweet of Inpastel that includes her use of these texts. These texts are 

shown in the red, blue and green boxes (see Figure 6.23). I will discuss in detail how 

Inpastel negotiated between business discourses, the affordances of texts and platform and 

Inpastel’s purposes and goals of meaning-making.  

 

Figure 6.23 Inpastel’s idealised texts 
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As seen in the blue box, Inpastel embedded a hypertext that links to a Google Docs 

form she created. Google Docs is free, web-based software that allows people to create, 

edit and share word documents and forms. In this case, Inpastel had to access another 

platform (the Google Docs application), create a Google Docs form, create a link and 

embed this link in her post. This link serves as a connection to the form she personally 

created to gain information from her potential customers (see Figure 6.24). For example, 

potential customers can fill out which product(s) they want to purchase, their name and 

address of delivery, their chosen method of payment, their chosen method of delivery, and 

their email address and phone number.  

 

Figure 6.24 Inpastel’s Google Docs form 
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When potential customers filled out the form, their information would be directly 

sent to Inpastel in Google Docs, which allowed her to deal with her customers’ orders 
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easier. Here, Inpastel utilised a pathway through which hypertext allowed her to gain the 

potential customers’ information directly on another platform. Inpastel would not be able 

to do so on Twitter since it does not have a function that allows its users to create a form. 

As a result, Inpastel negotiated between the affordances of the hypertext and of the 

platforms (Google Docs and Twitter) and her purpose of selling products online. In doing 

so, Inpastel could deal with her customers’ orders easier and close the sales faster. Her text-

making practices would allow her to achieve her business purposes and goals.  

 

Secondly, as seen in the red box, Inpastel wrote the name of the products for sale. 

She also attached the two @ tags, including “@man… & @fluffy…” at the end of the 

sentence. These two @ tags linked Inpastel’s potential customers to the two suppliers. 

Again, Inpastel utilised the hypertext function, which, in this case, performed an 

intertextual referencing. The @ tags contained information and references about Inpastel’s 

suppliers. These references were important because the potential customers could have 

knowledge about where the products were coming from. In this sense, Inpastel could 

establish trust with her audience, whom she already shared interests with regularly in Kpop 

and whom she might not have access via her usual online contacts. By engaging with the 

particular texts, she could establish trust with them. 

 

Lastly, the green box, as seen in Figure 6.23, shows the use of hashtags in two 

different languages, Thai and English: “#ตลาดนัดWannaone (#marketWANNAONE), 

#ตลาดนัดวอนนาวัน (#marketWANNAONE), #Kuanlin, #ควานลิน (#Kuanlin), #Jihoon 
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and #จีฮุน (#Jihoon). The interesting part of these Thai- and English-script hashtags is that 

when I searched for them, they returned posts composed in many languages (not only Thai 

and English but also Chinese and Arabic). The posts returned were all relevant to the topic 

of Kpop. This indicates that the hashtags used by Inpastel fell into the medium spectrum. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, medium-spectrum hashtags tend to be the most relevant, 

allowing users to reach others with whom they share interests. Therefore, through the use 

of the medium-spectrum hashtags, Inpastel was purposely widening her reach to not only 

local but also transnational audiences. Also, she was reaching the audience with whom she 

shared interests in Kpop. For Inpastel, the use of medium-spectrum hashtags has been 

consistent throughout her Twitter account, as seen in Figure 6.25. 

 

Figure 6.25 Inpastel’s use of medium-spectrum hashtags 

 

 

Inpastel’s texts shown above indicate how she negotiated between her linguistic 

and multimodal repertoires, business discourses and the affordances of texts and platforms. 

Inpastel seemed to have the business foundations in which she inhabited through her 

various language and literacy practices in Twitter. As discussed above, the use of hypertext 

would allow her to gain her potential customers’ information. The use of the medium-
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spectrum hashtags in multiple languages would allow her to widen her reach to both local 

and transnational audiences and the audiences with whom she shared interests. Finally, the 

tagging of suppliers would allow her to gain trust from her potential customers who might 

be just strangers on Twitter.  

 

Although Inpastel has the business foundations like many others, her language and 

literacy practices were idealised to represent her social, cultural, multimodal and linguistic 

repertoires, as well as her creativity and determination in doing business. This process of 

idealisation is not simple and smooth. According to Bakhtin (1984), there is always a gap 

between the authoritative discourses (for example, normalised practices in business, 

politics and academics) and discourses of possibility. However, this gap can be bridged, or 

in Bakhtin’s words, “the alien word is made one’s own” through the hard work and 

determination to overcome the struggle” (as cited in Kamberelis & Scott, 1992, p. 373).  

 

As we have witnessed in many of Inpastel’s cases throughout this chapter, she 

consistently negotiated between the normalised practices in business discourse and her 

repertoires, creativity and determination. It might be her history (or autobiographical self) 

that influenced this negotiation. Inpastel might have felt somewhat incapacitated in school 

or in Chiang Rai because of the lack of access to participate in business and professional 

discourses. For example, 90% of the population in Chiang Rai are farmers, including 

Inpastel’s parents. The types of posts that Inpastel made on SNSs are not common types of 

composition used to gain social and cultural capital in Chiang Rai. However, for Inpastel, 

it seems that she consciously made an effort to get past these constraints and continued to 
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invest her energy in engaging with various kinds of language and literacy practices on 

Twitter to achieve her business interests and goals. In her case, the social and cultural 

capital that she could gain from her language and literacy practices might help her to 

overcome the struggles she encountered in Chiang Rai. It might also augment her 

opportunities of becoming part of the professional and business communities. 

 

6.5 Conclusion  

In this chapter, I combined the theoretical framework of intertextuality with the 

analytical framework of multimodality to explore not only the functions and meanings of 

multimodal texts engaged by Chiang Rai adolescents but also the social and cultural aspects 

of it. Based on the findings shown above, Chiang Rai adolescents learned the particular 

ways of being in various discourse communities by reusing, adopting, stylising and 

idealising a variety of multimodal texts in SNSs. During the process of reusing, adopting, 

stylising and idealising, adolescents were not “just consumers of existing literacy texts, but 

[are] designers of meanings” (Kress, 2000, p. 158). As designers, they were becoming more 

conscious of their identities and social relationships with others within various discourse 

communities. They were also developing a sense of self as a particular kind of person 

within those communities.  

 

 In this chapter, I paid a lot of attention to the social and cultural aspects of Chiang 

Rai adolescents’ multimodal texts, as they were materialised through a range of discourses. 

In the next empirical chapter (Chapter 7), I will lift one more layer of analysis to focus 

more on how the adolescents’ language, multimodal and cultural practices came together 
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as combined literacy practices, or what I referred to as the linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices. The combined framework of SFL, multimodality and 

intertextuality will be drawn upon to explore these kinds of practices.  
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CHAPTER-7. Linguistic, Multimodal and Cultural Code-

Meshing Practices 

 

7.0 Introduction 

 This chapter will present the findings of Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs. As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 

3, I both draw on and expand beyond Canagarajah’s code-meshing to develop a new term 

– multimodal code-meshing. However, as this thesis has progressed, this new term is also 

not enough to capture what Chiang Rai adolescents are currently doing in SNSs. This is 

because, in SNSs, adolescents do not only combine languages (e.g. Thai, English and social 

language) and modes (e.g. images, emojis and colours) together, but they also rely on 

cultural resources (e.g. Kpop, business and Thai cultures) to make new and different kinds 

of meaning in SNSs.  

 

 Although the term multimodal code-meshing can be used to cover not only the 

meshing of modes but also the meshing of cultural and linguistic resources, this term can 

be misused in research. For example, there are cases where research on multimodal 

practices generally distinguish between written and spoken words, still and moving images, 

gestures and music as particular forms of representation and communication. In these 

research studies, the focus is often on modes used, which does not account for language 

practices (such as translingual and translanguaging practices) as part of meaning-making. 

Therefore, instead of referring to the adolescents’ meshing practices in SNSs as multimodal 
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code-meshing practices, I refer to them as linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-

meshing practices. I will explain these various terms in more detail below. 

 

 The third circle of the diagram has now changed from the multimodal code-

meshing practices to the linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices (see 

Figure 7.1). The discussion and interpretation of the findings in this chapter will seek to 

demonstrate these kinds of practices and to answer the third and fourth research questions: 

 

 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents meshing languages and modes together 

as well as drawing on cultural resources at the same time to make meaning?  

 

 In what ways are their linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practices being seen as meaningful literacy practices in SNSs? 

 

Figure 7.1 An updated diagram showing the analytical frameworks used in this study 
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 This chapter will lift one more layer of analysis to focus on the more complex nature 

of Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices 

through the theoretical frameworks of SFL and intertextuality and the analytical framework 

of multimodality. The first empirical chapter (Chapter 5) focused on analysing language 

practices of adolescents through SFL, while the second empirical chapter (Chapter 6) 

focused on analysing multimodal practices of adolescents through multimodality and 

intertextuality. In this last empirical chapter, I seek to explore how language, multimodal 

and cultural practices of adolescents are meshed and exist together in SNSs through SFL, 

multimodality and intertextuality. 

 

 This chapter will be divided into four main parts. It includes the way in which the 

adolescents (1) mesh heritage and social languages into one language, (2) mesh languages, 

hashtags and emojis in one sentence, (3) mesh languages, modes and cultural resources 

(e.g. textual styles and genres) in one post and (4) mesh languages, modes and cultural 

resources (e.g. textual styles and genres) in one profile. Nonetheless, before proceeding 

further to these four different parts, I will briefly explain the terminology of the different 

types of adolescents’ code-meshing practices evidenced in this study. 

 

7.1 Notes on Terminology  

Linguistic Code-Meshing Practices  

The term, code-meshing practices, has been introduced by Canagarajah (2011, 

2013b) and scholars who are interested in translingual and translanguaging practices. 
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Canagarajah argues that code-meshing practices accommodate the possibility of mixing 

languages and diverse symbol systems together (Canagarajah, 2013b). Code-meshing 

practices are different from code-switching practices because they represent a mixture of 

various languages and communicative modes rather than a shifting from one language to 

another. However, Canagarajah mainly uses the term code-meshing practices with the 

notion of translingual practices. In this case, researchers interested in the notions of 

translingual practices and translanguaging have mostly explored code-meshing practices 

by focusing on the language uses of bilinguals and multilinguals. For example, they tend 

to examine how the meshing of bilingual students’ heritage languages and English are 

meaningful to their learning in bilingual classrooms.  

 

The very limited research that focuses on code-meshing practices has detailed how 

people, not only bilinguals or multilinguals, extend their communication using a variety of 

communicative modes other than languages, as suggested by Canagarajah (2013b). 

Therefore, rather than using the term code-meshing practices developed by Canagarajah in 

this study, I use the term linguistic code-meshing practices to specifically refer to the 

meshing of linguistic resources such as native languages (e.g. Thai and English) and social 

languages (e.g. Kpop and professional languages). 

 

Multimodal Code-Meshing Practices 

As mentioned above, the majority of research has explored code-meshing practices 

from the translingual and translanguaging perspectives. Less is known about how people 

mesh other modes of communication together when they engage in their digital multimodal 
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compositions. In particular, people can easily access a variety of modes such as languages, 

images, GIFs, colours, sounds, emojis, hashtags and layouts in SNSs. Therefore, based on 

the context of this study, it is crucial for me to explore how Chiang Rai adolescents use 

and mesh a variety of modes, including languages, to understand the new and different 

kinds of meaning-making in SNSs. I call this practice of the adolescents - multimodal 

code-meshing practice. 

 

Linguistic, Multimodal and Cultural Code-Meshing Practice  

Nonetheless, as will be demonstrated below, Chiang Rai adolescents do not only 

mesh languages and modes together to make meaning in SNSs. They also draw on cultural 

resources (e.g. textual forms, styles and genres) available and existing in various SNS 

communities. In other words, adolescents form an understanding of a set of resources and 

norms of using them, which can encourage solidarity in certain SNS communities (for 

example, what textual forms or genres are typically followed by a specific SNS 

community) and certain cultural values they need to hold (for example, what identities or 

values do they need to hold). Therefore, to engage within these communities, Chiang Rai 

adolescents have to learn how to leverage and mesh the resources they bring (e.g. heritage 

languages and images of their own) with the resources available and existing there (e.g. 

particular textual forms and styles). In doing so, they can establish a common ground for 

communicating and belonging to certain communities. Therefore, I refer to this kind of 

meshing practice as the linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practice. 

 

7.2 Meshing heritage and social languages into one language 
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Local Kpop Community 

 The adolescent Inpastel combined her Thai heritage language with the Kpop 

language to communicate with her audience. As seen in Figure 7.2 below, the languages 

Inpastel used seem to be mainly Thai. However, she used and transferred several English 

words, including “slogan”, “messenger” and “tracking”, to the Thai abbreviations. These 

abbreviations include “สลก” (slogan), “มาส” (messenger), “แทรค” (tracking) and the word 

“เกา” (gao) in the second sentence, which stands for Gaolee in Thai (meaning Korea).  

 

Figure 7.2 Inpastel’s tweet 

 

 

Translated from Thai to English: 

สลก (slg - slogan) seungseung_sylv มาส (mes - messenger) แจง้แทรคมาแลว้เมื9อกีBนะคะ (has just 

recently announced track - tracking) ในที9สุด ;-; finally ;-; ถา้ของถึงบา้นเกาแลว้จะแจง้ใหท้ราบอีก

ครัB งค่า (If the products arrive at Gao house, I will provide updates again kaa)  

 

 In the local Thai Kpop community, people like to use abbreviated words to 

communicate with each other. These words do not follow Standard Thai or Standard 
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English. It follows the norms of speaking or writing in the Kpop community. For instance, 

insiders of the Kpop community who can speak Thai would be familiar with these 

abbreviations. They would understand what they mean: “slg – slogan” stands for a signage 

or banner that Kpop fans bring to a concert, “mes – messenger” stands for a delivery 

service, “track – tracking number” stands for a shipment tracking number and “gao” stands 

for Korea in Thai. 

 

 In addition, Inpastel also meshed the Thai article, “kaa”, into the second sentence. 

Kaa in the Thai language is a softening particle, which sets the tone of harmony or 

politeness in a sentence. For example, in English, people might tag the softeners onto the 

auxiliary verb (e.g. Would you mind if I asked you a question?). In Thai, the softening 

words, such as kaa, are more often tagged onto the end of a sentence to make a speaker or 

writer sound more polite to his or her audience (as shown in Inpastel’s case – “I will provide 

updates again kaa”). On the one hand, the use of this Thai particle could heighten the 

intimacy between Inpastel and her audience. On the other hand, it could represent Inpastel’s 

Thai heritage. Politeness is an important part of Thai culture. By meshing the particle kaa 

into the sentence, Inpastel could be demonstrating a polite and respectful Thai etiquette. 

  

 As seen in Inpastel’s tweet above, the written sentences look like they were 

composed of one single language. However, in these sentences, Inpastel meshed linguistic 

and cultural resources together. Inpastel’s linguistic and cultural code-meshing practices 

allowed her to negotiate a mixture of identities (e.g. Thai heritage and Kpop identity) and 

build relationships with audiences who were likely Thai and Kpop fans. 
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Transnational Kpop Community 

 In addition to the Thai audience, Inpastel also engaged with the transnational 

audience. Many of her tweets were composed in English (see Figure 7.3). As seen in the 

tweet below, Inpastel wrote some sentences entirely in English. However, if we look 

closely, she meshed Kpop language into it. 

 

Figure 7.3 Inpastel’s tweet 

 

 

 As seen in Figure 7.3, Inpastel wrote, “Eunwoo is the reason why I am here in this 

fandom then he became my bias…” In this case, the words fandom and bias are common 

English words. The word ‘fandom’ means the state of being a fan of someone or something; 

however, fandom in Kpop implies the state of being very supportive to a particular Kpop 

idol(s) or group(s). Kpop fans have to show their support, such as attending an idol’s 
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concerts or buy their products regularly (Harmonicar, 2016). On the other hand, the word 

‘bias’ is also a common English word that means being in favour of something or someone. 

However, bias in Kpop has its own situated meaning. It means a person who may have 

favouritism towards a specific Kpop idol(s) or group(s). In this case, the Kpop language 

used by Inpastel did not derive from just Korean but also from English.  

 

 Inpastel’s use of Kpop language depends on the specific context and norms 

negotiated by Kpop community members. For example, in the transnational Kpop 

community, Inpastel used the social language appropriated by the transnational Kpop 

insiders, while, in the local Kpop community (as discussed above), she used the social 

language appropriated by the Thai Kpop insiders. What is significant to point out here is 

that Inpastel was fluidly negotiating her linguistic and cultural code-meshing practices to 

engage with the different audiences and communities. The pattern of Inpastel’s linguistic 

and cultural code-meshing practices shows the dynamic appropriation. This dynamic 

appropriation allowed her to develop a sense of belonging to the local and transnational 

communities and become conscious of her social positioning within these communities. 

 

7.3 Meshing languages and other modes of communication (writing, emojis and 

hashtags) in one sentence 

 Meshing languages (e.g. Thai and English) and modes (e.g. writing, emoji and 

hashtag) in one sentence is a common practice of adolescents in this study. The examples 

below will demonstrate how the adolescents mesh languages and other modes of 

communication within multiple discourse communities. 
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Event Promoting 

 The adolescent Siraprapha shared a post on Facebook to help her friend promote an 

event on Songkran day (Songkran is the Thai New Year national holiday) (see Figure 7.4).  

 

Figure 7.4 Siraprapha’s Facebook post 

 

Translated from Thai to English (translated words are in brackets): 

มาเถอะ มาจอยกนัน   (comee come join us)   

#SongkranwithHo26th 

 

 In one sentence, she meshed the writing in Thai, the heart-eyes emoji and the 

hashtag in English. Based on the SFL framework, the writing in Thai “comee come join 

us”, and the heart-eyes emoji ( ) performs an interpersonal function. The writing in Thai 

performs an imperative function, which demands Siraprapha’s audience a service in a more 

intimate way (because of a word lengthening). In addition, the heart-eyes emoji functions 

flexibly inside the sentence to also allow Siraprapha to become more intimate with her 

audience.  
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 At the end of the sentence, Siraprapha attached the hashtag 

(#SongkranwithHo26th). This hashtag is in the high spectrum because it is very specific 

and unlikely to be searched by a broader audience since it requires them to have some 

background knowledge about the event. However, the use of this high-spectrum hashtag 

might be helpful for Siraprapha to reach the specific group of the audience whom she might 

already know in person (e.g. friends at her school). The hashtag might also allow this 

particular group of audience to find relevant information about the event because it would 

not be buried by irrelevant posts. For example, when clicking on #SongkranwithHo26th, it 

returned only two posts that contained specific information about the event (see Figure 

7.5). This hashtag, thus, performs an intertextual function as it contains pre-existing texts 

and information. 

 

Figure 7.5 Two posts containing a high-spectrum hashtag 
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 To promote an event in social media, Siraprapha engaged with linguistic and 

multimodal code-meshing practices by utilising the flexibility of both the hashtag and 

emoji that could work seamlessly inside the Thai written sentences. The linguistic and 

multimodal code-meshing practices allowed her to construct multidimensional meanings. 

The high-spectrum hashtag (#SongkranwithHo26th) construes an experiential meaning 

(indicating a topic) and allows Siraprapha’s audience to search for information. In this case, 

Siraprapha might be able to reach a specific group of audience whom she might already 

know in person. Moreover, the writing in Thai (“comeee come join us”) and the heart-eyes 

emoji ( ) construe an interpersonal meaning, building an intimate relationship with her 

audience.  

 

Thai nationalism 

 Similar to how Siraprapha promoted an event, Ya Yee also utilised the flexibility 

of both hashtags and emoji in her written sentence to show a sense of empathy towards the 

late King’s death. In Figure 7.6, Ya Yee wrote in Thai and used hashtags in both Thai and 

English, “นีร้องไหบ้นแทก็ซี9เลยอ่ะ (I cried in a taxi) กลัBนไม่อยูจ่ริงๆ (couldn’t hold it)  

#LongLiveTheKing #ขอเป็นขา้รองพระบาททุกชาติไป 

(#mayIbeyourhumbleservantinallmylives) #เรารักในหลวง (#welovetheking) #kingofking”.  

 

Figure 7.6 Ya Yee’s tweet 
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 Ya Yee began the sentence by stating what she was doing in a taxi. She then 

attached a crying emoji and tagged several hashtags relating to the passing of King Rama 

9th. In this case, we might not understand the context of the post until we saw the hashtags 

that Ya Yee tagged at the end. Based on the SFL framework, the hashtags were used to 

perform an experiential function, indicating the topic of the post, which was about King 

Rama 9th. The writing in Thai also describes the process of what Ya Yee was doing (crying) 

and the circumstance she was in (in a taxi). Nonetheless, the emoji ( ) was used to 

function differently than the rest of the texts. It was used to construe a more interpersonal 

meaning – expressing a sad feeling to her audience. In this case, Ya Yee’s linguistic and 

multimodal code-meshing practices allowed her to create and convey both experiential and 

interpersonal meanings to her audience. 

 

 Moreover, the hashtags were composed in both Thai and English. While the writing 

and hashtags composed in Thai were accessible to the Thai audience, the hashtags 

composed in English and the crying emoji could be accessible to the transnational 

audience. In this sense, the transnational audience might not be able to understand what Ya 

Yee wrote in Thai, but they might be able to infer what her post was about. This is because 

the English-script hashtags #LongLiveTheKing and #kingofking indicated the topic of the 

post, and the crying emoji represented Ya Yee’s sadness. Moreover, these English-script 
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hashtags might also allow the transnational audience who might be interested to know more 

about the late King’s death to find Ya Yee’s post. Therefore, the linguistic and multimodal 

code-meshing practices allowed Ya Yee to make meanings more accessible to different 

audiences. 

 

7.4 Meshing everything in one post 

 Adolescents in this study also meshed multiple linguistic, multimodal and cultural 

resources together in one post to create meaning for specific purposes and audiences. 

Below, I will discuss how their linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices 

were negotiated in the business discourse community. 

 

Business 

Figure 7.7 Oilly’s Facebook post 

 

Translated from Thai to English: 

Anyone who has a dog and goes home on a holiday ka? If you aren’t able to take care of 
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your dog on a holiday  

I can take care of your dogs for you ka…  I can take care of only small breed dogs  

 Only small breed dogs 

 You don’t have to worry about them ka because I also have a Chihuahua dog 

 The service costs 40 baht (1.30 USD) a day if you bring dog food, but in case you 

don’t have it, I charge 60 baht (1.90 USD) naka.  

 

As seen in Figure 7.7, the adolescent named Oilly was trying to advertise her dog 

caring services on Facebook. She utilised the Thai language and multiple modes of 

communication to create this advertisement. First, as seen in her image caption, Oilly began 

by addressing her audience through the use of question-and-answer type of texts. She 

wrote, “Anyone who has a dog and goes home on a holiday ka? If you aren’t able to take 

care of your dog on holiday, I can take care of it for you ka…” Here, Oilly started by 

directing a question to her audience and then answered it by herself. She occupied the two 

discourse roles of question-asker and question-answerer. It can be assumed that Oilly 

wanted to create a shared perspective between herself and the audience (for example, a 

perspective of going on a holiday without worrying about your dog). Moreover, at the end 

of the sentences, Oilly tagged the Thai softening words ‘ka’ and ‘naka’. Similar to 

Inpastel’s case discussed above, these softening words could set the tone of politeness in a 

sentence. The use of these softening words could heighten the relationship between Oilly 

and her audience and help her express the Thai cultural etiquette.  
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Moreover, in front of the written sentences, Oilly used another mode for meaning-

making. She used emojis because they could work seamlessly anywhere inside the 

sentences. In this case, she placed them in front or at the prefix location to provide the 

experiential context of the sentences. For example, the checked-mark emoji ( ) might 

signal which dog caring services Oilly was offering; the caution sign emoji ( ) might 

signal the importance of the information; and the dog emoji ( ) might indicate something 

about her dog caring services. In addition to placing emojis at the prefix location, Oilly 

also placed hashtags at the suffix location (e.g. “If you aren’t able to take care of your dog 

on holiday ”, “I can take care of only small breed dogs ka ”). The crying emoji ( ) 

served a more interpersonal function, which could illustrate how Oilly felt sad for the 

people who were not able to take care of their dogs when they were on holiday.  The two 

hearts emoji ( ) also served an interpersonal function, illustrated her love towards small 

breed dogs.  

 

Oilly purposely organised emojis within the sentences. She placed the experiential-

oriented emojis at the prefix location to provide her audience with the experiential context. 

On the other hand, she placed the interpersonal-oriented emojis at the suffix location to 

convey her attitudes and feelings. These interpersonal-oriented emojis might help create 

personal connections between Oilly and her audience, which could convert them into 

buying customers. 

 

 In addition to the image caption, Oilly also designed and shared a picture of her dog 

and dog products. This picture seems to not deploy the modality of professional product 
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photography, as it might be taken by using just a phone. However, this picture conveys a 

certain meaning about Oilly’s dog care services. By showing this picture of her dog and 

dog products, it could build a customer’s perspective on Oilly’s first-hand experiences of 

dog caring. According to MacDonald (2021), one of the advertising strategies is to make 

customers believe in the products and services you are offering by showing them your first-

hand experiences (for example, you use the products you sell). In this sense, Oilly might 

have appropriated this advertising strategy and converted it into her multimodal design to 

negotiate her role of doing business.  

 

 All together, in one post, Oilly meshed the writing in Thai, softening words in Thai, 

experiential-oriented and interpersonal-oriented emojis and the picture that shows her first-

hand experiences of dog caring. This post shows how Oilly engaged with the linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices. In other words, it shows how she 

negotiated between her linguistic and multimodal repertoires and business discourses to 

create business opportunities. As a result of Oilly’s practices, she was able to convey 

multidimensional meanings and participate in the business discourse community. It is 

important to note here that the business discourse functions associated with her linguistic 

and multimodal repertoires extended beyond her texts. 

 

 Just like Oilly, Inpastel also engaged in the business discourse community. As 

mentioned throughout this thesis, Inpastel used her Twitter account to advertise and sell 

Kpop products to customers as well as to interact with Kpop fans online. The tweet, as seen 

in Figure 7.8 below, looks like one of the many tweets that Inpastel shared on Twitter. In 
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this tweet, she used and meshed multiple linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources 

together. 

 

Figure 7.8 Inpastel’s tweet 

 

 

Translated from Thai and Korean to English (translated words are in brackets): 

RE: MEET’ 2019 SEASON’S GREETING by @RE_... 

670B / 850B / 1990B จ่ายรอบเดียวน้า (pay one time) 

Slogan 420B จ่ายแยกได้ (can buy separately) 

สั่ง (Order) 30/10 

 google.gl.form 
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#ตลาดนัดWANNAONE (#marketWANNONE) #ONGSEONGWU #옹성우 

(#ONGSEONGWU) #องซองอ ู(#ONGSEONGWU) 

 

 As seen in Figure 7.8, emojis were used in front of every sentence to perform two 

functions: experiential and textual functions. This is similar to Oilly’s case. Each of the 

emojis that was placed at the prefix location provides the experiential context. For example, 

the Thai flag emoji ( ) might indicate that the product (e.g. season’s greeting) was 

manufactured in Thailand, the calendar emoji ( ) might indicate the date of the order, and 

the mail emoji ( ) might indicate the contact information to urge interested customers to 

click on the link next to it. However, the use of the flower ( ) and leaf ( ) emojis were 

harder to interpret in this case.  

 

 The emojis were used together with (1) the product descriptions in English (i.e. 

“Meet 2019 season’s greeting” and “slogan”), (2) the conditions for buying in Thai (i.e. 

“pay one time” and “can buy separately”), (3) the numbers (which indicate the prices and 

date of the order) and (4) the hyperlinks (which contain the link to the order form and the 

supplier’s page). What is interesting to point out here is that the product descriptions were 

written in English (Slogan and Season’s Greeting), while the conditions for buying were 

written in Thai (e.g. ซื้อแยกได ้– you can buy each set separately). This shows how Inpastel 

could make compositional decisions based on how she might reach both local and 

transnational audiences. For example, the product descriptions were written in English so 
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that the transnational audience would also be able to understand what she was selling. The 

product description might be considered a critical piece of information.  

 

 However, the slogan and season’s greeting are unique products because only Kpop 

fans or people who are familiar with Kpop would know what they are. A season’s greeting 

is an annual package sold by Kpop record companies consisting of year planners and 

calendars, while a slogan is either a thin towel or banner with a slogan on it, which is often 

used at a concert or event (Harmonicar, 2016). These product terms derived from and 

reproduced within the Kpop community. Inpastel adopted and meshed these terms with 

other resources in the tweet because she wanted to represent herself as a Kpop insider. She 

purposely did it in a way that signalled her identity, which also allowed her to build a 

specific relationship with her audience. For example, her audience could be potential 

customers who were also Kpop fans.  

 

Figure 7.9 Inpastel’s Google Doc form 
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 In addition, Inpastel utilised and meshed the hyperlinks in her composition. The 

first product description was meshed with the @ link (@RE-…). This @ link performs an 

intertextual reference in the sense that it contains pre-existing text and information about 

Inpastel’s supplier. Inpastel explicitly attached this @ link in the first sentence as a 

reference to show her audience the source of her products. However, in the last sentence, 

Inpastel attached another link to a Google Doc form to perform another function. This 

Google Doc link was personally created and then meshed in the tweet to overcome the 

constraint on Twitter since the platform does not allows users to create a form. In this case, 

when Inpastel’s customers click on the Google Doc link, a form is activated so that they 

can fill out what product(s) they want to order, their names and contact information, and 

which options they choose to pay (see Figure 7.9). The meshing of these hyperlinks 

allowed Inpastel to provide the intertextual reference as well as collect customers’ 
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information directly, which could in turn increase her sales. As discussed in Chapters 3 and 

6, when comparing Inpastel’s texts to the others’ texts in the Kpop e-commerce 

community, the use of hyperlinks by Inpastel was creative and new. It could be argued that 

she idealised this use of hyperlinks to achieve her business purposes and values. She 

negotiated between the intertextual function of the links, affordances of the platforms, her 

purposes for meaning making and her business values. 

 

 In addition, Inpastel also meshed languages and hashtags together including 

English-, Thai- and Korean-script hashtags: “#ตลาดนัดWANNAONE 

(#marketWANNONE) #ONGSEONGWU #옹성우 (#ONGSEONGWU) #องซองอ ู

(#ONGSEONGWU)”. The meshing of these different script hashtags allowed Inpastel to 

expand her reach to multiple groups of audiences. For example, the Thai-script hashtags 

(#ตลาดWANNAONE and #องซงอู) linked her tweet to a feed of tweets or posts that were 

mostly created by fans from Thailand, while the English-script hashtag (#ONGSEONWU) 

linked her tweet to a feed of posts that were created by transnational fans including fans 

from Malaysia, China and the US (based on their profiles). Ultimately, the Korean-script 

hashtag linked her tweet to a feed of posts that were mostly created by fans from Korea. In 

this sense, the linguistic (Thai, English and Korean languages) and multimodal (searchable 

hashtags) resources were purposely meshed to expand her reach to multiple groups of 

audiences. 
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 In the image section of Inpastel’s tweet (see Figure 7.10), she meshed several visual 

resources together, including images, colours and layout. First, the design of the images 

used in her tweet appears to deploy the modality of professional product photography. For 

example, the images were carefully cropped, edited and placed on white and grey 

backgrounds. The light and shadow were adjusted to make these product images look real 

and tangible. Similarly, the design of the layout also draws on professional product 

photography techniques. For example, Inpastel designed the layout to make the product 

images look visually clean and stand out by placing them on the white and grey 

backgrounds. In this case, the layout design that Inpastel composed mirrors those widely 

used by other brands to advertise their products on digital media (see examples in Figure 

7.11). 

 

Figure 7.10 Inpastel’s product images on white and grey backgrounds 

 

 

Figure 7.11 Other product images on white and grey backgrounds 
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 Furthermore, as seen in Figure 7.10, Inpastel also meshed the specific shades of 

pink with the images and layout to create a specific aesthetic. As mentioned in Chapter 3, 

colour is a very important tool in the Kpop industry as it can be used to create a specific 

aesthetic. For example, different levels of pink and black colours can give different feelings 

and emotional experiences (Clarke & Costall, 2008). Therefore, the specific shades of pink 

used for the hyperlinks, hashtags and product images could represent the young and cute 

feelings (Billboard, 2018). It could allow Inpastel to reach the target audience who were 

young girls and build a certain relationship with them (e.g. a girl-to-girl relationship). 
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 As seen in Inpastel’s case, she engaged with and meshed a wide range of resources, 

including linguistic (e.g. Thai, English and Korean), multimodal (e.g. emojis, numbers, 

writing, hashtags, images and layout) and cultural (e.g. social and business values) 

resources together. Her linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices allowed 

Inpastel to widen her reach to multiple groups of audiences; convey multidimensional and 

nuanced meanings; and negotiate and construct a certain identity and relationship with her 

audience. In this case, while my analysis focused on the communicative functions in 

Inpastel’s compositions, it is important to also note the transnational nature and the 

business functions associated with Inpastel’s social, cultural, linguistic and multimodal 

repertoires that extended beyond her texts.  

 

7.5 Meshing everything in one profile 

 In this part, I focus on how Chiang Rai adolescents meshed linguistic, multimodal 

and cultural resources together to construct their social media profiles in the three sites: 

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. 

 

Ser Steve Job 

Figure 7.12 Ser Steve Job’s Instagram Profile 
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 As seen in Figure 7.12, Ser Steve Job composed his profile using a variety of 

modes, including the profile image, writing, emoji and hashtags. As afforded by Instagram, 

he was able to post his profile picture on the left corner and add his profile description 

below his name using a variety of modes. Although Ser Steve Job did not use his real name 

in his profile, he used a picture of himself. He described himself using the English word 

(archery) and emojis. Other users on Instagram, both local and transnational, might be able 

to understand what archery means by seeing both the writing and emojis.  

 

 Moreover, when clicking on the hashtags used in his profile, we might assume that 

he is a physical education student by clicking on #ลูกพลบด ีand know that he goes to a 

sports university by clicking on #IPE.CM48/61 and #SCI61. These initials constructed as 

hashtags are difficult to understand unless one is familiar with the particular contexts. This 

is why, instead of just writing these initials, Ser Steve Job utilised the intertextual function 

of hashtags that enabled his audience to seek further information. In addition, Ser Steve 

Job also attached the @tag (@on…) in his profile description. When clicking on this @ 

tag, it returned a private account of a girl. We might assume that this @tag links users to 
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his girlfriend’s profile page. This is because tagging a boyfriend or girlfriend on SNS 

profiles seems to be common among Thai adolescents. 

 

 In one profile, Ser Steve Job meshed a profile picture, writing in English, emojis 

and hashtags together to convey multidimensional meanings about himself. For example, 

the profile picture shows how he looks like, the hashtags indicate what school he is going 

to, and the @tag links the audience to a girl’s profile page. The linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices allowed Ser Steve Job to negotiate who he is as a person 

and describe his identity to his audience. 

 

Siraprapha 

Figure 7.13 Siraprapha’s Facebook profile 
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 As seen in Figure 7.13, Siraprapha’s Facebook profile is somewhat different from 

Ser Steve Job’s profile because she utilised less writing but more visual information. This 

might be mainly because of the affordances of the platform, Facebook, which allows users 

to upload a profile picture, cover picture and picture(s) in the intro section. In this case, 

instead of writing a long intro, Siraprapha chose to use the visual resources to express 

herself. Her profile image shows what she looks like. Her cover image shows a portrait 

painting of Siraprapha herself, which signals her specific style and identity. For example, 

it displays her casual fashion style. Moreover, the background of the painting is filled with 

a pastel purple colour. Given the provenance of the pastel colours, it might signal young 

and feminine feelings (Billboard, 2018).  
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 In the intro section, she wrote her nickname (Bell) next to the heart emoticon. She 

also added the school she went to, the university she is currently attending and her status. 

She curated these pieces of information via the platform. However, underneath this 

information, she posted an image of a bear eating a variety of food. The written texts in 

this image stated in Thai, “Eating is my happiness”. In her case, eating could represent her 

happiness as well as the Asian cultural value that she lived by. In Asian culture, it is 

common for people to show their love of eating (Stetler, 2012). 

 

 Siraprapha meshed the visuals (including her cover image, profile image and image 

in the intro section) to display her identity as a young woman (who liked a casual style of 

fashion) and her cultural value of eating. The meshing of the visuals might be effective for 

Siraprapha to better illustrate her identity and value to her audiences, including whom she 

already knew and/or engaged with regularly (e.g. friends and family) and whom she just 

met online.  

 

Oppa Sub 

Figure 7.14 Oppa Sub’s Twitter profile 
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In this Twitter profile, Oppa Sub is not the adolescent’s real name. As briefly 

discussed in Chapter 2, this name was constructed in a way that represented the specific 

social and cultural meanings. Oppa is a Korean word that members in the Kpop community 

use to call Kpop male idols or individuals (e.g. Taehyung Oppa, Daniel Oppa). In this 

tweet, the word Oppa was purposely meshed with the word sub. In Thailand, people like 

to use the word sub as a shorter version for subtitle. Moreover, the adolescent (Oppa Sub) 

also used a picture of a Kpop idol as his profile picture. The meshing of the linguistic 

(Korean word – Oppa), multimodal (profile picture) and cultural (Thai culture) resources 

in Oppa Sub’s profile shows how the adolescent negotiated and constructed not only his 

Korean and Kpop identity but also his Thai cultural heritage. 

 

Moreover, under his profile picture and name, the adolescent described what he 

used this Twitter account for by meshing the writing in Thai and hypertext together. The 

description was translated from Thai to English, “If you cannot find sub, click 

bit.ly/2WlmGih” and “Retweet things about Kpop idols for free. DM me.” When clicking 

on the hypertext provided, it links to a Word page that contains many files of Korean series 
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with a Thai subtitle that his followers/audiences can download. In this case, Oppa Sub’s 

use of writing showed how he had become a subtitle creator on Twitter who had around 

79,500 followers. Representing himself in this way (using the name Oppa Sub, the Kpop 

idol picture, writing and hypertext) might allow him to easily reach people who shared the 

same interest in Korean and Kpop videos with subtitles. These people might just be 

strangers on social media. For example, if I did not know Oppa Sub but searched the words 

‘korea’, ‘oppa’, ‘sub’ and ‘thai’ and clicked on videos on Google, it would return results 

with Oppa Sub’s Twitter profile appearing on the first page (see Figure 7.15).  

 

Figure 7.15 Oppa Sub’s videos shown on the Google search engine 

 

 

Inpastel 

Figure 7.16 Inpastel’s Twitter profile 
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Translated from Thai to English (translated words are in brackets): 

 TH GO | พรีของออฟฟิเชียล (pre-order official) & กดเวบ็เรท (press web with rate) 0.028 | 

อพัเดทต่างๆ/เลขแทรค (update products/track numbers) #inpastel_pre รีวิว (review) #รีวิว

ใหi้npastel (#reviewforinpastel) | music for healing  

เช็คสถานะของกดเวบ็ (Check the status of the products on web) 

docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d… 

 

 Inpastel’s old Twitter profile was discussed in Chapter 3. However, her profile has 

changed constantly throughout the duration of this research. This is because timing plays 

a role in her meaning-making practices. For example, she adjusted her profile description 

based on the products she had in stock and the current situation she was in. If she were 
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taking final exams, she would write in her profile name “ft. final ตอบชา้” (slow reply) to 

show her audience that it would take a longer time to process orders (see Figure 7.2). 

Therefore, in this part, I will explore Inpastel’s latest updated Twitter profile (see Figure 

7.16), which was updated in November 2020. In particular, I will explore the ways in which 

she now meshed linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources to make meaning. 

 

 As seen in Figure 7.16, Inpastel used a cover image that was composed of a logo 

written: “Inpastel 11” and the @ link “@Aom_bf” located underneath the logo. This cover 

image looks simple but colourful. It is filled with different shades of pastel colours (e.g. 

pastel pink, purple, yellow, blue and green). The particular shades of pastel used here 

served a cohesive function with the brand name – Inpastel. In fact, this brand name has a 

cultural meaning in the Thai context. In Thailand, people use the word “in (อิน)” when they 

feel like they are emotionally into something. For example, they like to say “in gub (with) 

nhung (movie)”, meaning that they are emotionally into a particular movie. In this case, 

the name Inpastel can mean “emotionally into pastel”. As mentioned earlier, the 

combination of pastel colours can convey young and feminine feelings. Therefore, the 

name and pastel colours used in the cover image might allow Inpastel to reach her target 

audience (young girls) and represent herself as a particular kind of person (a person who is 

into pastel colours). 

 

 Moreover, Inpastel’s profile image is also congruent with the young and feminine 

feelings. Inpastel used a cartoon image of a young girl, having a pink blush on her face and 

wearing a pink shirt with a white collar as her profile image. This image, in some sense, 
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represents how Inpastel looks in real life. For example, she looks young and feminine. 

Underneath the profile image, the brand name Inpastel was meshed with two emojis, a 

teddy bear ( ) and a flower ( ). These two emojis, the teddy bear and pink flower, 

could also convey young and feminine feelings. Here, the visual resources were cohesive 

and purposely meshed together to convey young and feminine feelings, which might in 

turn allow Inpastel to construct her identity and a certain relationship with her audience 

(e.g. a girl-to-girl relationship).  

 

 Inpastel also utilised multiple linguistic resources, including writing in Thai and 

English as well as hashtags and hypertext (see Figure 7.16). She meshed them together to 

perform a range of functions. First, the initial (TH) in English and the Thai flag emoji at 

the beginning of the sentence might illustrate that Inpastel is from Thailand. The next 

sentence was also composed of the writing in Thai. However, some of the words Inpastel 

used in that sentence were not entirely Thai, such as the word ‘official’ and the phrase 

‘press web with rate’. In the local Kpop community, the word ‘official’ means products 

that are officially produced by Kpop music record companies and the phrase ‘press web’ 

means that an online seller orders a product from a Korean website for a fee (based on the 

rate (0.028) seen in the sentence). These words and phrases emerged as part of the social 

practices commonly engaged by members of the local Kpop community. Inpastel used 

these words to belong in the local Kpop community. She was conscious of her social 

positioning.  
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 Furthermore, in the next few sentences, Inpastel wrote in Thai and embedded 

hashtags next to it. She wrote “update products/track numbers #inpastel_pre”. This 

sentence means that if her audiences would like to get more updates about what products 

Inpastel was selling or about tracking numbers, they could click on the hashtag 

(#inpastel_pre). She also wrote in the second sentence, “Review #reviewforinpastel”. This 

sentence means that her audiences can read reviews by clicking on the particular hashtag. 

In this case, she utilised the intertextual function of hashtags in the sense that there existed 

other texts and information (e.g. updates and reviews). This function might allow Inpastel 

to build a seller-customer relationship with her audience. For example, her audience might 

gain impressions of Inpastel from reading reviews.  

 

 Although there is a sign “|” to separate each of the sentences or sections, Inpastel 

purposely meshed the linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources together in one profile 

(i.e. English initials, emoji, Kpop words and phrases, Thai and English writing and Thai- 

and English-script hashtags) to generate new and different kinds of meanings, construct the 

mixture of identities (Thai, Kpop and entrepreneurial identities) and build specific 

relationships with her audiences. In this sense, Inpastel’s linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices reflected how she was acting in her roles as an 

entrepreneur and as a Kpop insider. It also reflected how she was becoming conscious of 

her positioning in the business and Kpop discourse communities and how she was 

negotiating and building specific relationships with the specific groups of people, including 

her customers and other Kpop fans.  
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7.6 Conclusion 

As seen in the examples shown above, Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs are not the same as Canagarajah’s 

code-meshing practices from a translingual perspective. Chiang Rai adolescents leveraged 

and meshed multiple kinds of resources together, which included linguistic, multimodal 

and cultural resources in SNSs. In this chapter, I found the adolescents’ linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices very significant in SNSs, not only for 

making their communication easier but also for allowing them to develop their agency and 

belonging to various local and transnational SNS communities beyond Chiang Rai. The 

key point to highlight is that, while adolescents were in this process of belonging to various 

SNS communities, they were learning the particular ways to communicate and become 

conscious of their social positioning within those various communities. 

 

Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices 

can have new implications for current research on code-meshing practices from the 

translingual and translanguaging perspectives as well as current research on multimodal 

practices.  Therefore, in the next chapter (Chapter 8), I will discuss how the findings of this 

study, especially on the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practices, relate and contribute to the different bodies of research. I will draw on these 

findings to further discuss the multifaceted and complex nature of Chiang Rai adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices in SNSs. 
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CHAPTER-8. Discussion 

 

8.0 Introduction 

 This chapter sets out a discursive overview of Chiang Rai adolescents’ language 

and literacy practices in SNSs. As Chapter 2 noted, the research into the adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices has developed in three distinct areas: (1) studies into the 

shift from the autonomous perspective of language and literacy practices towards the 

sociocultural perspective of language and literacy practices; (2) research into conceptions 

and approaches that account for the language and literacy practices that are associated with 

new media and technologies and (3) the investigations into hybridised language and 

literacy practices such as hybridised multimodal practices, cross-language practices, 

translingual practices and translanguaging. This chapter will consider how the findings of 

this study, especially about the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-

meshing practices, relate to these three bodies of work and consider how insights from 

these three bodies of work might be combined to provide a fuller understanding of the 

adolescents’ practices in SNSs. 

 

 This chapter is structured into four main parts and opens with an overview of 

language practices as social bonding practices in SNSs (see Section 8.1). Specifically, 

Part 1 notes how Chiang Rai adolescents’ hash-tagging practices can afford new and 

different kinds of meaning-making that have an interesting function of bonding or 

connecting people together in SNSs. The chapter proceeds to examine the adolescents’ 

multimodal practices and demonstrates how these were materialised to respond to a range 
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of identities, relationships and discourses (see Section 8.2). Part 2 notes that, through their 

multimodal practices, the adolescents were able to negotiate their autobiographical self, 

discoursal self and desired self. Towards the end, the chapter looks at how the 

adolescents’ language, multimodal and cultural practices came together as combined 

literacy practices (see Section 8.3). Their combined literacy practices – or what I called 

the linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices – were found to be 

crucial in this study and in SNSs. Therefore, the chapter concludes by arguing for the 

necessity to develop a new framework that can be used to analyse the adolescents’ 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices (see Section 8.4).  

 

8.1 Language practices as social (bonding) practices 

As emphasised in Chapter 2, there are two opposing views of language practices – 

one that focuses on linguistic competence that is possible only because individuals possess 

an innate knowledge of linguistic rules (Chomsky, 1965), and another that focuses on 

communicative, functional competence, which accounts for how individuals communicate 

appropriately across different social contexts (Hymes, 1964; Halliday, 1974). The 

linguistic competence perspective excludes factors that affect language use, such as social 

context and discourse. However, these factors are crucial for the language use of Chiang 

Rai adolescents evidenced in this study.  

 

Findings in this study demonstrated how Chiang Rai adolescents used linguistic 

texts (including hashtags and writing) to perform what Halliday (1974) called three 

metafunctions, which included experiential, interpersonal and textual functions in different 
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social contexts. Specifically, the findings showed that the adolescents focused more on 

how the linguistic texts could be used to construe experiences, negotiate relationships and 

organise content into a coherent structure in different social contexts rather than on 

linguistic rules. The findings, therefore, supported the perspective of communicative, 

functional competence (Hymes, 1964; Halliday, 1974). It supported the claim that language 

is never independent of the social world, as it always occurs within and is shaped by social 

contexts (Halliday, 1974).  

 

Nonetheless, Halliday’s metafunctional approach focuses only on language use but 

not on the searchable function of hashtags. In this study, I could not use the metafunctional 

approach to explore the level of social relations that hashtags could enact. As seen in 

Chapter 5, the findings illustrated how the adolescents’ hashtags could perform not only 

the three metafunctions but also the attributive (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) or 

intertextual function (Bakhtin, 1978). For Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), the attributive 

function is when “a text has some class ascribed or attributed to it.” For Bakhtin, the 

intertextual function is similar. It reflects how pre-existing texts have some textual 

relationship with the new texts. However, as seen in Chapter 5, the adolescents’ use of 

hashtags extended the possibilities to connect not only with pre-existing texts but also with 

putative audiences who might share similar interests in certain topics (e.g. #ManU, 

#IceAge5, #bmwi8) or feelings towards something or someone (e.g. #heartbroken, 

#sochill, #tootiredtocare). In this sense, the hashtags used by the adolescents served as a 

mechanism that enabled a new kind of meaning-making with language, which had an 
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interesting function of bonding or connecting people together through shared interests and 

feelings in the social network.  

 

The adolescents’ language practices worked from two main levels: (1) the level of 

lexico-grammar (a meaning-making system of language) and (2) the level of social 

relations (a meaning-making system of a searchable function of hashtags). In this sense, 

while Halliday’s metafunctional approach was used to explore the adolescents’ hashtags at 

the level of lexico-grammar, the approach was not designed to study them at the level of 

social relations. To address this analytical gap, I introduced the three ways to understand 

the social relations that hashtags could enact. I introduced the three spectrums of hashtags 

(the high, medium and low spectrums) in Chapter 5. Each of these spectrums determines 

how likely the adolescents would connect with other users through the use of hashtags. For 

example, hashtags used by adolescents in the high spectrum (e.g. #SongkranwithHO26th, 

#dek60778admission) were very specific and unlikely to be relevant to a broader audience. 

Adolescents could use this type of hashtags to reach very specific groups of people (e.g. 

people who knew them personally). On the other hand, hashtags used by adolescents in the 

low spectrum (e.g. #champ, #friends, #journey) were very broad. Adolescents could use 

this type of hashtags to reach wider groups of audiences, for example, strangers who might 

share similar or different interests. Lastly, hashtags used by adolescents in the medium 

spectrum (e.g. #EPILOUGEinBKK, #paintingoftheday, #KingofThailand) were not too 

specific or too broad. Adolescents could use this type of hashtags to bond or connect with 

their audiences who tended to share similar interests.  
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This continuum can be used as an analytical framework that looks at hashtags that 

perform a social function, such as enhancing relationships between the adolescents and 

their audiences. While scholars within the field of sociolinguistics tend to focus primarily 

on how language functions in different social contexts (Hymes, 1964, 1972; Halliday, 

1974, 1979), this study contributes to the field by adding how linguistic texts like hashtags 

can afford new and different kinds of meaning-making with language.  

 

8.2 Multimodal practices as ways to negotiate adolescents’ sense of self  

 The second strand of research reviewed in Chapter 2 emphasised that literacy 

practices can be understood as social practices. Literacy practices are the ways of being in 

the world – of valuing, believing, relating and making meaning using a variety of texts that 

relate to the world adolescents live in (Coiro et al., 2008; Gee, 1995; Ivanic, 1998; Luke, 

1996). As the landscape of representation and communication continues to evolve due to 

social and technological changes, adolescents are increasingly engaging with multimodal 

and digital forms of literacy practices. For example, in the multimedia environment today, 

a written report is frequently mediated by digital technologies. Research writing might be 

conducted via an online application. Designing images and graphics may involve using a 

digital camera or graphic software (Anstey & Bull, 2004). These are just some examples 

of literacy practices that adolescents are increasingly engaging with today. Because of this, 

work within New Literacy Studies (NLS) (as noted in Chapter 2) highlights the need for 

more research into multimodal and dynamic literacy practices.  
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 In this study, what was revealed throughout the empirical chapters (especially 

Chapters 6 and 7) was that Chiang Rai adolescents’ social media practices were both 

multimodal and dynamic. The adolescents drew on a wide range of resources available, 

including not only print-based but also multimodal and cultural resources. As they drew on 

these resources, they tended to form an understanding of a set of norms and practices within 

various SNS communities (for example, what textual conventions were typically followed 

in those communities) and certain cultural values (for example, what identities or values 

did they need to hold). They learned the particular ways of using certain resources and 

engaging with certain practices and, through that, they tended to negotiate and establish 

belongingness, appropriateness, identities and relationships within various SNS 

communities. 

 

 The ideas discussed above relate to the key findings of this study, which show how 

the adolescents’ language and literacy practices are social practices. Therefore, I will now 

illustrate these points with examples drawn from the findings. On Twitter, Inpastel was 

strategically appropriating and drawing on specific languages, shades of pastel colours, 

design layout, photography styles and different sets of emojis. In doing so, Inpastel could 

expand her possibilities for connecting with her audiences (potential customers) and build 

her desired identities as a seller and as an insider of the Kpop community. On Instagram, 

Ya Yee joined the trend of sharing feet pictures like other bloggers. She shared her feet 

pictures by drawing on specific saturated colours to show her lavish taste and to represent 

her desired identity as a blogger. On Facebook, Siraprapha joined the mass empathy 
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towards the late King’s death by using a specific template that featured the late King’s 

colours to mark her identity as a Thai.  

 

As demonstrated above, we could see that Chiang Rai adolescents engaged in a 

spectrum of diverse language and literacy practices with a wide range of resources. 

Moreover, their practices were also “understood as existing in the relationships between 

people, within groups and communities” (Barton & Hamilton, 2000, p. 8). The findings of 

this study resonated with much of the work within NLS that investigates literacy practices 

through the ways in which people engage with specific kinds of texts to position themselves 

and others as members of communities (e.g. Barton & Hamilton, 2000; Coiro et al., 2008; 

Gee, 1995; Ivanic, 1998; Lam, 2006). 

 

 However, the adolescents’ language and literacy practices in this study and in work 

within NLS are utterly different from the language and literacy practices that the Thai 

government promotes in schools. The Thai government still relies heavily on the 

conceptualisation that regards literacy as autonomous skills (such as reading and writing 

skills). As mentioned in Chapter 1, I argue that such a conceptualisation is reductive 

because it does not recognise changes in contemporary communication environments. 

According to OECD/UNESCO (2016), up until recent years, nearly 40% of Thai lower 

secondary students were still deemed functionally illiterate. This might be because the 

government still focuses on a solution that is reductive in its traditional definitions of 

literacy. Some of these definitions are seen as follows: 
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- The ability of an individual aged 15 or above to read and write in any language 

(Thai National Statistical Office) 

- The ability to read and write simple statements in the Thai language and the 

command of basic numeracy used in everyday life (Thai literacy promotion policy 

of the Office of the Non-Formal Education Commission).  

- The ability of any person between 15 and 60 who can read and write the Thai 

language and do simple calculations (Community Development Department, 

Ministry of Interior) 

 

 As the government tends to promote autonomous skills in schools across Thailand, 

certain skills such as academic reading and writing could be more valued than others. Also, 

certain identities (such as being a good reader or writer) could be more valued than the 

identities that adolescents might have or desire to have (Hall, 1996). As the government 

views literacy through traditional definitions, they might undervalue the constructs of the 

adolescents’ agency at the core of their interests, desires, identities and social relationships. 

In this study, the agency of the adolescents played a crucial role in how their language and 

literacy practices were negotiated and constructed. For example, the adolescents engaged 

with certain language and literacy practices in order to build their relationships with 

audiences who shared similar interests, feelings and values. They negotiated their language 

and literacy practices to establish belongingness and become conscious of their social 

positioning within various communities. As Bezemer and Kress (2017) argue, adolescents 

started to “see themselves as authors of the knowledge they wanted, of the kinds of texts 

that met their social, personal and affective needs…” (p. 22). 
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 Specifically, as frequently illustrated in the case of Inpastel, her agency played a 

crucial role in the kinds of language and literacy practices she engaged in, which allowed 

her to achieve her social, personal and affective needs. Inpastel engaged in language and 

literacy practices that allowed her to generate income, for example, to sell online products 

to her audience. She also engaged in language and literacy practices that allowed her to 

construct certain kinds of identities (such as being a professional seller and Kpop insider) 

as well as connect with putative audiences (Kpop fans) from around the world.  

 

 As stated earlier in this study, I approached my interpretation of the adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices in SNSs with a degree of caution (Pennycook, 2001). The 

ultimate goal of my exploration was not to undermine the traditional principles of literacy 

defined by the Thai government. Instead, it was concerned with raising questions about 

how the government could make sense of the adolescents’ language and literacy practices 

that were evidenced in this study. Particularly, it was concerned with what adolescents like 

Inpastel were really doing and how the government could value these practices. As we 

learned from the particular ways in which adolescents like Inpastel engaged with different 

kinds of language and literacy practices in SNSs, we know that it takes more than just 

subsuming/subjecting oneself to the dominant practices of school to be successful in it. 

Adolescents need to continue to negotiate their sense of self and agency in relation to their 

multiple domains of life and continue to be driven by personal values, goals, identities, 

desires and connections to make their language and literacy practices meaningful for them. 
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Therefore, the implication of the Thai government’s policy on literacy will be discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 9, the conclusion chapter.  

 

8.3 Cultural (and meshing) practices as meaningful practices in SNSs 

 The third strand of research reviewed in Chapter 2 pointed to how people often 

come together with others from different social, cultural and linguistic backgrounds to 

establish a common ground for communicating, representing and being together in SNSs. 

In SNSs, communication across different languages, modes and cultures (e.g. textual styles 

and conventions used in specific discourses) seems to be commonplace. As noted in 

Chapter 2, scholars within NLS have explored how people blend together different modes 

(e.g. writing, still and moving images, emojis) to communicate in online spaces such as 

SNSs (Black, 2009; Chandler-Olcott & Mahar, 2003; Mills, 2010; Moje, 2013). On the 

other hand, scholars within sociolinguistics have focused on how people blend different 

languages, including cross-language practices (Horner et al., 2011; Mernard-Warwick & 

Leung, 2017; Zapata & Laman, 2016), translingual practices (Canagarajah, 2013; Creese 

& Blackledge, 2015) and translanguaging (Garcia & Wei, 2014; Otheguy et al., 2015; 

Velasco & Garcia, 2014). 

 

 Nonetheless, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, scholars within both sociolinguistic 

and sociocultural fields tend to focus on languages and modes separately. For example, 

studies on translingual practices and translanguaging often focus solely on language uses 

among bilinguals and multilinguals. In contrast, studies within NLS that focus on 

multimodal practices generally distinguish between written and spoken words, still and 
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moving images, and gestures and music as particular forms of representation and 

communication. However, as seen in this study, Chiang Rai adolescents did not use 

languages or modes alone to communicate with their audiences. They meshed them 

together and drew on cultural resources available in various SNS communities. Therefore, 

I have demonstrated how the adolescents in this study were drawing on and meshing 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources together to make meaning. I have also shown 

how research within the sociolinguistic and sociocultural fields has rarely been conducted 

to look at how people were meshing these resources together at the same time. This study 

addressed the gap in research by exploring the meshing of these resources and analysing 

this using a new framework. This new framework will be discussed in more detail in Part 

4 below. 

 

 The findings of this study showed how Chiang Rai adolescents meshed linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural resources together, or what I called linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices. I will now relate this to examples drawn from the 

findings. Inpastel meshed her native Thai language with the specific shades of pastel 

colours to communicate with the particular groups of audience (e.g. Thais and Kpop 

fangirls). In this case, she meshed the resources she brought (e.g. Thai language and pastel 

colours) with the resources she drew from certain discourses (e.g. the Kpop language, 

professional style of images and advertising layout design). As she meshed these resources 

together, she was able to establish a common ground for communicating with other 

members (both local and transnational) of the Kpop and business communities. She was 
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also able to develop her mixture of identities that included her Thai heritage and her Kpop-

insider and business-insider identities.  

 

 The term linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices was developed 

from Canagarajah’s (2011, 2013b) code-meshing practices. Code-meshing practice is a 

mixture of a variety of languages and modes. However, although Canagarajah (2011) 

argues that code-meshing practice “accommodates the possibility of mixing 

communicative modes and diverse symbol systems other than language” (p. 403), research 

has been limited on how people extend these symbols to include the variety of modes made 

available through multimodal practices. The reason why there is still limited research 

within the sociolinguistic and sociocultural fields is that Canagarajah’s code-meshing has 

been mainly explored from a translingual perspective. For example, Palmer & Martínez 

(2013) use the translingual perspective to explore the language practice ‘Spanglish’ among 

bilingual students. He found that students meshed Spanish and English for different social 

purposes such as maintaining cultural identities, following the norm of speaking Spanglish 

and articulating an aesthetic preference.  

 

In this study, I both drew on and expanded beyond Canagarajah’s code-meshing to 

develop a new, expanded framework for analysis. This new framework reflects the three 

different types of code-meshing practices evidenced in this study, including the (1) 

linguistic code-meshing practice, (2) multimodal code-meshing practice and (3) linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practice. The first of these, the linguistic code-

meshing practice, is the same as Canagarajah’s code-meshing practice from the 
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translingual perspective. It is the meshing of a variety of linguistic resources (such as native 

languages – Thai, English and Korean). The second type is the multimodal code-meshing 

practice, which is different from the linguistic code-meshing practice in the sense that it is 

the meshing of both linguistic and multimodal resources (such as languages, images, 

colours, emojis, hashtags and layout). The third type is the linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practice which is different again. It refers to the meshing of all 

kinds of resources, including linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources (such as native 

and social languages, modes, as well as styles and genres drawn from discourses). The 

second and third types were developed to extend Canagarajah’s concept. 

 

As illustrated in Chapter 7, the findings suggested that the adolescents’ linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices played an essential role, not only for 

making communication easier but also for representing one’s identity as a member of both 

local and transnational communities. The adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural 

code-meshing practices in SNSs did not always derive from the kinds of and the number 

of languages they used but from shared interests. In other words, the kinds of languages 

that the adolescents were using at home or schools were not a priority for their linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs. Through shared interests, they 

could establish a common ground for communicating with others by using a wide range of 

resources, not only including languages they used at home but also other multimodal and 

cultural resources they found in SNSs. As they established this common ground for 

communicating, they could represent the kinds of identities they desired and construct 

relationships within both local and transnational communities in SNSs.  
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8.4 The combined framework: Understanding linguistic, multimodal and cultural 

code-meshing practices 

 As noted in Part 3, the term linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practice was applied in this study to understand the multifaceted and complex nature of 

Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs. However, as this term 

was developed and used, there was still a question about how these practices could be 

analysed from this perspective. Throughout the study, there was a development in the 

theoretical frameworks used. First, the study drew from the sociolinguistic and 

sociocultural theories of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and intertextuality 

to analyse Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic and multimodal texts and how they shaped 

and were shaped by a range of discourses in SNS. However, both of these theories could 

not provide a systematic account of the adolescents’ multimodal texts, such as the notions 

of concept and narrative applied to analyse the images used and the notions of shade 

differentiation and saturation applied to analyse the colours used. Because of this, this study 

also drew on multimodality as an analytical framework to account for the 

adolescents’ multimodal texts such as images, colours and layout.  

 

 By drawing on and combining SFL, intertextuality and multimodality, I was able 

to understand how the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural practices were 

meshed together and shaped by a range of discourses. For example, as adolescents were 

drawing on a range of linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources to make meaning, they 

were also strategically appropriating the links between those resources and the resources 
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that already existed in various discourse communities. In this case, while SFL and 

multimodality were used in the study to analyse the adolescents’ linguistic and multimodal 

resources, intertextuality was drawn upon to understand how those resources were shaped 

by a range of discourses, cultures and values. By applying the social theory of 

intertextuality, this study was able to see the data from a macro perspective to understand 

the social and cultural implications of the resources used. 

 

 As demonstrated in Chapter 7, the combined framework of SFL, multimodality and 

intertextuality allowed me to capture how the variety of linguistic, multimodal and cultural 

resources that adolescents used were meshed and existed together in SNSs. The combined 

framework was a development of work others have already taken, which looked at these 

elements in isolation. However, this study takes that previous work a step further by 

combining the individual frameworks together. In this sense, the combined framework of 

SFL, multimodality and intertextuality can be used by other researchers interested in 

exploring the language and literacy practices in increasingly globalised and techno-centric 

spaces, like SNSs. Therefore, this study makes a methodological contribution to the 

development and understanding of the language and literacy practices in those spaces. 

 

8.5 Conclusion 

 This study has developed previous research within the sociolinguistic and 

sociocultural fields in several ways. First, it has shown how a contemporary form of 

language (hashtags) serves as a mechanism that enables a new kind of meaning-making 

with language. This new kind of meaning-making has the social function of bonding or 
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connecting people together through shared interests or feelings. To understand this 

function, I drew upon and extended Halliday’s metafunctional approach. It was necessary 

to do so because the established approach could only be used to explore the adolescents’ 

language practices at the level of lexico-grammar but not at the level of social relations.  

 

 Second, this study has shown how the adolescents not only used linguistic and 

multimodal resources to communicate with their audiences but also relied on cultural 

resources (e.g. textual conventions and styles) in SNSs. As mentioned in Chapter 7, 

although the term multimodal code-meshing practice can be used to cover not only the 

meshing of modes but also the meshing of cultural and linguistic resources, this term can 

be misused in research. For example, there are cases where research on multimodal 

practices generally distinguish between written and spoken words, still and moving images, 

and gestures and music as particular forms of representation. In these research studies, the 

focus is often on the modes used and its detailed description. They do not often focus on 

language and cultural practices as part of meaning-making. Therefore, this study addressed 

this research gap by exploring the linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing 

practices of Chiang Rai adolescents. These practices were also different from 

Canagarajah’s code-meshing practices from a translingual perspective.  

 

 To explore Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-

meshing practices, a related analytical framework was needed. Therefore, this study 

developed the combined framework of SFL, multimodality and intertextuality. This 

individual framework was a development of the work others have already undertaken. 
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However, this study applied it in distinctive ways to understand how a variety of languages, 

modes and cultures of the adolescents were meshed and existed together in SNSs. This was 

a key methodological contribution of the study to the understanding of the adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices in SNSs. 
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CHAPTER-9. Conclusion 

 

9.0 Introduction 

 This study focused on Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices not 

as a set of strictly technical reading and writing skills that determined whether they were 

literate or illiterate, but as a set of social practices. This study demonstrated that the 

adolescents used texts as linguistic, multimodal and cultural tools to establish desired 

identities and social relationships with others in SNS communities. As discussed in Chapter 

8, the constructs of the adolescents’ agency were crucial for this study. Their language and 

literacy practices in SNSs shaped and were shaped by their interests, desires, cultures, 

identities and social relationships. For instance, the adolescents had to appropriate the use 

of certain resources (e.g. languages and modes) to participate and belong to certain 

communities. While they were learning to belong, they were also meshing the appropriated 

resources with the resources they brought to represent who they were as a person. In this 

sense, the adolescents drew on not only certain resources (e.g. languages and modes) but 

also on cultural values and identities commonly reproduced within certain communities. 

Therefore, in this study, I focused primarily on these kinds of practices or what I called the 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices.  

 

 As stated in Chapter 8, previous sociolinguistic and sociocultural researchers have 

studied language, multimodal and cultural practices separately, but not in a holistic and 

integrated way. This is because research within sociolinguistics has been devoted to 

investigating how people shuttle between different languages or language varieties only 
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(e.g. Garcia & Lin, 2017; Hornberger & Link, 2012). Similarly, research into multimodal 

composition has generally focused on how people engage with different modes of 

communication and representation, such as still and moving images, gestures, writing and 

layout (e.g. Kim, 2016; Kim & Omerbašić, 2017; Vasudevan, 2006; Vasudevan et al., 

2010). Research within these fields has overlooked how languages and modes can be 

meshed and coexist together. Therefore, this study addressed the gaps in sociolinguistic 

and sociocultural research by exploring Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs. 

 

 In this chapter, I revisit and address the primary research questions that drove this 

study. I then discuss the contributions that this study makes to the sociolinguistic and 

sociocultural research as well as future directions that may further the understandings 

constructed throughout this study. At the end of this chapter, I consider the implications 

that my findings hold for schools in Thailand. Primarily, I take a closer look at how 

educators and curriculum designers can use the insights learned from this study by 

exploring ways to bridge Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-

meshing practices in SNSs into the practices of schooling in Thailand.  

 

9.1 A Return to the Research Questions 

 In order to research the complexity that the adolescents’ language and literacy 

practices represented, I split the overall research topic into three research questions. 

 

Research Question 1:  
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 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents making use of linguistic texts (hashtags 

and writing) in SNSs? 

 

 During the data analysis stage, I found that the most prevalent type of texts used by 

Chiang Rai adolescents in SNSs were linguistic texts, which included writing and hashtags. 

In this case, within the field of sociolinguistics, the use of hashtags as a new kind of 

meaning-making with language has rarely been explored. To address this gap in the 

research, this study looked at the adolescents’ use of hashtags. Moreover, this study also 

looked at the use of hashtags because hashtags contain writing and a hash symbol (#). Each 

of these two modes can perform a different function. For this reason, this study focused on 

analysing the adolescents’ use of hashtags on two levels: (1) at the level of lexico-grammar 

(a meaning-making system of language use) and (2) at the level of social relations (a 

meaning-making system of a searchable function of hashtags).  

 

 To analyse hashtags at the level of lexico-grammar, I drew upon Halliday’s (1974) 

Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). The SFL approach mainly concerns three 

metafunctions of language: experiential, interpersonal and textual functions. However, 

since the approach only focuses on a meaning-making system of language, I used it to 

analyse the adolescents’ language use only, such as Mondaymotivation, ManU and 

heartbroken. As illustrated in Chapter 5, at the level of lexico-grammar, Chiang Rai 

adolescents used hashtags to construe their experiences of the world (experiential 

function), particularly the patterns of experiences in their daily lives, such as their physical 

and mental experiences, as well as their experiences with certain objects, events and things.  
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 Secondly, Chiang Rai adolescents used hashtags to negotiate and construct their 

relationships with audiences (interpersonal function). They used them to build their 

relationships, for example, by construing evaluative stances and creating humorous and 

playful meanings. Lastly, I found that hashtags, whether experientially or interpersonally 

oriented, could perform a textual function. The textual function of hashtags is different 

from the experiential and interpersonal functions. This is because Chiang Rai adolescents 

integrated hashtags seamlessly into the content of their posts. Part of this flexibility may 

be explained in terms of a shift in the nature of punctuation in SNSs, which is beyond 

boundary marking and towards more experiential and interpersonal meaning-making.  

 

 Nonetheless, I was not able to use Halliday’s metafunctional approach to analyse 

hashtags at the level of social relations. The findings in Chapter 5 illustrated that hashtags 

also drew on and extended beyond the attributive (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) or 

intertextual (Bakhtin, 1978) functions. The use of particular hashtags presupposed that 

there existed not only other texts that might contain the same hashtags but also putative 

audiences who might be interested in talking about the same topics. For example, the 

hashtag #WANNAONEmarket has been used by a lot of Kpop fans to search and talk about 

the boy band WANNAONE. In the case of Inpastel, she used this hashtag in her texts to 

talk about the boy band and reach the audience who shared the same interest as her. Using 

this hashtag enabled her post to be searchable. Therefore, hashtags not only supported the 

attributive or intertextual function but also extended possibilities to bond or connect with 

putative audiences who might share similar interests, values and feelings. 
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 As a result, Chapter 5 illustrated that the adolescents’ hashtags could serve as a 

mechanism that enabled a new kind of meaning-making with language, which had a social 

function of bonding or connecting people together through shared interests, values and 

feelings. This social function amplified the potential for adolescents to connect and 

communicate with others through search or through participation in mass practices (of 

hash-tagging). Therefore, hashtags used by adolescents could perform a social function of 

enacting relationships that arose from social ties shaped around shared interests, feelings 

and values (Zappavigna, 2011). 

 

Research Question 2: 

 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents appropriating and reproducing 

multimodal texts?   

 

 The second research question focused on how Chiang Rai adolescents used a range 

of intertextual strategies to appropriate and reproduce multimodal texts in various SNS 

communities. As discussed in Chapter 4, this study drew on multimodality as an analytical 

framework to provide a systematic account of the adolescents’ multimodal texts. However, 

multimodality needs to be combined with another sociocultural theory because it only 

focuses on the fine-grained analysis of multimodal texts. To answer the second research 

question, I also drew on the sociocultural theory of intertextuality (Bakhtin, 1981, 1984) to 

explore how the adolescents’ multimodal texts were materialised to respond to a range of 

discourses in SNS communities. Specifically, the theory of intertextuality was applied to 
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investigate how the adolescents appropriated and reproduced multimodal texts to create 

social and cultural meanings in SNSs. Within the theory, the concepts of appropriation and 

reproduction (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992; Maybin, 2005) were adapted and applied to index 

a range of intertextual strategies, which included repeating, adopting, stylising and 

idealising, which could be seen in the adolescents’ multimodal text-making practices. 

 

 What I found in Chapter 6 was that Chiang Rai adolescents used a range of 

intertextual strategies to make meaning for specific purposes and respond to various 

discourses in ways that represented their identities and relationships in SNSs. For example, 

Ser-Steve Job repeated the post about the football match. In the post, he added his 

commentary, which marked his own stance towards the particular football team and his 

identity as the particular team’s fan. Siraprapha adopted (Bakhtin, 1984) the late King’s 

colours (pink and yellow) to mark her identity as a Thai and join mass empathy towards 

the King’s death. Ya Yee stylised (Bakhtin, 1984) the grey and less saturated tone in her 

feet pictures to not only reproduce the trend of sharing feet pictures like other bloggers but 

also to represent her lavish taste. Inpastel idealised (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992) several 

multimodal texts (i.e. the hypertext that linked her post to the order form she personally 

created, the hashtags in different languages that linked to multiple groups of customers, 

and the @ tags that linked her post to her product suppliers) to not only achieve the 

purposes of selling her products but also represent her belonging to the professional and 

business communities.  
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The findings in Chapter 6 illustrated that the adolescents entered their social media 

practices with a general sense of who they were as a person (autobiographical self). They 

then immersed themselves in a range of discourses by using a range of intertextual 

strategies. While they were doing so, they were becoming more conscious of their social 

positioning in those discourses (discoursal self). They were also developing their sense of 

self as the particular kind of person they wanted to be in those discourses (desired self). 

These findings thus reflect how literacy is not just seen as a way of reading and writing but 

as a way of being in the world – of valuing, acting, achieving and making sense of the 

world adolescents live in (Coiro et al., 2008; Gee, 1995; Ivanic, 1998; Luke, 1996). By 

combining the interdisciplinary frameworks of multimodality and intertextuality in 

Chapter 6, this study was able to provide a more macro perspective of the adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices in SNSs. It revealed how these methods had enabled them 

to become and be competent individuals in various local and transnational SNS 

communities beyond school and Chiang Rai.  

 

Research Questions 3 and 3.1: 

 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents meshing linguistic and multimodal 

texts as well as drawing on cultural texts at the same time to make meaning?  

 

 In what ways are Chiang Rai adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural 

code-meshing practices being seen as meaningful literacy practices in SNSs? 
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 In Chapter 3, I argued that the multimodal code-meshing practices were worth 

exploring in relation to the increasingly globalised and digitalised spaces such as SNSs. 

However, as this thesis progressed, I found that the term multimodal code-meshing 

practices could not fully capture Chiang Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices 

that were emerging in SNSs. This is because, in SNSs, the adolescents not only combined 

linguistic (e.g. Thai, English and social language) and multimodal (e.g. images, emojis and 

colours) resources together, but they also relied on cultural resources (e.g. styles and 

genres) as they were communicating and responding to various audiences and 

communities. For this reason, in Chapter 7, I introduced a new term – linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices.  

 

 In the first two empirical chapters (Chapters 5 and 6), I explored the language, 

multimodal and cultural practices of Chiang Rai adolescents, but I did it in a way that 

looked at these practices separately. For example, I used the SFL approach to look at the 

language practices (hash-tagging practices). In contrast, I used the multimodal and 

intertextual approaches to look at the multimodal practices as they were materialised in 

various discourse communities. However, in Chapter 7, I focused on exploring language, 

multimodal and cultural practices as combined literacy practices. To explore them, I had 

to bring the three approaches of SFL, multimodality and intertextuality together. 

Combining the three approaches together allowed me to understand how Chiang Rai 

adolescents meshed linguistic (e.g. Thai, English, Korean), multimodal (e.g. emoji, 

hashtags, images) and cultural (e.g. textual conventions and genres) resources. It also 

allowed me to understand how the adolescents were able to establish a common ground for 
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communicating, representing and being together with other people from various 

backgrounds and in various discourse communities. 

 

 As shown in Chapter 7, I concluded that the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices were meaningful literacy practices in SNSs. This is 

because, through these practices, the adolescents were able to gain an understanding of the 

different resources available. They were also able to appropriate those resources with the 

resources they brought to communicate (e.g. their own languages and cultural values). 

They were also able to appropriate the particular ways of being and communicating in 

various local and transnational SNS communities. Lastly, they were able to mesh all of 

those resources together. Through these processes, they were able to establish a common 

ground for communicating and being together with other people in those communities, 

which could be both local and transnational. Although the adolescents’ linguistic, 

multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs did not fit the traditional 

conventions of academic literacy, it is essential to point out the fact that adolescents were 

learning the distinctive ways to communicate and become conscious of their positioning 

within both local and transnational communities beyond Chiang Rai. 

 

Another crucial point that I would like to highlight is that the adolescents’ 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices did not always derive from the 

kinds or the number of languages they used but from their shared interests with other people 

in SNSs. According to Gee (2017), “people with a shared interest or passion can move back 

and forth to develop into and be a certain kind of person, such as a gamer, a Catholic, or a 
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physicist…” (p. 110). In this study, the adolescents negotiated and meshed different 

resources together to find a common ground for communicating with others. For instance, 

Inpastel was trying to connect with the audiences with whom she shared interests in Kpop 

and online selling. She engaged with the specific designs (e.g. professional design of 

product images), hashtags (e.g. #WANNAONEmarket) and colours (e.g. pastel pink). This 

was done purposely to reach the specific audiences such as Kpop fangirls and other online 

sellers and to construct the distinct identities she desired such as being a professional online 

seller and a Kpop insider. 

 

9.2 Contributions to the Sociolinguistic and Sociocultural Fields of Study 

 First, this study adds to the body of research that has developed Halliday’s SFL. As 

mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, the framework used to interpret the linguistic function of 

hashtags in this study is grounded in an interest in “meaning in context”, in other words, a 

functional, social semiotic (Halliday, 1978) perspective on hash-tagging as a social 

practice. Eggins (1994, p. 23) suggests that SFL is distinct among linguistic theories as “it 

seeks to develop both a theory about social process AND an analytical methodology which 

permits the detailed and systematic description of language patterns”. A linguist using this 

theory will look at the level of lexico-grammar to understand the meanings or 

metafunctions of language. However, in this study, I not only explored the linguistic 

function of hashtags at the level of lexico-grammar, but I also expanded the scope of the 

literature by drawing attention to the level of social relations as an addition that hashtags 

could enact. 
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 As discussed in Chapters 5 and 8, the adolescents’ hashtags performed an 

interesting function of connecting people together through shared interests and feelings. 

On the one hand, hashtags were used to index or mark general experiential topics (such as 

#mondaymotivation, #knitting and #WANNAONE). They were also used to aggregate 

social media posts into a searchable set, which allowed the adolescents to connect with 

other people who shared similar interests around specific topics. On the other hand, 

hashtags were used more interpersonally as a form of metacomment (e.g. #hungry, 

#heartbroken, #sochill). These metacomment hashtags allowed adolescents to connect with 

other people who felt the same way. In this case, hashtags could afford a new kind of 

meaning-making with language, as they expanded the possibilities of connecting people 

together who shared similar interests in specific topics as well as those who shared similar 

feelings. Therefore, as discussed earlier in this chapter, hashtags not only signalled the 

potential presence of other texts (intertextuality) but also the potential presence of putative 

audiences within the social network. It is hoped that the findings of this study will be useful 

for both the sociocultural and sociolinguistic studies interested in this new kind of meaning-

making with language. 

 

 Secondly, this study contributes to the sociolinguistic research into hybrid practices 

(such as cross-language practices, translingual practices and translanguaging). As 

discussed in Chapter 2, sociolinguistic research studies tend to focus only on how people 

shuttle between different languages and language varieties. Moreover, many of these 

studies have looked at the hybrid language practices of either bilinguals or multilinguals – 

particularly how they shuttle between different languages to make sense of their bilingual 
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worlds. For example, García and Leiva (2014) explored how bilingual students used two 

languages, Spanish and English, flexibly. Similarly, Velasco and García (2014) 

investigated how bilingual learners selected features in their linguistic repertoire in order 

to develop their writing and voice. In addition, Canagarajah (2011) focused on how 

graduate students from the USA, China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, UAE and Saudi Arabia 

shuttled between different languages to communicate with each other multi-lingually in the 

classroom.  

 

 However, in this study, my investigation of adolescents was situated in SNSs. It is 

difficult to categorise adolescents as a type of lingual in SNSs. This is because adolescents 

engaged with a variety of languages and modes at the same time. As demonstrated 

throughout the empirical chapters, the adolescents not only used Thai to communicate but 

also other languages (e.g. English, Korean) and a range of modes (e.g. still and moving 

images, colours, layout). They also drew upon cultural resources (e.g. different textual 

conventions and genres). Therefore, this study adds to a body of research into cross-

language practices, translingual practices and translanguaging, which tends to focus on 

language use only and does not take into account the multimodal and cultural resources 

that are increasingly available in the globalised and techno-centric spaces such as SNSs.  

 

 Moreover, this study also adds to a body of research into multimodal practices 

because it attends to the distinction made in research into multimodality between written 

and spoken words, still and moving images and gestures as particular forms of 

representation and communication. As Jewitt (2008) suggests, “Using a multimodal 
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approach means looking at language as it is nestled and embedded within a wider social 

semiotic rather a decision to ‘side-line’ language” (p. 1). Furthermore, by taking this 

perspective, this work responds to Jewitt’s criticism of the field of multimodality: that work 

in this field has typically neglected language use in social contexts.  

 

Lastly, one of the most critical insights derived from this study is that the 

adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices play an essential 

role not only in making communication easier but also in representing one’s identity as a 

member of a diverse community. However, these important insights have rarely been 

explored within both sociolinguistic and sociocultural bodies of research because there was 

no suitable framework that could be used to do this. Therefore, to explore these insights, 

this study developed a new combined framework that incorporates SFL, multimodality and 

intertextuality to understand how the adolescents negotiated the differences not only in 

languages and modes but also in different cultures in order to construct their identities and 

social relationships in SNSs. It is hoped that other researchers can use this new combined 

framework to explore how various cultures, identities, modes and languages are meshed 

and exist together in spaces such as SNSs. 

 

9.3 Aspects for Future Research  

 Given the limited scope of this study, especially in regard to the number of Chiang 

Rai adolescents whose postings were studied closely (n = 8), it is not my intention, nor it 

is possible, to make generalisations about their language and literacy practices in SNSs. 

However, by engaging in an in-depth investigation of their language and literacy practices, 
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this study sheds light on some important issues. It shows how Chiang Rai adolescents were 

engaging with a wide range of resources, not only print-based; how they were learning to 

reflect on various discourses, cultures and values; and how they were becoming conscious 

of their positioning and belonging to multiple communities beyond Chiang Rai. 

 

 With these important issues in mind, this study pointed to how formal institutions 

such as schools can promote the language and literacy practices as engaged by Chiang Rai 

adolescents in SNSs. These language and literacy practices might help adolescents reach 

the learning and life opportunities that they might not have access to at schools or in rural 

provinces such as Chiang Rai. For example, to build on this initial work, future studies 

could investigate the linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices that take 

place in other contexts. They could explore the relationships between the language and 

literacy practices evidenced in schools and the adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and 

cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs, adding an explicit element of contrast to the 

current work.  

 

 Moreover, this study has only considered the texts produced in SNSs. It has not 

related these texts to the contexts in which they were produced. It might also be helpful 

and interesting, for example, to see how the digitally mediated texts of adolescents in SNSs 

are being created and used in material, social settings. This might include using them in 

school, at events, in coffee shops, in libraries or at tourist attractions. For example, in 

Inpastel’s case, while she was designing, appropriating and meshing a wide range of texts 

in SNSs to advertise and sell her Kpop products on Twitter, she might also be showing 
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customers at an event or in a coffee shop a version of her texts on a tablet or laptop so that 

they can see what and how to order her products. Similarly, in Siraprapha’s case, while she 

was drawing on the template that features the King’s colours (pink and yellow) to mark her 

identity as a Thai on Facebook, she might also use this same template on a poster at school. 

In this sense, the digitally mediated texts of the adolescents in SNSs may be potentially 

overlapping with the texts used in other social settings. Future research that explored these 

relationships would give new insights to the adolescents’ language and literacy practices 

within and across settings and spaces.   

 

 At the beginning of this study, I considered conducting the observations of Chiang 

Rai adolescents’ language and literacy practices in SNSs through ‘spy’ software that could 

review and track their practices in real-time. Using this software to track and observe their 

language and literacy practices would reveal how different platforms and texts were used 

as part of the production process. For example, while an adolescent was trying to upload 

his or her image on Facebook, he or she might be Googling what to write in the caption. 

By installing such software, I would be able to explore the processes of designing, writing, 

appropriating, editing and so on. I would also be able to explore the end product. However, 

I was not able to use this software because of the feedback I received from Chiang Rai 

adolescents on the first day I visited the schools. The adolescents were worried about the 

issue of privacy. Although I informed them that this spy software could be turned off 

anytime by them, they were still sceptical about it. However, future studies that worked 

with participants over time may be able to use this kind of software to conduct observations 
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into their text-making processes if a relationship of trust and processes that allow 

participants to manage their data could be established. 

 

 Lastly, this study mainly focused on investigating Chiang Rai adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices in SNSs that both drew on and expanded beyond the 

traditional principles of composition. It also paid attention to how the adolescents’ 

language and literacy practices were mediated by a range of texts as well as their interests, 

purposes, identities and social relationships. For this reason, it paid less attention to the 

fine-grained analysis of text features. For example, it did not look at the text features that 

adolescents used to understand the feature preferences based on the population 

demographics. Future research could conduct a more extensive scale study, targeting 

different population demographics to understand the relationships between the usage 

pattern of text features, the feature preferences and the participants’ demographic details. 

For example, certain text features (e.g. writing, hashtags and emojis) might be preferred by 

the female population compared to the male population or by participants living in the 

centre of Chiang Rai rather than those living in the mountain area.  

 

9.4 Implications for Thai Schools 

 In this study, I have established the importance of understanding Chiang Rai 

adolescents’ linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices as they relate to 

the new and different kinds of meaning-making in SNSs. Having done this, I would like to 

go back to the pragmatic questions that were asked at the beginning of this study: How can 

Thailand’s education system prepare adolescents to become skilled and competitive 
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workers for today’s labour market? How can this be achieved for adolescents living in rural 

regions like Chiang Rai?  

 

 What adolescents do in SNSs does not fit the traditional conventions of academic 

literacy. However, there is something to be said about the fact that adolescents living in 

Chiang Rai, who do not readily have the same access to digital technologies in schools or 

resources to travel the world, nonetheless are exhibiting ‘signs of learning’ in SNSs 

(Bezemer & Kress, 2008). Therefore, it might be essential for us to reflect on this fact and 

focus on what these adolescents can do in SNSs as part of everyday life that might 

contribute to their school practices. Although some of their practices in SNSs may not be 

directly relevant to schools, it is important to point out the ways in which these adolescents 

engage with technologies, resources and practices in other domains of life that might prove 

useful in schools (Hull & Schultz, 2012; Stornaioulo, 2012). In the following sections, I 

will discuss how we might connect the technologies and resources used and the practices 

engaged by adolescents across SNSs and schools.  

 

Bridging Technology 

 A critical aspect of the adolescents’ use of SNSs is that they use them as a hub for 

many of their social activities. As mentioned in Chapter 1, when I went to recruit my 

participants in one school in Chiang Rai, every adolescent in the room (n = 116) said that 

they have at least one social media account. They tended to log into their social media 

pages every day to look at news, pictures and videos that were sometimes linked to other 

websites. They were also likely to leave comments on their friends’ pages and look at other 
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people’s profiles in order to get to know them better. Some also said that they were doing 

business online by connecting with other users who could become their customers. The 

landscape of social media has changed so drastically when compared to a decade ago. The 

social activities that adolescents are engaging in today through their social media accounts 

allow them to connect with other people, both known and unknown, and both local and 

transnational. With this in mind, teachers need to be aware that adolescents use this 

technology as an organic part of their social activities and social lives. 

 

 Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, teachers also need to appreciate that the 

use of social media, especially the use of various resources available there, has allowed 

adolescents to learn, make meaning and negotiate their desired identities and social 

relationships. It is important to note that adolescents interact with a wide range of resources 

(e.g. images, videos, sounds, emojis, hashtags) in SNSs on a daily basis. Teachers may 

want to understand what kinds of resources adolescents are using, why adolescents are 

using those resources and why they find those resources important or useful to them. When 

teachers make recommendations for resources to be used pedagogically, I am careful to 

frame the usefulness of those resources in terms of what adolescents actually do with them. 

What is more important, as I will discuss below, is how to integrate the resources as an 

organic part of adolescents’ lives. 

 

Bridging the Practice  

 Teachers need to be especially mindful of the purpose and the relevance of 

promoting school-based literacy practices, particularly academic literacy, to their students. 
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The term academic literacy is often referred to in the literature as the ability to read and 

write for academic purposes in school, as well as the ability to engage in high-level 

academic discussion (Gersten et al., 2007). Traditionally, the term also connotes the 

standard form of English that is the language of schools and colleges (Scarcella, 2003). It 

is the language of the academic disciplines and of textbooks and literature.  

 

 Unfortunately, at least as it connects to the findings of this study, there are two 

different areas of disconnect between the practices of academic literacy that are heavily 

promoted in school and the practices of adolescents in SNSs. These two areas of disconnect 

are (1) the semiotic disconnect and (2) the identity/life disconnect.  

 

Bridging the Semiotic Disconnect  

 It could be argued that one of the biggest challenges in teaching academic literacy 

to adolescents is to make it purposeful and meaningful to them. As many studies have 

suggested (e.g. Lam, 2000; 2009; McGinnis et al., 2007), literacy practices can be 

meaningful when what people do with texts is meaningful. First, people make texts to 

convey meanings. From this perspective, literacy is a meaning-oriented activity. 

Unfortunately, schools in Thailand often frame literacy as an ability to read and write as 

well as to follow grammatical rules. This is why adolescents find it hard to connect with it. 

They do not see the point of reading or writing or using correct grammar in an assignment 

that is being given to them. Frequently, they do it not to convey meaning but to finish a 

required assignment.  
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 However, what we learned from Chiang Rai adolescents is that their language and 

literacy practices in SNSs are very different from the kinds of language and literacy 

practices they used and developed in schools. As seen in this study, Chiang Rai adolescents 

engaged with a wide range of practices in SNSs with purposes and goals that they wanted 

to achieve. They appropriated, designed, redesigned and/or meshed linguistic, multimodal 

and cultural texts, not only to make meaning but also to respond to a range of discourses 

in ways that represented their desired identities and relationships within various SNS 

communities.  

 

Although not all of their practices in SNSs can be made relevant in schools, we can 

highlight specific language and literacy practices that adolescents might care about the 

most or that they might need in order to become skilled and competitive workers for today’s 

labour market. In this case, teachers might try to understand what specific language and 

literacy practices are relevant to adolescents’ lives and provide lessons that highlight these 

practices in their classrooms. For example, in their lessons, teachers can engage adolescents 

through the processes of appropriating and reproducing a variety of texts and styles that 

respond to relevant discourses. They can also consider whether it would be educationally 

valuable to promote other practices (e.g. social media practices) alongside academic 

practices in their lessons for academic and social success.  

 

 More importantly, teachers can readily observe that many adolescents are 

producers of meaningful digital media content. They know how to produce content that 

allows them to make meaning for specific purposes and connect with others, both local and 
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transnational. This is a skill that many of them bring to school but cannot draw upon 

because of the lack of clear relevance of this to academic reading, writing or speaking. It 

is important to understand how adolescents expand their social, cultural, multimodal and 

linguistic repertoires, which allow them to access more social activities with wider 

communities and audiences. Therefore, teachers might consider how they can engage 

students in more activities that allow them to participate with others who share different 

social, cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Teachers might also consider engaging them in 

activities that involve not only the use of languages but also other multimodal and cultural 

resources such as still and moving images, sounds, hashtags and emojis, as well as different 

textual styles and genres.  

 

Bridging the Identity Disconnect  

 The ways in which Chiang Rai adolescents negotiated and represented their desired 

identities and social relationships with audiences through their language and literacy 

practices in SNSs are essential in this study. As mentioned in Chapter 8, Chiang Rai 

adolescents entered their online social activities with a general sense of who they were as 

a person (autobiographical self). They sought activities in line with their sense of self as 

a point of entry to fully immerse in the discourse (discoursal self). As they continued to 

participate and appropriate the social practices of particular communities, they became part 

of the discourse, which allowed them to gain particular desired identities (desired self). 

Their participation in SNSs might have given the adolescents opportunities to construct 

more desired identities and social relationships within communities beyond Chiang Rai.  
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 In this way, SNSs can be seen as platforms where the adolescents can try on 

different identity positions and, in the process of doing so, become that person that they 

desire or are inspired to be (Bhabha, 1994). As a result, SNSs provide them with new 

possibilities for selfhood. By bridging new connections and networks with other ‘strangers’ 

who share similar interests and feelings, SNSs can support the creation of an affinity space 

through which adolescents develop their expertise in the specific social practices of 

particular communities (Gee & Hayes, 2011).  

 

 Teaching students to engage in academic literacy is like teaching them to try on this 

new academic self. For many of them, this is not the kind of identity that they necessarily 

see as relevant or ‘cool’. In fact, teachers might have inadvertently distanced students from 

academic literacy the moment they teach them to produce or interpret academic texts (see 

Lam, 2000; McGinnis et al., 2007). Yet, what many of the students – and possibly even 

some teachers – may not be aware of, is that academic literacy can be used without 

stripping them of their existing or desired identities. In fact, as Pavlenko and Lantolf (2000) 

argue that the production or interpretation of academic texts needs to be framed in terms 

of how the texts allow or restrict students’ choices to present themselves.  

 

Therefore, when assigning students to create particular academic texts, teachers 

may want to see how students can use texts to position themselves and negotiate 

relationships with others. Teachers may also want to see how students can incorporate a 

variety of resources (i.e., linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources) as part of their 

language and literacy practices that are motivated by their interests, cultures, values and 
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identities. These points are worth considering by teachers because they focus on the things 

that are meaningful to students, things they can relate to or identify themselves with. 

 

9.5 Concluding Remarks 

This study explored the ways in which Chiang Rai adolescents drew upon 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural resources in SNSs to generate new and different kinds 

of meaning, construct their desired identities and build social relationships with their 

audiences. In particular, as the adolescents drew upon these different kinds of resources, 

they learned how to mesh them together to establish a common ground for communicating, 

representing and being together in various local and transnational SNS communities. This 

study, therefore, investigated how these kinds of meshing practices could help extend the 

adolescents’ learning and life opportunities. What was revealed across the study was that 

when the adolescents leveraged and meshed different kinds of resources, they were able to 

share common affinities with others and gain a stronger presence within various local and 

transnational communities beyond Chiang Rai.  

 

This work, therefore, acknowledged the significance of Chiang Rai adolescents’ 

linguistic, multimodal and cultural code-meshing practices in SNSs – not only as a new 

way of making meaning but also as a way of making new kinds of meaning. The rapid 

development of digital technologies and platforms, along with the globalisation that is 

associated with this shift, poses a challenge to us as researchers. We, as researchers, are 

constantly presented with new situations in which this digital shift has altered and keeps 
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altering adolescents’ language and literacy practices. And, through this, it contributes to 

the ongoing transformation of their lives.  

 

As researchers with an interest in education, we are also faced with the additional 

question of how these changes should relate to adolescents’ experiences in schools. As 

Bezemer and Kress (2017, p. 22) argue, “In that stand-off, conceptions of pedagogy will 

need to be developed to accommodate the conflicting interests of generation, of ever more 

globalising market-dominated economy”. This thesis has provided insight into the 

adolescents’ developing language and literacy practices negotiating their relationship with 

schools, global societies and markets. As part of this, this thesis has developed a new way 

of looking at texts within linguistic, multimodal, social and cultural contexts. It has opened 

up opportunities to understand these practices in new ways. However, the challenge that 

remains is to continue to work on these conceptions so that our understanding truly reflects 

the language and literacy practices of this generation’s adolescents and how they are 

mediated by their interests, goals, values, identities and social relationships.  
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